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Abstract

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) aims at extending the life cycle of en-
gineering assets, while reducing exploitation and maintenance costs. For this reason,
prognostics is considered as a key process with future capabilities. Indeed, accurate
estimates of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of an equipment enable defining further
plan of actions to increase safety, minimize downtime, ensure mission completion and
efficient production.
Recent advances show that data-driven approaches (mainly based on machine learning
methods) are increasingly applied for fault prognostics. They can be seen as black-box
models that learn system behavior directly from Condition Monitoring (CM) data, use
that knowledge to infer its current state and predict future progression of failure. How-
ever, approximating the behavior of critical machinery is a challenging task that can
result in poor prognostics. As for understanding, some issues of data-driven prognos-
tics modeling are highlighted as follows. 1) How to effectively process raw monitoring
data to obtain suitable features that clearly reflect evolution of degradation? 2) How
to discriminate degradation states and define failure criteria (that can vary from case
to case)? 3) How to be sure that learned-models will be robust enough to show steady
performance over uncertain inputs that deviate from learned experiences, and to be
reliable enough to encounter unknown data (i.e., operating conditions, engineering vari-
ations, etc.)? 4) How to achieve ease of application under industrial constraints and
requirements? Such issues constitute the problems addressed in this thesis and have led
to develop a novel approach beyond conventional methods of data-driven prognostics.
The main contributions are as follows.

• The data-processing step is improved by introducing a new approach for features
extraction using trigonometric and cumulative functions, where features selection
is based on three characteristics, i.e., monotonicity, trendability and predictability.
The main idea of this development is to transform raw data into features that
improve accuracy of long-term predictions.

• To account for robustness, reliability and applicability issues, a new prediction
algorithm is proposed: the Summation Wavelet-Extreme Learning Machine (SW-
ELM). SW-ELM ensures good prediction performances while reducing the learning
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time. An ensemble of SW-ELM is also proposed to quantify uncertainty and
improve accuracy of estimates.

• Prognostics performances are also enhanced thanks to the proposition of a new
health assessment algorithm: the Subtractive-Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering
(S-MEFC). S-MEFC is an unsupervised classification approach which uses max-
imum entropy inference to represent uncertainty of unlabeled multidimensional
data and can automatically determine the number of states (clusters), i.e., with-
out human assumption.

• The final prognostics model is achieved by integrating SW-ELM and S-MEFC to
show evolution of machine degradation with simultaneous predictions and discrete
state estimation. This scheme also enables to dynamically set failure thresholds
and estimate RUL of monitored machinery.

Developments are validated on real data from three experimental platforms: PRONOS-
TIA FEMTO-ST (bearings test-bed), CNC SIMTech (machining cutters), C-MAPSS
NASA (turbofan engines) and other benchmark data. Due to realistic nature of the
proposed RUL estimation strategy, quite promising results are achieved. However, reli-
ability of the prognostics model still needs to be improved which is the main perspective
of this work.

Keywords: Prognostics, Data-driven, Extreme learning Machine, Fuzzy Clustering, RUL
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General introduction

Any machine during its service life is prone to degrade with the passage of time. How-
ever, the failure of engineering assets or their critical machinery can not only be a loss
in the manufacturing process or timely services to the customers, but can also have
major negative outcomes. In some cases, machinery malfunctioning can even result in
irreversible damages to the environment or in safety problems, for example, jet crash
due to engine failure, rail accident due to bearing failure, etc. This highlights the need
to maintain critical machinery before a failure could happen.
Generally, maintenance can be defined as, “the combination of all technical and associ-
ated administrative actions intended to retain a system in a state at which it can perform
the required function” [66]. With recent advances in modern technology, industrials and
researchers are progressing toward enhanced maintenance support systems that aim at
improving reliability and availability of critical engineering assets while reducing over-
all costs. Therefore, the role of maintenance has changed from a “necessary evil” to a
“profit contributor” [194]. Also, the trends have grown rapidly and shifted from fail-fix
maintenance to predict-prevent maintenance. In this context, one should speak about
the evolution in maintenance policies [66], that began from unplanned corrective main-
tenance practices for non-critical machinery, and then shifted to a planned preventive
maintenance (PM). More precisely, the PM is performed by either pre-defined schedule
or by performing Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) on the basis of current state
of the machinery. Further, the CBM evolved to predictive maintenance strategy, that
is based on forecasts of future evolution of machine degradation. Therefore, upon de-
tection of failure precursors, prognostics 1 becomes a necessary step to anticipate (and
predict) the failure of degrading equipment at future times to estimate the Remaining
Useful Life (RUL) [226]. Indeed, it is assumed that adequate actions (either maintenance
tasks, either load profile changes) must be performed in a timely manner, such that, crit-
ical failures that could lead to major breakdowns or huge wastes can be avoided, which
enables optimizing machinery service delivery potential during its lifetime. To fulfill
such time critical needs, an enhanced application of CBM is through prognostics, and
therefore, CBM has evolved into the concept of Prognostics and Health Management.

1Note: In literature keywords prognosis, prognostic or prognostics are used, but for the thesis the
word “prognostics” is considered.
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For modern industry, PHM appears to be a key enabler for improving availability of crit-
ical engineering assets while reducing inopportune spending and security risks. Within
the framework of PHM, prognostics is considered as a core process for deploying an
effective predictive maintenance scheme. Prognostics is also called as the “prediction
of a system’s lifetime”, as its primary objective is to intelligently use the monitoring
information of an in-service machinery, and to predict its RUL before a failure occurs,
given the current machine condition and its past operation profile [105].
Machinery operates in a dynamic environment, where its behavior is often non-linear due
to different factors like environmental and operating conditions, temperature, pressure,
noise, engineering variance, etc. As a result, the condition monitoring data gathered
from machinery are subject to high levels of uncertainty and unpredictability. Also,
with lack of knowledge and understanding about complex deterioration processes, pre-
dicting behavior of an in-service machinery can be a complicated challenge. Although
in the past decade there are several efforts around the world, real prognostics systems to
meet industrial challenges are still scarce. This can be due to a highly complex and non-
linear operational environment of industrial systems, which makes it hard to establish
effective prognostics approaches that are: robust enough to tolerate uncertainty, reliable
enough to show acceptable performance under diverse conditions, and applicable enough
to fit industrial constraints. As a result, the need for an enhanced prognostics approach
can be pointed out.
In this thesis, the developments are achieved following a thorough literature review on
three different approaches for prognostics, i.e., physics based, data-driven, and hybrid
approaches. This enables identifying the key challenges related to implementation of
a prognostics model, i.e., robustness, reliability and applicability. To account for such
challenges, a novel approach for prognostics is introduced by applying advanced tech-
niques from data-driven category of prognostics approaches. The overall performances of
data-driven prognostics framework are enhanced by focusing on data-processing, health
assessment, and behavior prediction steps. Most importantly, as compared to conven-
tional approaches of data-driven prognostics, RUL estimation is achieved by integrating
two newly developed rapid machine learning algorithms. The proposed developments
also give a new direction to perform prognostics with a data-driven approach.

The structure of the thesis manuscript is organized as follows.

Chapter 1 gives an overview of PHM, and the role of prognostics. Following that
a thorough survey on the classification of prognostics approaches is presented including
their pros and cons. Different RUL estimation strategies with data-driven approaches
are also reviewed, and the challenges of prognostics modeling are defined.

Chapter 2 discusses the importance of data-processing, its impact on prognostics mod-
eling, and on the accuracy of RUL estimates. Therefore, developments are focused on
features extraction and selection steps, and aim at obtaining features that clearly reflect
machine degradation, and can be easily predicted. In order, to validate the propositions,
two PHM case studies are considered: real data of turbofan engines from PHM challenge
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2008, and real data of bearings from PHM challenge 2012.

Chapter 3 presents a new rapid learning algorithm, the Summation Wavelet-Extreme
Learning Machine (SW-ELM) that enables performing “long-term predictions”. For
issues related to time series (i.e., approximation, one step-ahead prediction, multi-step
ahead prediction) and challenges of prognostics modeling, the performances of SW-ELM
are benchmarked with different approaches to show its improvements. An ensemble of
SW-ELM is also proposed to quantify uncertainty of the data / modeling phase, and
to improve accuracy of estimates. In order, to further validate the proposed prediction
algorithm, two PHM case studies are considered: real data of a CNC machine, and real
data of bearings from PHM challenge 2012.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the complete implementation of prognostics model, and
its validation. Firstly, a new unsupervised classification algorithm is proposed namely,
the Subtractive-Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (S-MEFC), that enables estimat-
ing the health state of the system. Secondly, a novel strategy for RUL estimation is
presented by integrating SW-ELM and S-MEFC as a prognostics model. The proposed
approach allows tracking the evolution of machine degradation, with simultaneous pre-
dictions and discrete state estimation and can dynamically set the failure thresholds.
Lastly, to investigate the efficiency of the proposed prognostics approach, a case study
on the real data of turbofan engines from PHM challenge 2008 is presented, and the
comparison with results from recent publications is also given.

Chapter 5 concludes this research work by summarizing the developments, improve-
ments and limitations. A discussion on the future perspectives is also laid out.





Chapter 1
Enhancing data-driven prognostics

This chapter presents a thorough survey on Prognostics and Health Manage-
ment literature, importance of prognostics, its issues and uncertainty. Also, a
detailed classification of prognostics approaches is presented. All categories
of prognostics approaches are assessed upon different criteria to point out
their importance. Thereby, recent strategies of RUL estimation are reviewed
and the challenges of prognostics modeling are defined. Thanks to that, the
problem statement and objectives of this thesis are finally given at the end of
the chapter.

1.1 Prognostics and Health Management (PHM)

1.1.1 PHM as an enabling discipline

With aging, machinery or its components are more vulnerable to failures. Availability
and maintainability of such machinery are of great concern to ensure smooth functioning
and to avoid unwanted situations. Also, the optimization of service and the minimiza-
tion of life cycle costs / risks require continuous monitoring of deterioration process,
and reliable prediction of life time at which machinery will be unable to perform de-
sired functionality. According to [87], for such requirements, the barriers of traditional
Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) for widespread application, identified during a
2002 workshop organized by National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA),
are as follows:

1. inability to continually monitor a machine;

2. inability to accurately and reliably predict the Remaining Useful Life (RUL);
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3. inability of maintenance systems to learn and identify impending failures and
recommend what action should be taken.

These barriers can be further redefined as deficiencies in sensing, prognostics and rea-
soning. Also, over the last decade, CBM has evolved into the concept of Prognostics and
Health Management (PHM) [87], due to its broader scope. Basically, PHM is an emerg-
ing engineering discipline which links studies of failure mechanisms (corrosion, fatigue,
overload, etc.) and life cycle management [191]. It aims at extending service cycle of an
engineering asset, while reducing exploitation and maintenance costs. Mainly, acronym
PHM consists of two elements [85, 87, 226].

1. Prognostics refers to a prediction / forecasting / extrapolation process by mod-
eling fault progression, based on current state assessment and future operating
conditions;

2. Health Management refers to a decision making capability to intelligently per-
form maintenance and logistics activities on the basis of diagnostics / prognostics
information.

PHM has by and large been accepted by the engineering systems community in general,
and the aerospace industry in particular, as the future direction [172]. Among different
strategies of maintenance (Appendix A.1), PHM is contemporary maintenance strategy
that can facilitate equipment vendors, integrators or operators to dynamically maintain
their critical engineering assets. According to [191], in U.S military two significant
weapon platforms were designed with a prognostics capability: Joint Strike Fighter
Program [85], and the Future Combat Systems Program [22]. As technology is maturing,
PHM is also and active research at NASA for their launch vehicles and spacecrafts [149].
In other words, PHM is a key enabler to facilitate different industries to meet their
desired goals e.g. process industry, power energy, manufacturing, aviation, automotive,
defence, etc. Some of the key benefits of PHM can be highlighted as follows:

• increase availability and reduce operational costs to optimized maintenance;

• improve system safety (predict to prevent negative outcomes);

• improve decision making to prolong life time of a machinery.

PHM makes use of past, present and future information of an equipment in order to
assess its degradation, diagnose faults, predict and manage its failures [226]. Considering
such activities, PHM is usually described as the combination of 7 layers adapted from
Open System Architecture for CBM [119, 140], that all together enable linking failure
mechanisms with life management (Fig. 1.1). We can divided these layers into three
main phases 1) observe, 2) analyze and 3) act. Details are as summarized in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: 7 layers of PHM cycle

Observe
1. Data acquisition: gather useful condition monitoring (CM) data records using

digitized sensors.
2. Data processing : perform data cleaning, denoising, relevant features extraction

and selection.

Analyze
3. Condition assessment : assess current condition of monitored machinery,

and degradation level.
4. Daignostics: perform diagnostics to detect, isolate and identify faults (see

Appendix A.2).
5. Prognostics: perform prognostics to project current health of degrading mach-

inery onto future to estimate RUL and associate a confidence interval.

Act
6. Decision support : (off-line) recommend actions for maintenance / logistic

(e.g. service quality), and (on-line) system configuration (safety actions).
7. Human Machine Interface: interact with different layers, e.g. prognostics,

decision support and display warnings etc.
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Figure 1.1: PHM cycle (adapted from [119])

Within analysis phase, prognostics is considered as a key task with future capabilities,
which should be performed efficiently for successful decision support to recommend
actions for maintenance [13], or system configuration [14]. Therefore, prognostics is a
core process in PHM cycle, to decide plan of actions, increase safety, minimize downtime,
ensure mission completion and efficient production [49].
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1.1.2 Prognostics and the Remaining Useful Life

The concept of prognostics was initially introduced in the medical domain. Medical
prognostics is defined as “the prediction of the future course and the outcome of disease
process” [8]. In engineering, prognostics is generally understood as the process of moni-
toring health of an engineering asset, and of predicting the life time at which it will not
perform the required function. According to literature, there are several definitions of
prognostics [178], but, few interesting ones are given as follows:

1. the capability to provide early detecting of the precursor and / or incipient fault
condition of a component, and to have the technology and means to manage and
predict the progression of this fault condition to component failure [67];

2. predictive diagnostics, which includes determining the remaining life or time span
of proper operation of a component [86];

3. the prediction of future health states based on current health assessment, historical
trends and projected usage loads on the equipment and / or process [207];

4. failure prognostics involves forecasting of system degradation based on observed
system condition [133];

5. the forecast of an asset’s remaining operational life, future condition, or risk to
completion [83].

A common acceptance can be dressed from above definitions: prognostics can be seen as
the “prediction of a system’s lifetime” as it is a process whose objective is to predict the
Remaining Useful Life before a failure occurs. Also, let retain the definition proposed
by the International Organization for Standardization [99]:
“prognostics is the estimation of time to failure and risk for one or more existing and
future failure modes”.
Note that, the implementation of prognostics for a particular application can be made
at different levels of abstraction like: critical components, sub-system or entire system.
Also, RUL is expressed by considering units corresponding to the primary measurement
of use for overall system. For example, in case of commercial aircrafts the unit is cycles
(i.e., related to number of take-offs), for aircraft engines it is hours of operation, for au-
tomobiles it is kilometers (or miles). Having said that, whatever the level of abstraction
and the unit to define that, prognostics facilitate decision makers with information, that
enables them to change operating conditions (e.g. load). Consequently, it may prolong
service life of the machinery. In addition, it also benefits the planners to manage up-
coming maintenance and to initiate a logistics process, that enables a smooth transition
from faulty machinery to fully functional [175].
The main capability of prognostics is to help maintenance staff with insight of future
health states of a monitored system. This task is mainly composed of two different
steps. The first step is related to the assessment of current health state (i.e., severity or
degradation detection), which can also be considered under detection and diagnostics.
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Different pattern recognition techniques can be applied to this phase. The second step
aims at predicting (or forecasting) degradation trends to estimate the RUL, where time
series techniques can be applied [63].
As for illustration of RUL estimation task, consider left part of Fig. 1.2, where for sake
of simplicity the degradation is considered as a one-dimensional signal. In such case,
the RUL can be computed between current time tc after degradation has been detected
tD, and the time at which predicted signal passes the failure threshold (FT) (assumed
or precisely set by an expert), i.e., time tf, with some confidence to the prediction. The
FT does not necessarily indicate complete failure of the machinery, but a faulty state
beyond which there is a risk of functionality loss [171], and end of life (EOL). Therefore,
RUL can be defined by Eq. (1.1):

RUL = tf − tc (1.1)

where tf is a random variable of time to failure, and tc is the current time.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of prognostics and RUL estimates

Providing a confidence to predictions is essential for prognostics due to inherent un-
certainties of deterioration phenomena, unclear future operating conditions and errors
associated to the prognostics model. Therefore, decision making should be based on
the bounds of RUL confidence interval rather than single value [178]. Also, narrow
confidence intervals represent high precision / accuracy and are preferred over wide con-
fidence intervals that indicate large uncertainty, thus risky decisions should be avoided.
Therefore, the combined uncertainty of RUL estimate is not only due to prediction but
due to the FT as well (which should be precise).
The right part of Fig. 1.2 shows a situation, where estimated RUL value is updated when
new data arrives at each time interval. In this manner, different RULs are estimated with
some confidence according to availability of data from monitored machinery. Obviously,
accuracy of RUL estimates should increase with time, as more data are available.

1.1.3 Prognostics and uncertainty

Aging of machinery in a dynamic environment is a complex phenomena, and it is often
non-linear function of usage, time, and environmental conditions [191]. Following that,
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real monitoring data from machinery condition (vibration, temperature, humidity, pres-
sure, etc.,) are usually noisy and open to high variability due to direct or indirect impact
of usage and environmental conditions related to the degradation of failing machinery.
In other words, real-life machinery prognostics is subject to high levels of uncertainty,
either due to gathered data or either due to degradation mechanisms. As for example,
consider a process, where a component degrades from a healthy state to failure state
(see Fig. 1.3). The same component can have different degrading curves due to different
failure modes (e.g. in case of bearings inner race, outer race, cage crack), even exposed
to same operating conditions. Although, failure modes can be for a same bearing, but
still each mode can result different states of degradation that result different RULs. In
such situations, RUL estimation becomes a complicated challenge for the prognostics
model, that requires timely predicting the future unknown and intelligently assessing
the faulty state.
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Figure 1.3: Component health evolution curves (adapted from [178])

From the above discussions, some key issues of prognostics can be pointed out.

• How to tackle inherent uncertainties of data?

• How to represent uncertainty of machine deterioration process (i.e., from good to
faulty state)?

• How to avoid uncertainty of FTs, to enable accurate RUL estimates?

Such issues can be related to different sources of uncertainty [40].

1. Input uncertainties that can be due to initial damage, material properties, manu-
facturing variability, etc.
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2. Model uncertainties that can be due to modeling error related to inaccurate pre-
dictions (for data-driven prognostic approaches it can be related to incomplete
coverage of data model training [71]). However, such uncertainties can be reduced
by improved modeling methods.

3. Measurement uncertainties that are related to data collection, data processing,
etc., and can be managed to a better level. For example sensor noise, loss of
information due to data processing, etc.

4. Operating environment uncertainties like unforeseen future loads or environments.

Whatever the type of uncertainties in prognostics, they can impact the accuracy of
RUL estimates which prevents to recommend timely actions for decision making process
or system configuration. In brief, for prognostics system development, three different
processes are essential to handle uncertainty [40].

• To represent uncertainty of data, which include common theories like fuzzy set
theory, probability theory, etc.;

• To quantify uncertainty related to different sources as correctly as possible;

• To manage the uncertainty by processing the data in an effective manner.

For example consider situation in Fig. 1.4, that illustrates the uncertainty of the RUL
estimation by a prognostics model and updates its predictions when new data arrives.
Initially the equipment is new and accumulated damage is minor, therefore uncertainty
regarding the unknown future can be high. When the damage grows and the failure point
is closer, the prognostics model can have much less uncertainty to estimate the exact time
to failure. In addition, it is necessary to account for different sources of uncertainties
of prognostics, that are associated with “long-term predictions” of machinery health.
Without such information a prognostics model has limited use and cannot be integrated
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Figure 1.4: Uncertainty bands associated with RUL estimations (adapted from [191])
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for critical applications. Therefore, in this thesis, uncertainty of prognostics is dealt by:
quantifying uncertainty due to data and modeling phase, representing uncertainty using
fuzzy set theory, and managing uncertainty by processing data.

1.2 Prognostics approaches

The core process of prognostics is to estimate the RUL of machinery by predicting the
future evolution at an early stages of degradation. An accurate RUL estimation enables
to run the equipment safely as long as it is healthy, which benefits in terms of additional
time to opportunely plan and prepare maintenance interventions for most convenient
and inexpensive times [105]. Due to the significance of such aspects, study on PHM
has grown rapidly in recent years, where different prognostics approaches are being
developed. Several review papers on the classification of prognostics approaches have
been published [60, 74, 105, 115, 153, 156, 177, 178, 192, 193]. In spite of divergence in
literature, we bring discussions on common grounds, where prognostics approaches are
classified into three types: 1) physics based prognostics, 2) data-driven prognostics and
3) hybrid prognostics. But still, these classes are not well addressed in literature, which
requires a detailed survey.

1.2.1 Physics based prognostics

1.2.1.1 Overview

The physics based or model based approaches for prognostics use explicit mathematical
representation (or white-box model) to formalize physical understanding of a degrading
system [155]. RUL estimates with such approaches are achieved on the basis of acquired
knowledge of the process that affects normal machine operation and can cause failure.
They are based on the principle that failure occurs from fundamental processes: me-
chanical, electrical, chemical, thermal, radiation [154]. Common approaches of physics
based modeling include material level models like spall progression models, crack-growth
models or gas path models for turbine engines [84, 178, 191]. To identify potential failure
mechanisms, such methods utilize knowledge like loading conditions, geometry, and ma-
terial properties of a system [153]. To predict the behavior of the system, such methods
require detailed knowledge and through understanding of the process and mechanisms
that cause failure. In other words, failure criteria are created by using physics of failure
(POF) analysis and historic data information about failed equipment [88]. Implementa-
tion of physics based approach has to go through number of steps that include, failure
modes and effects analysis (FMEA), feature extraction, and RUL estimation [153].
It should be noted that in literature, different works categorize physics based (or model-
based) prognostics as POF and system modeling approach [155, 158]. However, they
should be limited to POF [192, 197], because system modeling approaches are depen-
dent on data-driven methods to tune parameters of physics based model and should be
classified as hybrid approach for prognostics (see section 1.2.3).
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1.2.1.2 Application point of view

In general, physics based approaches are application specific. They assume that sys-
tem behavior can be described analytically and accurately. Physics based methods are
suitable for a situation where accuracy outweighs other factors, such as the case of air
vehicles [168]. POF models are usually applied at component or material level [197].
However, for most industrial applications physics based methods might not be a proper
choice, because fault types can vary from one component to another and are difficult
to identify without interrupting operating machinery [84]. In addition, system spe-
cific knowledge like material composition, geometry may not be always available [155].
Besides that, future loading conditions also affect fault propagation. Therefore in a
dynamic operating environment, the model may not be accurate due to assumptions,
errors and uncertainty in the application [197]. In such cases POF models are combined
with data-driven methods to update model parameters in an on-line manner, which
turns into a hybrid approach (and is discussed in section 1.2.3).

1.2.2 Data-driven prognostics

Data-driven (DD) prognostics approaches can be seen as black box models that learn
systems behavior directly from collected condition monitoring (CM) data (e.g. vibration,
acoustic signal, force, pressure, temperature, current, voltage, etc). They rely on the
assumption that the statistical characteristics of system data are relatively unchanged
unless a malfunctioning occurs. Such methods transform raw monitoring data into rel-
evant information and behavioral models (including the degradation) of the system.
Therefore, data-driven methods can be low cost models with an advantage of better
applicability, as they only require data instead of prior knowledge or human experts
[110, 111, 155].
According to literature, several studies are performed to categorize data-driven prog-
nostics approaches. [63, 220] classified data-driven methods into machine learning and
statistical approaches. [60, 156] classified data-driven approaches as artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques and Statistical techniques. A survey on AI approaches for prognostics
was presented by [176], where data-driven approaches were categorized as conventional
numerical methods and machine learning methods. [158] classified data-driven prognos-
tics methods as, evolutionary, machine learning / AI and state estimation techniques.
However, we classify data-driven approaches for prognostics into two categories. 1)
machine learning approaches and 2) statistical approaches.

1.2.2.1 Machine learning approaches

Machine learning approaches are branch of AI that attempt to learn by examples and are
capable to capture complex relationships among collected data that are hard to describe.
Obviously, such methods are suitable for situations where physics based modeling are
not favorable to replicate behavior model [111]. Depending on the type of available
data, learning can be performed in different ways. Supervised learning can be applied
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to labeled data, i.e., data are composed of input and the desired output is known. Un-
supervised learning is applied to unlabeled data, i.e., learning data are only composed
of input and desired output is unknown. Semi-supervised learning that involves both
labeled (few data points) and unlabeled data. A partially supervised learning is per-
formed when data have imprecise and / or uncertain soft labels, (i.e., learning data are
composed of input and desired outputs are known with soft labels or belief mass [50]).
Machine learning is a rapidly growing field in PHM domain, and vast numbers of algo-
rithms are being developed. In brief, machine learning approaches for prognostics can
be categorized with some examples as follows.

Connectionist methods - Flexible methods that use examples to learn and infer
complex relations among data e.g.:

• Artificial neural networks (ANN) [9, 107, 134];

• Combination of ANN and Fuzzy rules, e.g. Neuro-Fuzzy systems [59, 107].

Bayesian methods - Probabilistic graphical methods mostly used in presence of
uncertainty, particularly dynamic Bayesian approaches e.g.:

• Markov Models and variants, e.g. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [138, 165];

• State estimation approaches, e.g. Kalman Filter, Particle Filter and variants [20,
174, 178].

Instance Based Learning methods (IBL) - Obtain knowledge from stored ex-
amples that were presented for learning and utilize this knowledge to find similarity
between learned examples and new objects:

• K-nearest neighbor algorithm [142];

• Case-based reasoning for advanced IBL [197].

Combination methods - Can be an effective combination of supervised, unsuper-
vised methods, semi-supervised and partially supervised methods or other possible com-
binations to overcome drawbacks of an individual data-driven approach, for e.g.:

• Connectionist approach and state estimation techniques [18];

• Connectionist approach and clustering methods [108, 164];

• Ensemble of different approaches to quantify uncertainty and to achieve robust
models [17, 20, 89].

Note that, some of the above mentioned categories can also include supervised, unsu-
pervised, semi-supervised learning or partially supervised approaches, however we avoid
any strict classification.
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1.2.2.2 Statistical approaches

They estimate the RUL by fitting the probabilistic model to the collected data and ex-
trapolate the fitted curve to failure criteria. Statistical approaches are simple to conduct.
Like machine learning approaches, statistical methods also require sufficient condition
monitoring (CM) data to learn behavior of degrading machinery. However, they can
have large errors in case of incomplete data, and the nature of data has therefore its
own importance in this category.
[177] presented a state-of-the-art review of statistical approaches, where the taxonomy
was mainly based on nature of CM data. From this systematic review, some commonly
known prognostics approaches can be: regression based methods, stochastic filtering
or state estimation methods like Kalman Filters Particle Filters and variants, Hidden
Markov models and variants etc. Further details about this taxonomy are described
in [177]. It should be noted that, Bayesian techniques cited just above can also be
addressed as machine learning approaches. Other methods in this category can be clas-
sical time series prediction methods like Auto-Regressive Moving Average and variants
or proportional hazards models [178].

1.2.2.3 Application point of view

In general, the strength of data-driven approaches is their ability to transform high-
dimensional noisy data into low-dimensional information for prognostics decisions [60].
However, data-driven methods encounter common criticism that they require more data
as compared to physics based approach, which is not surprising. Obviously sufficient
quantities of run-to-failure data are necessary for data-driven models to learn and cap-
ture complex relations among data. In this context, sufficient quantity means that data
has been observed for all fault-modes of interest [191]. However, some industrial systems
can not be allowed to run until failure due to their consequences.
Beside that, quantity and quality of data are also important. Indeed, real machinery op-
erates in highly non-linear environment and monitored data could be of high variability,
sensor noise, which can impact on performance of data-driven methods. Therefore, it is
essential to properly process acquired data in order to obtain good features to reduce
modeling complexity, and increase accuracy of RUL estimates.
Machine learning approaches have the advantage that, they can be deployed rapidly and
with low implementation cost as compared to physics based methods. In addition, they
can provide system-wide scope, where scope of physics based approaches can be limited.
Machine learning approach for prognostics could be performed with a connectionist feed
forward neural network [107] to predict continuous state of degradation recursively, until
it reaches FT. However, such methods provide point predictions and do not furnish any
confidence [111]. In comparison, Bayesian methods can be applied to manage uncer-
tainty of prognostics [40], but, again RUL estimates rely on FT. Instance based learning
methods do not need FT and can directly estimate the RUL by matching similarity
among stored examples and new test instances [142]. They can also be called as expe-
rience based approaches [197]. Combination of different machine learning approaches
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can be a suitable choice to overcome drawbacks of an individual method [164]. But,
whatever the approach considered for building a prognostics model, it is important to
involve operating conditions and actual usage environment.
Lastly, statistical approaches for prognostics also require large amount of failure data to
implement models. These approaches are economical and require fewer computations
as compared to machine learning approaches. For e.g. methods like classical regression
are simpler to build. However, they do not consider operating conditions, actual usage
environments and failure mechanism [220].

1.2.3 Hybrid prognostics

A hybrid (Hyb) approach is an integration of physics based and data-driven prognostics
approaches, that attempts to leverage the strengths from both categories. The main idea
is to benefit from both approaches to achieve finely tuned prognostics models that have
better capability to manage uncertainty, and can result in more accurate RUL estimates.
According to literature, hybrid modeling can be performed in two ways [157]: 1) series
approach, and 2) parallel approach.

1.2.3.1 Series approach

In PHM discipline, series approach is also known as system modeling approach that
combines physics based approach having prior knowledge about the process being mod-
eled, and a data-driven approach that serves as a state estimator of unmeasured process
parameters which are hard to model by first principles [160]. Several works in recent
literature address series approach as model based prognostics [19, 155, 158, 174]. How-
ever it cannot be regarded as model based, because, physics based model is dependant
on a data-driven approach to tune its parameters (see Fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Series approach for hybrid prognostics model (adapted from [71])

In brief, the representation (or modeling) of an engineering asset is made with mathe-
matical functions or mappings, like differential equations. Statistical estimation methods
based on residuals and parity relations (i.e., difference of predictions from a model and
system observations) are applied to detect, isolate and predict degradation to estimate
the RUL [130, 192]. Practically, even if the model of process is known, RUL estimates
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might be hard to achieve, where the state of the degrading machinery may not be observ-
able directly or measurements may be affected by noise [71]. In this case, a mathematical
model is integrated with on-line parameter estimation methods to infer degrading state
and furnish reliable quantification of uncertainty. State estimation techniques can be
Bayesian methods like Kalman filter, Particle filter and variant [178], that update the
prediction upon collection of new data [57, 58] (see Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.6: Battery capacity predictions and new pdf of RUL [169]

As for example from recent literature, [16] developed a physics based model relying on
particle filtering to predict the RUL of turbine blades. An approach to RUL estimation
of power MOSFETs (metal oxide field effect transistor) was presented by [41], which
used an extended Kalman filter and a particle filter to accomplish prognostics mod-
els. An unscented Kalman filter based approach was applied for prognostics of PEMFC
(polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell) [221]. Recently, another interesting applica-
tion on prognostics PEMFC was presented by [112], using particle filter that enabled to
include non-observable states into physical models. [33] proposed a particle filter based
approach to track spall propagation rate and to update predictions. [10, 11] presented
a Matlab based tutorial that combines physical model for crack growth and particle
filter, which uses the observed data to identify model parameters. [17] proposed a series
approach concerning the prediction of the RUL of a creeping turbine blade.

1.2.3.2 Parallel approach

Physics based approaches make use of system specific knowledge, while data-driven ap-
proaches utilize in situ monitoring data for prognostics. Both approaches can have their
own limitations and advantages. A parallel combination can benefit from advantages
of physics based and data-driven approach, such that the output from resulting hybrid
model is more accurate (see Fig. 1.7). According to literature, with parallel approach,
the data-driven models are trained to predict the residuals not explained by the first
principle model [71, 185].
In PHM discipline still different terminologies are being used for such modeling. [21]
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Figure 1.7: Parallel approach for hybrid prognostics model (adapted from [71])

called it as parallel hybrid approach, to build a model by combining a data-driven ensem-
ble to POF model for an application of choke valve. In some works, such a combination
of physics based and data-driven approaches is also called as fusion prognostics, that also
requires an accurate mathematical model to represent a system for POF, and data for
the data-driven approach [182]. As for some examples, [44] presented a fusion approach
for prognostics of multilayer ceramic capacitors. A fusion methodology for electronics
products was proposed by [117]. A case study was performed on computer by con-
sidering environmental and operational loads that a system is exposed to throughout
its life cycle. [155] presented a road map for information and electronics-rich systems,
where the proposed fusion approach was illustrated on an application of printed circuit
card assembly. A hybrid approach to fuse outputs from model-based and data-driven
approaches was proposed by [82].

1.2.3.3 Application point of view

Series approach for hybrid prognostics requires detailed knowledge of degrading process.
However, for the complex systems in a dynamic industrial environment, it’s hard to
achieve accurate mathematical models. Also, it is important to precisely have FTs to
estimate the RUL.
The need for implementation of parallel hybrid prognostics model lies in the limitation
of building a prognostics model with an individual approach i.e., data-driven or model-
based approach. Therefore, accuracy of parallel approach should be higher. However,
implementation of such models include several steps, which can limit their applicability
in real-time for some cases, due to computational complexity factor [182]. For example,
the main steps to achieve RUL estimates by a parallel hybrid approach can be, parameter
identification and monitoring, feature extraction and healthy baseline creation, anomaly
detection, parameter isolation, POF models, failure definition, parameter trending and
RUL estimation [44]. Finally, parallel hybrid prognostics approach has higher complexity
than series hybrid approach.
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1.2.4 Synthesis and discussions

1.2.4.1 Proposed classification of prognostics approaches

According to above discussions, prognostics approaches can be broadly categorized as
physics based, data-driven, and hybrid approaches (see Fig. 1.8).
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Figure 1.8: Classification of prognostics approaches

Among these categories, physics based approaches require modeling POF progression,
and can produce precise results. As compared to data-driven methods, they need less
data, however, they are component / defect specific [63]. Building an analytical model
can be hard or even impossible for higher system level.
On the other hand, data-driven approaches are considered as model free, because they
do not require any mathematical formulation of the process. They solely depend on
sufficient run-to-failure data. The main strength of data-driven approaches is their
ability to transform high dimensional noisy data into lower dimensional information for
diagnostic / prognostics decision [60]. They can be a good choice when it is hard to
build POF model of complex non-linear system. But, gathering enough CM data is not
always possible, and the applicability of data-driven approaches is limited. They are
also known as black-box approaches, and are not suitable for applications that require
transparency (e.g. credit card, earthquake, etc.) [131].
A hybrid of physics based and data-driven approaches could be a suitable choice to
benefit from both categories. This area is also growing rapidly and several works have
been published in recent years. Although with hybrid approach, reliability and accuracy
of prognostics model is gained significantly [226], but in parallel such methods can have
higher computational cost which makes them difficult for some applications.
In spite of several efforts, real prognostics systems are still scarce, because whatever the
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prognostics approach either physics based, data-driven or hybrid, they are subject to
particular assumptions [178]. In addition, each approach has its own advantages and
disadvantages, which limits their applicability. Thereby, for a particular application
(either for system level or for component level) a prognostics approach should be selected
by considering two important factors: 1) performance and 2) applicability.

1.2.4.2 Usefulness evaluation - criteria

In general, prognostics domain lacks in standardized concepts, and is still evolving to
attain certain level of maturity for real industrial applications. To approve a prognostics
model for a critical machinery, it is required to evaluate its performances a priori, against
certain issues that are inherent to uncertainty from various sources. However, there are
no universally accepted methods to quantify the benefit of a prognostics method [191],
where, the desired set of prognostics metrics is not explicit and less understood. Methods
to evaluate the performances of prognostics have acquired significant attention in recent
years. From a survey, [171, 173] provided a functional classification of performance
metrics, and categorize them into four classes.

1. Algorithm performance: metrics in this category evaluate prognostics model per-
formance by errors obtained from actual and estimated RUL. Selection among
competitive models is performed by considering different accuracy and precision
criteria, e.g. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), standard deviations, etc.

2. Computational performance: metrics in this category highlight the importance
of computational performance of prognostics models, especially in case of criti-
cal systems that require less computational time for decision making. Therefore,
for a particular prognostics approach computational performance can be easily
measured by CPU time or elapsed time (or wall-clock time).

3. Cost Benefit Risk: metrics in this category are related to cost benefits that are
influenced by accuracy of RUL estimates. Obviously, operational costs can be
reduced if RUL estimates are accurate. Because, this will result in replacement
of fewer components before the need and also potentially fewer costly failures
[171]. For example, metrics in this class can be the ratio of mean time between
failure (MTBF) and mean time between unit replacement (MTBUR), return on
investment (ROI), etc.

4. Ease of algorithm Certification: metrics in this category are related to the assur-
ance of an algorithm for a particular application (see [171] for details).

From the above classification, Cost Benefit Risk metrics have a broad scope, and obvi-
ously it is hard to quantify probable risks that are to be avoided. The Ease of algorithm
Certification metrics are related to algorithm performance class, because if the prognos-
tics model error / confidence is not mastered, it can not be certified.
In addition to above classification, a list of off-line metrics is also proposed by [171, 173]
to assess prognostics models before they are applied to a real situation. For example,
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this includes metrics of: accuracy and precision, prognostics horizon, prediction spread,
horizon / prediction ratio, which are again related to algorithm performance class.
Therefore, finally this thesis focuses only on metrics from algorithm and computational
performance classes for prognostics model evaluation (i.e., class 1 and 2).

As far as applicability of the prognostics approach is concerned, thanks to the discus-
sions on the application point of view for each prognostics approach (in sections 1.2.1.2,
1.2.2.3, 1.2.3.3) one can point out important criteria for applicability assessment:

• requirement of degradation process model;

• failure thresholds;

• generality or scope of the approach;

• learning experience, i.e., run-to-failure data;

• transparency or openness.

• modeling complexity and computation time.

1.2.4.3 Prognostics approach selection

According to above discussions, in order to select a prognostics approach, performance
and applicability factors are assessed upon different criteria (based on previous survey).
An interval I = [1, 5] is considered to assign weights for each approach according to the
given criteria, where 1 represents min weight and 5 represents max weight. For example
in Table 1.2, consider the first entry “without degradation process model” (applicabil-
ity factor). For this criteria, data-driven approach has max weight (i.e., 5), because it
does not require any explicit model of degradation process for prognostics. Similarly,
physics based approach has been assigned min weight (i.e., 1), as it is dependent on
mathematical model of degradation process. In this manner, weights for each criteria
are carefully given for both factors (i.e., applicability and performance) in Table 1.2,
and are further averaged to finally select a particular prognostics approach. For more
clarity, a plot of averaged weights in terms of applicability vs. performance is also
shown in Fig. 1.9. The assessment clearly shows that data-driven methods have higher
applicability as compared to other approaches, but performances need further improve-
ment. Considering the importance of such broader aspects, following topics focus on
data-driven approaches, particularly combination methods from machine learning cat-
egory (section 1.2.2.1). Data-driven prognostics with combination of machine learning
methods is a less explored area, but apparently growing rapidly due to its good poten-
tial to overcome drawbacks of conventional data-driven approaches. Like other machine
learning methods, combination methods can be deployed quickly and cheaply, and can
provide system wide coverage. Finally, combination approach can also be suitable to
meet most of the criteria related to performance and applicability factors, which are
considered in this thesis (i.e., Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2: Prognostics approach selection

Applicability
Criteria POF DD Hyb

Without degradation process model 1 5 3
Failure threshold 1 4 3
Generality 1 5 2
Learning experiences 4 1 3
Transparency 5 1 4
Complexity / Time 3 4 2
Average weights 2.5 3.6 2.8

Performance
Criteria POF DD Hyb

High Accuracy 4 2 5
High Precision 4 1 5
Average weights 4 2 5

Figure 1.9: Prognostics approaches: applicability vs. performance

1.3 Frame of data-driven prognostics

Prognostics cannot be seen as a single maintenance task, the whole aspect of failure
analysis and prediction must be viewed as a set of activities that are necessary to be
performed. Therefore, when focusing on prognostics process, one can underline a flow
that goes from multidimensional data through the RUL of equipment. Generally frame
of data-driven prognostics is based on the following necessary steps: 1) data acquisition,
2) data processing (for feature extraction and selection), and 3) prognostics modeling
(i.e., to estimate the RUL). Main aspects of each step are discussed as follows.

1.3.1 Data acquisition

Data acquisition is the process of collecting and storing useful data from the system,
which can be manipulated by a computer. This is a necessary step to implement PHM
program for machinery diagnostic and prognostic. The data collected for PHM can be
classified into two types: 1) event data and 2) condition monitoring data [105].
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1. Event data: event data records are combination of information on what actually
happened (e.g. breakdown, installation, overhaul, etc) and what were the causes
and / or and what was done (e.g. preventive maintenance, minor repairs, etc.) for
the targeted engineering asset.

2. Condition monitoring (CM) data: CM data are collected thorough a procedure of
monitoring parameters of health condition / state of the machinery, in order to
clearly identify the changes that can develop faults or can even lead to failures.
Such parameters can be vibration, force, temperature, voltage, acoustic, humidity,
etc., where various sensors can be applied to collect data for such parameters like
accelerometers to measure vibration, dynamometers to measure force, etc.

1.3.2 Data pre-processing

Raw data acquired from the machinery are normally redundant and noisy and cannot
be used directly by a prognostics model. In other words, relevant information related
to degrading machinery is often hidden in raw data, and should be processed to ex-
tract / select features. Also, the effectiveness of a prognostics model is closely related
to the quality of features, that can impact uncertainty of prognostics. Besides that, it
is also important to identify features that are sensitive to machine condition and clearly
reflect failure progression to serve need of modeling task [38, 211]. Feature selection or
variable selection is an important process to obtain a subset of useful features that can
be used for prognostics model construction.

1.3.3 Prognostics modeling strategies for RUL estimation

The primary objective of prognostics is to build an effective model that is capable of
predicting the evolution of degrading features (or variables) under anticipated operating
conditions, and can provide RUL of the machinery. However, estimation of RUL is usu-
ally hard to perform. In recent years, research to build accurate prognostics models has
gained popularity, and there are rapid advances especially with data-driven approaches.
According to the discussions, we classify the RUL estimation strategies with a data-
driven approach into three groups, 1) univariate degradation based modeling, 2) direct
RUL prediction and 3) multivariate degradation based modeling.

1.3.3.1 Univariate degradation based modeling

The univariate degradation based prognostics modeling rely on the prediction of con-
tinuous degrading state followed by a failure criteria, where RUL estimate is obtained
when degrading signal intersects a pre-defined FT (see Fig. 1.10). In this case, the data-
driven approaches learn the model of degradation from time series observations through
regression, trending or stochastic process modeling [36, 219]. The main difficulty with
this method is to define FTs, which is often very hard to achieve and can restrict the ap-
plicability of univariate degradation based approach. Due to this problem, some works
in literature assume FTs to estimate the RUL [28, 186]. However, such assumptions are
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less realistic for prognostics application and should be avoided, because, the uncertainty
of FT can lead to poor prognostics and negative outcomes.
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Figure 1.10: Univariate degradation based modeling strategy

1.3.3.2 Direct RUL prediction (or similarity based prognostics)

Direct RUL prediction approach learns from the data directly, the relation between
observed trends and equipment EOL time to obtain RUL. Therefore, the RUL is derived
from data-driven model by applying a pattern matching process (or finding similarity)
between the current observation and the knowledge of equipment RUL [71, 199, 227]
(see Fig. 1.11). This method does not require definition of failure criteria, but rely on
smooth and monotonic trends to facilitate pattern matching [142]. However, even a
small deviation from matched history case, either due to uncertain operating conditions
or non-linearity due to noise phenomena can lead to large RUL errors. In addition,
it is also necessary to have sufficient knowledge on RULs available in training dataset.
Lastly, the similarity search procedure can be costly as well [197].
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Figure 1.11: Direct RUL prediction strategy

1.3.3.3 Multivariate degradation based modeling

With univariate degradation based approach, failure definitions could be a difficult task
to achieve. To resolve that issue, a new idea for RUL estimation was proposed by [61].
According to this proposition, prognostics modeling is performed by using a prediction
model and a health assessment model to estimate the RUL. The complete illustration of
this method was given in [164]. Later, this approach was further developed and named
as joint approach for RUL estimation [166]. Mainly, the aim of multivariate degradation
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based modeling is to integrate a prediction model and a classification model to precisely
set FT. Therefore, a RUL can be achieved by making continuous state predictions of
multidimensional features data and simultaneous estimation of discrete states to deter-
mine the modes of degradation [109, 166] (see Fig. 1.12).
This approach is new in the domain of data-driven prognostics, and relatively more real-
istic as compared to former methods and closely aligned with engineering reasoning for
prognostics, i.e., with degradation phenomena, fault modes or severity of defect, failure
definition, etc. However, the main limitation of this approach is the assumption about
the number of degrading states. In fact, each machine could behave differently, even
under same condition, which means they can have different states of degradation from
a healthy state to a faulty state.
Thus, the number of states cannot be fixed (or same) for all machines in the fleet. As
a result FTs can vary and should be assigned dynamically, rather than static FT due
to fixed number of states as presented in [166]. Nevertheless, multivariate degradation
based modeling shows a strong potential and appears to be more realistic as compared to
direct RUL prediction and univariate degradation based modeling approaches. There-
fore, in this thesis, multivariate degradation based modeling is considered as a building
block for prognostics modeling step, and its further enhanced in the succeeding chapters.
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Figure 1.12: Multivariate degradation based modeling strategy

1.4 Open issues & problem statement for the thesis

1.4.1 Defining challenges of prognostics modeling

According to literature, various approaches for prognostics exist, i.e., physics based,
data-driven and hybrid approaches. However, real prognostics systems to meet indus-
trial challenges are still scarce. This can be due to highly complex and non-linear
operational environment of industrial machinery, which makes it hard to establish effi-
cient prognostics approaches, that are robust enough to tolerate uncertainty, and reliable
enough to show acceptable performance under diverse conditions. In addition, the ap-
plicability of prognostics approaches is also necessary to meet industrial constraints and
requirements. Finally, prognostics approaches should be enhanced by handling simulta-
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neously all three challenges, robustness, reliability and applicability, which are still open
areas. However, practitioners still encounter difficulties to identify their relationships
and to define them. We propose to make it as follows.

1.4.1.1 From data to robustness

Real industrial systems are intrinsically not perfect and the usefulness of gathered data
are highly dependent on the variability of phenomena, sensor nonlinearity, etc. Also, the
degradation of an engineering asset cannot always be directly measured, so that indirect
observations must be imagined. This complicates understanding (and modeling) of
complex and uncertain behavior of real systems. Following that, it is obviously difficult
to provide a prognostics model that is insensitive to uncertainty, and is capable of
capturing dynamics of degrading asset in an accurate manner. Robustness of prognostics
models appears to be an important aspect [128], and still remains a critical issue [37].

• Robustness: It can be defined as the “ability of a prognostics approach to be in-
sensitive to inherent variations of input data”. It means that, whatever the subset
from the entire learning frame is used, the performances of a robust prognostics
model should not impair. In other words, a robust model should have steady
performance when it is exposed to variations in learning data sets having same
context, i.e., operating conditions, geometrical scale, material, coating etc. An
illustration is given in Fig. 1.13.

Figure 1.13: Illustration of challenge: robustness

1.4.1.2 From robustness to reliability

Even if the prognostics approach appear to be robust to tolerate uncertainty, it should
also be reliable enough to be used for the context that is different from the one considered
during the modeling phase [126, 136]. In other words, the prognostics should cope with
the variations related to the context, such as, multiple operating conditions, geometric
scale or materials differences of components, etc. Robustness and reliability 1 of a

1Note: classical definition of reliability “the ability of an item to perform a required function under
given conditions for a given time interval” [66] is not retained here. Actually, the acception used in this
thesis is according to application machine learning approaches in PHM, that do not consider reliability
as dependability measure [34].
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prognostics approach appear to be closely related [156], and both should be considered
as important to ensure the accuracy of RUL estimates.

• Reliability: It can be defined as the “ability of a prognostics approach to be
consistent in situations when new / unknown data are presented”. It means that,
the prognostics model should show consistent performance (in terms of accuracy
and precision), in situations when data with different context are presented to the
model. In other words, a reliable prognostics model can adapt variations related
to context, either in case it is exposed to new data with small deviation from
learned cases (i.e., context is partially known), or when totally unknown data
with large deviations are presented (i.e., unknown context). An illustration is
given in Fig. 1.14.

Figure 1.14: Illustration of challenge: reliability

1.4.1.3 From reliability to applicability

Besides robustness and reliability criteria, a prognostics model has to be chosen accord-
ing to the implementation requirements and constraints that restrict the applicability
of the approach. Mainly, these constraints can be related to the quality and quantity of
data, the generalization capability that is expected, the complexity and computational
time required by the model, the human assumptions that clearly impact accuracy of
results, etc., [65, 178]. The applicability problem still remains a technical challenge as
well.

• Applicability: It can be defined as the “ability of a prognostics approach to be
practically applied under industrial constraints”. An applicability of a prognostics
model can be referred to its suitability or ease of implementation for a particular
application, i.e., requirements like failure definition, human intervention, model
complexity, computation time, theoretical limits of the approach or any hypothesis.

1.4.2 Toward enhanced data-driven prognostics

1.4.2.1 Issues to be addressed

Although in recent years, a vast number of prognostics methods have been proposed for
different applications areas, the progress to build an effective and efficient prognostics
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approach is still limited. Usually, lack of understating about complex and non-linear
behavior of degrading machinery under dynamic operating environment prevents prac-
titioners to develop precise mathematical models for prognostics. In such situations
data-driven prognostics approaches can be a good alternate to learn behavior of de-
grading machinery directly from the data, without any physical understanding about
the degradation process. However, performances of prognostics model can suffer due
different factors like: inherent uncertainties associated to deterioration process, lack of
sufficient quantities of run-to-failure data, sensor noise, unknown environmental and
operating conditions, and engineering variations. Obviously in such situations it could
be quite hard to precisely infer the exact state of degrading machinery, and to further
predict the evolution of degradation from the collected data. In this context, inherent
uncertainty of data (e.g. due to variability of phenomena, sensor non-linearity, etc,) can
affect robustness of the prognostics model in the learning frame, and also small or large
deviations from learned experiences (e.g. due to different context) can affect reliability
of the prognostics model in the testing frame. Moreover, the applicability of the prog-
nostics model is equally important from engineering point of view, to meet real-time
constraints and requirements for a particular industrial application. According to these
discussions, key issues of data-driven prognostics can be summarized as follows.

• How to obtain right information in the form of features that clearly reflect deteri-
oration phenomena?

• How to improve robustness and reliability of prognostics model to handle uncertain
inputs and deviations from learned experiences?

• How to improve the applicability of the prognostics model to meet constraints and
requirements of a real application?

• How to validate the performances of a prognostics model?

The issues highlighted above confirm that, the need to enhanced data-driven prognostics
is inevitable. Therefore, the main assumptions, objective and contributions of this thesis
are provided in the following sections.

1.4.2.2 Assumptions

To address identified problems, following assumptions have been made for the proposed
prognostics approach.

1. There is at least one way to extract features that are representative of machinery
conditions.

2. Collected data should consist of historical run-to-failure observation sequences.

3. It is assumed that degradation has been already detected (see Fig. 1.2).

4. Degrading machinery can not go under self healing.

5. It is assumed that prognostics is achieved at component level.
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1.4.2.3 Objective and contributions

According to issues and assumptions, the objective of this thesis is to develop an en-
hanced data-driven prognostics approach that can estimate the RUL in a realistic man-
ner, with an acceptable level of accuracy under modeling challenges of robustness, reli-
ability and applicability (Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 1.15: Thesis key points scheme - toward robust, reliable & applicable prognostics

More precisely, the core of the thesis is to build an efficient prognostics model dealing
with all three challenges simultaneously, i.e., robustness, reliability and applicability.
Leaving aside data acquisition step, data-driven prognostics framework is enhanced by
focusing on data-processing and prognostics modeling steps. According to that, the
main contributions of this thesis are as follows.

1. State prognostics modeling challenges (Chapter 1).

2. Propose a new data-processing approach to extract / select suitable features
(Chapter 2).

3. Develop a new algorithm for long-term predictions (Chapter 3).

4. Develop a new algorithm to dynamically assess the health states of a degrading
machinery. Also, to develop an innovative strategy for RUL estimation that per-
forms simultaneous predictions, discrete state estimation and dynamically assign
FTs (Chapter 4).

5. Validate all developments on three real data applications (Chapter 2, Chapter 3
and Chapter 4).
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1.5 Summary

This chapter presents a thorough survey on PHM literature and its growing importance
as a modern strategy to maintain and manage life cycle of critical machinery. Also prog-
nostics process is pointed out as a key enabler to ensure mission achievement of systems
while reducing costs and risks. According to that, a detailed classification of prognostics
approaches is presented. Data-driven prognostics appear to have better applicability as
compared to other approaches, but still lacks in accuracy performances. Following that,
open challenges of robustness, reliability and applicability are defined, and the main
issues / requirements for data-driven approach are discussed. This enabled to highlight
the objective of thesis. Following chapters are the building blocks toward enhanced
data-driven prognostics, and focus on “data-processing” step to extract / select suitable
features, and on “prognostics modeling” step to improve multivariate degradation based
modeling strategy for RUL estimation.



Chapter 2
From raw data to suitable features

This chapter presents data-processing approaches to obtain suitable features,
that reduce the uncertainty of prognostics and result in accurate RUL esti-
mates. Following a survey on features extraction and selection, the data pre-
treatment approach is presented to extract features having monotonic trends,
that clearly reflect evolution of machine degradation. To perform feature se-
lection, recent metrics for feature fitness are considered from the literature.
Moreover, a data post-treatment approach is introduced, which emphasize to
further reduce multidimensional features data by assessing predictability of
features. The underlying idea is that, prognostics should take into account the
ability of a practitioner (or its models) to perform “long-term predictions”.
Thus, proposed method emphasizes on the post selection phase, and aims at
showing that it should be performed according to the predictability of features:
as there is no interest in retaining features that are hard to be predicted. The
proposed developments are validated on real data of turbofan engines from
PHM data challenge 2008 and bearings from PHM data challenge 2012.

2.1 Problem addressed

2.1.1 Importance of features for prognostics

According to literature, prognostics may encounter various situations regarding collected
information and data from past, present or future behavior. Among different approaches
for prognostics (physics based, data-driven, hybrid approaches [84, 105, 178]), data-
driven techniques are easier to deploy when its hard to understand first principles of
a complex machinery to build a diagnostics or prognostics model [109, 213]. They
are black-box models that learn system behavior directly from CM data and use that
knowledge to infer its current state and to predict failure progression to estimate RUL.
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Generally, modeling of data-driven prognostics (with machine learning methods) has
to go through necessary steps of learning and testing, which is dependent on features
extracted / selected from raw CM data. In brief, firstly, raw data are collected from
machinery and pre-processed to extract useful features to learn the degradation model.
Secondly, in the test phase, the learned model is used to predict future behavior and
to validate model performance [107]. For example, consider multivariate degradation
based modeling strategy from data-driven category of prognostics approaches (Fig. 2.1),
which performs prognostics by integrating a prediction model and a classification model
to achieve RUL estimate.
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Figure 2.1: From data to RUL

The raw sensory data are normally redundant and noisy and cannot be used directly for
prognostics. Transforming raw data into features serve need of degradation modeling in
prognostics. The extracted features can be seen as multidimensional time series data.
However, real industrial systems are intrinsically not “perfect” and usefulness of gathered
data are highly dependent on variability phenomena, sensor non-linearity, etc. The form
of extracted features can be non-linear, noisy or smooth, etc. Most importantly, the
quality of extracted features has a direct affect on the learned prognostics model. In
addition, features that properly reflect failure progression or have clear physical meaning
can be easily predicted by the prognostics model. Therefore, three main problems can
be highlighted.

1. Even if most of data-driven approaches are able to cater non-linearity of degrading
signals, features with monotonic behavior are likely to lead to better RUL esti-
mates. Therefore, how to obtain features that clearly reflect failure progression?

2. Some of the classical extracted features like Root Mean Square (RMS) or Kurtosis
etc., do not show any variation until a few time before failure [110, 129]. Therefore,
how to obtain features that are trendable and correlate to failure progression?
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3. There is no way to ensure that the most relevant features (that contain the main
information among all features) are those that can be easily predicted, and can
result in better RUL estimates. Therefore, how to evaluate that features are
predictable over long-term horizon?

Consequently, such situations prevent performing RUL estimates in a timely manner to
optimize maintenance actions.

2.1.2 Toward monotonic, trendable and predictable features

The efficacy of a prognostics model is closely related to the form and trends of features,
that could affect RUL estimates and result large uncertainty. Although, it could be very
challenging to obtain features that explicitly reflect failure progression, nevertheless, it is
desired to determine the quality of features prior to prognostics modeling phase. In this
context, features for prognostics should have essential characteristics like monotonicity
and trendability [48]. For understanding, consider Fig. 2.2, where effects of features
with different characteristics are presented.
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Figure 2.2: Effects of features on prognostics

Obviously, feature that clearly reflect failure progression (i.e., monotonic and trendable)
up to current time tc has high predictability, and can lead to accurate RUL estimate
with less uncertainty. Because, predicted fault is expected to grow in a same fashion till
it reaches FT at time tf1. On the other hand, when a non-monotonic and non-trendable
feature is presented to a prognostics model, its performances may impair, or rather, it
would be impossible for the model to predict future unknown from current time tc to
tf2, leading to large uncertainties that risk decision making. Therefore, it is strictly
desired to extract features that can not only simplify prognostics modeling, but also
lead to accurate RUL estimates. This is the aim of the propositions presented in the
following sections.

• Firstly, a survey on data-processing is presented;

• Secondly, data pre-treatment approach is presented to extract / select monotonic
and trendable features;
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• Lastly, data post-treatment approach is introduced to further reduce multidimen-
sional features data by assessing their predictability.

2.2 Data processing

2.2.1 Feature extraction approaches

Feature extraction is of great importance for machinery diagnostics / prognostics. In
literature, a large number of signal processing techniques (or feature extraction methods)
have been proposed. Prior to any selection among different possibilities, it is required to
investigate an appropriate method for a specific application [105, 211]. However, there
is huge literature on this topic, which is beyond the scope of the thesis. Let’s highlight
the three main categories of signal processing techniques which are shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.2.1.1 Time domain

Time-domain feature extraction is directly performed on the sensed waveforms (e.g.
acoustic emissions, vibration signal) to identify signatures. In a classical manner time-
domain approach extracts characteristic features using statistics like mean, variance,
root mean square (RMS), standard deviation, etc. These are suitable in case of station-
ary signals. Otherwise extracted features may show sensitivity to variation in data and
inherit non-linearity which can complicate prognostics modeling and may prevent RUL
prediction in a timely manner. Apart from statistical approaches, time-domain anal-
ysis can be further categorized into model-based methods, like autoregressive moving
average, or signal processing methods like synchronous averaging or correlation [211].

2.2.1.2 Frequency domain

Features extracted from time domain techniques are considered to be suitable for fault
detection. However, frequency-domain techniques are considered more effective for fault
diagnostic, because, they have good ability to identify and isolate frequency components.
The most widely applied technique in this category is Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Other methods that belong to this category are cepstrum, spectral analysis, higher-order
spectra and envelop analysis [105, 211, 214]. The main limitation of frequency-domain
techniques is their inability to deal with non-stationary signals, unfortunately which is
the case in degrading machinery.

2.2.1.3 Time-frequency

Time-frequency techniques aim at investigating signals in both time and frequency do-
mains. They are considered to be powerful tools to analyze non-stationary signals. Some
of the popular time-frequency techniques proposed in literature are: Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT), Wigner-Ville Distribution [32], Wavelet Transform (WT) [47], Em-
pirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [97], Hilbert-Huang Transform based on EMD and
Hilbert spectral analysis [96], spectral kurtosis [12] and cyclostationary analysis [73]. A
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brief description of each approach can be found in [105, 211].
According to literature [43], EMD and WT are the two outstanding examples among
signal processing techniques since the last two decades. In brief, EMD is a self-adaptive
signal processing technique that is suitable for non-linear and non-stationary processes
[180]. However, the main weakness of EMD its high sensitivity to noise, and it also runs
into the problem of mixing modes [122, 203]. In addition to that, EMD is also reported
to have characteristics like wavelet [70], which encourages to use WT as a substitute in
studying the behavior of the time-frequency signals [148]. Besides that, EMD is popu-
lar in demodulation applications, whereas WT is commonly used in vibration content
characterization [43].
On the other hand, WT have also gained attention among researchers / industrials, and
is considered as effective approach for analyzing non-stationary signals, especially when
they come from rotating machinery like bearings [25, 26, 187, 216]. WT also addresses,
the limitations of STFT with fixed window size in time-frequency plane, by adaptively
partitioning the time-frequency planes for a range of window sizes to analyze the signal.
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Figure 2.3: Feature extraction approaches (adapted from [211])

In this thesis, WT is considered for the analysis of non-stationary vibration / acoustic
signals. However, as far as our knowledge, there is no clear rule for vibration signals, but
obtaining reliable features is the main requirement [161]. Even the application of WT
cannot guarantee ideal features for prognostics, and its performances can vary from case
to case, or may be dependent on sensor non-linearity that affect observations of phe-
nomena, manual settings, etc., which needs to be further addressed to extract features,
that clearly reflect degradation process.
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2.2.2 Feature selection approaches

The main aim of feature selection methodology is to avoid irrelevant or redundant fea-
tures that do not provide any useful information and are hard to be predicted. Features
dimensionality reduction can be performed in two ways:

1. by drawing features in a new space by applying methods like Principal Compo-
nent Analysis or variants, Singular Value Decomposition, Self-Organizing Map, or
clustering methods [28, 141]. However, in this case the resulting features obtained
after transformation are different from actual features;

2. by selecting a feature subset based on highest information content, that can signifi-
cantly improve prognostics. According to recent literature on prognostics, different
metrics to characterize suitability of features are proposed for feature selection on
the basis of essential characteristics like monotonicity, trendability and prognos-
ability [48].

Leaving aside conventional approaches of feature transformation, recent works confirm
that features subset selection by the second case is also vital to prognostics for its efficacy
toward accurate RUL estimates [38, 49, 110, 129, 141, 198]. Therefore metrics for feature
selection are used in this thesis.

2.3 Proposition of a new data pre-treatment procedure

2.3.1 Outline

PHM approaches derive useful features directly from routinely monitored operational
data from machinery. As with change of time, wear in machinery increases and phenom-
ena like excessive temperature, vibration or acoustic emission are observed [116, 132].
Prognostics approaches assume that features are constant until a fault occurs in a com-
ponent or system. However, real systems operate in dynamic environment, where rapid
changes in machinery can take place. Although, feature extraction process transforms
redundant CM data into features to show behavior of machinery, one cannot be sure
that extracted features properly reflect failure progression and can serve the need for
prognostics modeling due to high variability phenomena.
As for example, consider the case of bearings. They are the most common components
in rotating machinery, and normally constitute a large percentage of failures in such ma-
chines. According to the research survey of Electric Power Research Institute, bearing
faults account for the 40% of motor faults [118]. RUL estimation of such components
is a challenging task for prognostics approaches, that are based on vibration analysis
[198]. However, vibration signals are normally noisy and also subject to variations from
a component or a system to another [26, 198]. In such situations, it is quite challenging
for signal processing approaches like time domain, frequency domain or time-frequency
(wavelet) analysis to furnish vibration based features that have monotonic trends.
The global objective of the proposed approach is to achieve ease in implementing a
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prognostics model with improved accuracy. Mainly, in this section, developments on
data-preprocessing step are focused on extracting novel features that clearly reflect fail-
ure progression in a meaningful way. The methodology is demonstrated on vibration
data of bearings, a kind of signal widely used for prognostics, even if RUL estimates
are hard to be performed [26, 198]. Nevertheless, the proposed approach is not limited
to bearings, and may be applied to other applications that require vibration /acoustic
signal processing.
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Figure 2.4: Proposed approach to obtain monotonic and trendable features

The complete procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.4.

• In the first phase, time-frequency analysis is performed by applying Discrete
Wavelet Transform due to its good ability to deal with raw vibration data from
rotating machinery. Following that, features are extracted / selected in a new
manner: trigonometric functions are firstly applied to extract features, and then
smoothed to remove unwanted noisy part.

• The extracted features are further transformed by performing a running total (or
point-wise addition) and simultaneous scaling to build a cumulative feature having
monotonic behavior and early trend. Note that, strategy of transformation can
also be performed on classical features like RMS, skewness, kurtosis, energy, etc.

• Finally, multidimensional data (of extracted features) are analyzed for the fitness.
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2.3.2 Steps for feature extraction / selection

As stated before, the approach is applied to vibration signals from monitoring of bear-
ings. The details of each step are described in following topics.

2.3.2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform and Trigonometric Features

In time-frequency domain, wavelet transform is considered as an effective tool to handle
non-stationary signals, as it interprets the signal in time as well as frequency. WT is
of two types: Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT). CWT has a limit of impracticality with digital computers, where DWT is used
for practical reasons, and is mainly achieved by discretization of CWT. An important
implementation of DWT is known as Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) [135], to analyze
the signal at different frequencies with different resolutions (Fig. 2.5a). MRA is accom-
plished by two functions: scaling and wavelet that are associated with a low pass filter
(LPF ) and a high-pass filter (HPF ) respectively [26]. In brief, consider a discrete signal
x[n] that has 512 samples, and frequency span of (0 − π) rad/s. At the first level of
decomposition, the signal is passed through a LPF that gives approximation coefficients
(A), and a HPF that gives detail coefficients (D), followed by a down sampling by 2
(see Fig. 2.5b for an illustration). At this level for A1, the entire signal is characterized
by only half number of samples (as the output of LPF has 256 points), whereas the
frequency resolution is doubled since the spanned frequency band is also halved (0− π

2 ).
The frequency band can be further broken down into lower resolutions by recursive de-
composition of approximation part at current level [25, 26, 135, 205].
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Figure 2.5: WT and DWT

Mainly, for applications like vibration signal, MRA requires three types of information:

1. the type of mother wavelet;

2. the level of decomposition;

3. the type of features to be extracted.
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In literature, it is suggested that Daubichies wavelet of 4th order (D4) and 3-5 levels of
decomposition are suitable for analysis of vibration signals from bearings [26, 56, 187].
However, D4 and 4-level of decomposition are considered for the proposed approach.

Classical features - The classical approach for feature extraction with DWT is per-
formed at a required level of decomposition (and using approximation coefficients) to
obtain different features. The extracted features can be entropy [56], Root Mean Square
(RMS), variance [42] or other statistical features e.g. skewness, kurtosis, etc. How-
ever, each feature can be sensitive to different faults or the severity of degradation. For
example, vibration based features RMS and kurtosis from the degraded bearings show
variation only few time before failure (i.e., rate of change increases significantly Fig. 2.6),
which can limit their use such features for prognostics. Therefore, a new set of features
is introduced in the next topic.
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Figure 2.6: Classical features extracted from a degraded bearing

Trigonometric features - In this case, at a required level of decomposition (of vi-
bration data), features extraction is performed by using a combination of statistics and
trigonometric functions. Mainly, the trigonometric functions can be either monotoni-
cally increasing or decreasing, e.g. inverse hyperbolic cosine, inverse hyperbolic sine,
inverse hyperbolic secant, etc. In this context, they can be grouped in two classes:
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• functions that have domain (−∞,∞), e.g. inverse hyperbolic sine (asinh), inverse
tangent (atan), etc;

• functions that have different domain value but not (−∞,∞), e.g. inverse hyper-
bolic cosine (acosh), inverse hyperbolic secant (asech), hyperbolic tangent (tanh).

For the second class, input values outside the domain are transformed to complex outputs
(i.e., complex numbers), which can be further explored. However, the first class appears
to be more relevant to a real data, as it allows domain values from (−∞,∞). Therefore,
we limit the study to the first class only.
The main benefit of using trigonometric functions is that: such function transform the
input data to different scale such that, resulting features have better trends and low scale
as compared to classical features. To achieve that, a trigonometric function operates
on array (X) element-wise (xj , j = 1,2,..,n) to scale, and a standard deviation (SD)
applied to the scaled array for extracting feature value: 1) standard deviation of inverse
hyperbolic sin Eq. 2.1, 2) standard deviation of inverse tangent Eq. 2.2.

σ
(

log
[

xj + (x2j + 1)1/2
])

(2.1)

σ

(

i

2
log

(

i+ xj
i− xj

))

(2.2)

For illustration, an example of features extracted with classical approach from a de-
graded bearing are presented in Fig. 2.6, and features extracted using Eq. 2.1 and
Eq. 2.2 are show in Fig. 2.7. The results clearly depict that, trigonometric features have
earlier trends and monotonic behavior, thanks to scaling by trigonometric functions.
Finally, different features extracted from 4th level approximation (i.e., terminal nodes,
Fig. 2.5b) of the decomposed vibration signal are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Features extracted from 4th level Approximation

Trigonometric Features (proposed)

Standard Deviation of inverse hyperbolic sine σ
(

log
[

xj + (x2j + 1)1/2
])

Standard Deviation of inverse tangent σ
(

i
2 log

(

i+xj

i−xj

))

Classical Features
Entropy (threshold) E(x) =

∑

j E(xj)

Energy e =
∑n

j=0 x
2
j

Root mean square RMS =
√

1
n (x

2
1 + ...+ x2n)

Skewness
∑n

j=1(xj−X̄)3

(n−1)σ3

Kurtosis
∑n

j=1(xj−X̄)4

(n−1)σ4

Upper bound max(x) + 1
2
max(X)−min(X)

n−1
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Figure 2.7: Trigonometric features extracted from a degraded bearing

2.3.2.2 Feature Smoothing

To reduce variability of extracted features and to filter unwanted noise, smoothing pro-
cess is performed on each feature F from multidimensional time series to capture im-
portant trends. This step is met by applying LOESS filter with span value 0.3 (i.e., 30
%) [137]. In brief, LOESS is a popular smoothing method based on locally weighted
regression function and a second degree polynomial. The smoothing operation is con-
sidered to be local because, each smoothed value is obtained by data points within a
defined neighborhood. Therefore, given some scattered data, LOESS filter can locally
perform a weighted fit with the n-nearest points. Further details on LOESS filter can
be found in [100].
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2.3.2.3 Cumulative features

Any machine is bound to degrade as time grows. In this context, the main idea of this
step is obtain features that can clearly reflect failure progression and satisfy requirements
mentioned in section 2.1.2. In fact, features with non-linear behavior don’t clearly in-
dicate state of the machinery under operation i.e., they don’t distinguish among good,
degrading or failure states. Note that such non-linearity can also represent self-healing
as well. Here we assume that it is not possible to undergo self-recovery, which is the
case for components like bearings, gears, or cutting tools. However, this assumption
does not hold for batteries that may undergo self-recovery during non-use [49].
Therefore, we propose a straightforward but effective strategy to build features, which
aims at transforming an extracted feature into its cumulative form to have monotonicity
and trendability characteristics. The transformation task is achieved by applying a cu-
mulative function on a time series, to perform a (point-wise) running total and a scaling
operation simultaneously. This procedure results features that can clearly distinguish
among different states of degrading machinery.
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where,
N
∑

i=1
F́v(i) represents running total of a “smoothed vth” feature F́v(i) up to “N”

points, and CF́v represents transformed cumulative feature. It should be noted that,
the cumulation of a feature can be sensitive to noise, therefore, features smoothing must
be performed a priori (section 2.3.2.2).

2.3.2.4 Analyzing fitness of features

This step aims at identifying subset of features that have better fitness for further
prognostics modeling. The central assumption is that, monotonic and trendable features
can lead to more accurate RUL estimates, as compared to features that have contrary
behavior. Therefore two simple metrics are considered to assess suitability (or fitness)
of a feature: 1) Monotonicity (from literature) 2) Trendability (proposed).

• “Monotonicity” characterizes underlying increasing or decreasing trend [48]:
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∣

∣
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∣

(2.4)

where “n” is for number of observations in a particular feature. Monotonicity M̈ is
measured by absolute difference of “positive” and “negative” derivatives for each
feature. The value of M̈ can be from 0 to 1: highly monotonic features will have
M̈=1 and for non-monotonic features M̈=0.
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• “Trendability” is related to the functional form of an extracted feature and its cor-
relation to time. That is, how the state of an engineering asset varies with time.
Surely, a constant function (of feature) will have zero correlation with time, where
a linear function will have strong correlation. In similar way, correlation can vary
with increase in non-linearity (i.e., a non-linear feature will result low correlation).
To measure trendability a straight forward formula is given in Eq. (2.5).

R =
n (
∑

xy)− (
∑

x) (
∑

y)
√

[

n
∑

x2 − (
∑

x)2
][

n
∑

y2 − (
∑

y)2
]

(2.5)

where R is the correlation coefficient between two variables x and y. Correlation
can be positive, negative, perfect or no correlation. Thus, R ∈ [−1; 1] is the
correlation coefficient between feature x and time index y.

2.4 First PHM case study on real data

2.4.1 Bearings datasets of IEEE PHM Challenge 2012

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our contributions, developments are applied to
the dataset from IEEE PHM 2012 Data Challenge. Data are mainly composed of
run-to-failure vibration signals related to ball bearings from an experimental platform
PRONOSTIA [5, 144]. In brief, PRONOSTIA is dedicated to test and validate fault
detection, diagnosis and prognostics methods on ball bearings (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: PRONOSTIA testbed - FEMTO-ST Institute, AS2M department

This platform has been designed and realized at AS2M department of FEMTO-ST Insti-
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tute. It allows to perform accelerated degradations of bearings (until failure) by constant
and/or variable operating-conditions, while gathering on-line CM data (load force, ro-
tating speed, vibration - horizontal and vertical - and temperature). Run-to-failure data
can be obtained in few hours (see Fig. 2.9), where a degraded bearing could have almost
all types of defects: inner race, outer race, rolling element, cage. Note that, the experi-
ments are performed on normally degraded bearings and, assuming no prior knowledge
about the type of defects. Therefore, data-driven prognostics techniques should be ap-
plied.
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Figure 2.9: Bearing degradation: run-to-failure vibration signal

For PHM challenge, data were recorded with specific sampling frequency to capture com-
plete frequency spectrum of degrading bearings. The sampling frequency of acceleration
and temperature measures is set to 25.6 kHz and 0.1 Hz respectively. Three loads con-
dition were considered and experiments were stopped when amplitude of the vibration
signal overpasses 20g limit. To learn a prognostics model, authors of the experiments
provided run-to-failure data from 6 bearings, whereas, for test, incomplete data were
given from 11 bearings (see Table 2.2). Further details can be found in [5, 144]. For all
the experiments, vibration data from horizontal accelerometer are considered.

Table 2.2: Datasets of IEEE PHM 2012 Prognostics challenge

Datasets Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
(1800rpm & 4000N) (1650rpm & 4200N) (1500rpm & 5000N)

Learning set Bearing1− 1 Bearing2− 1 Bearing3− 1
Bearing1− 2 Bearing2− 2 Bearing3− 2
Bearing1− 3 Bearing2− 3 Bearing3− 3
Bearing1− 4 Bearing2− 4

Test set Bearing1− 5 Bearing2− 5
Bearing1− 6 Bearing2− 6
Bearing1− 7 Bearing2− 7

2.4.2 Feature extraction and selection results

The proposed feature extraction approach is applied on data from all 17 bearings to
extract features listed in Table 2.1. For simplicity, bearings are labeled as Beri−j ,
where i represents the load condition and j represents the bearing number.
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2.4.2.1 Trigonometric features vs. classical features

Here, we compare performances of proposed trigonometric features with classical ones
which are listed in Table 2.1, on first bearing Ber1−1 (see Fig. 2.10). Vibration data ap-
pear to be noisy and have low trendability: the vibration signal is almost constant until
4th hour, but grows suddenly till the end of the life. Results comparison of Fig. 2.10a
and 2.10b shows that trigonometric features clearly depict failure progression with high
monotonicity and trendability, where classical features depict high level of noise, low
monotonicity and trendability, and higher scales.
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Figure 2.10: Trigonometric features and classical features

Back to the accuracy of prognostics problem, one can point out that classical features
(RMS, Kurtosis, Skewness, etc.) are not well adapted to catch machine conditions
(health states). In addition, they can have large scales, which require normalization be-
fore feeding a prognostics model. Therefore, they should be avoided for real application,
which strengthens the interest of trigonometric features.

2.4.2.2 Classical features vs. cumulative features

Trigonometric features appear to be suitable as compared to classical features listed in
Table 2.1, but such results are achieved for only few bearings like Ber1−1, as depicted
in Fig. 2.11. It could be quite challenging to obtain monotonic and trendable features
in cases where raw data do not show clear progression of failure. As for an example,
consider the bad case of Ber1−6 shown in Fig. 2.12, for which it is difficult to obtain good
results by all features including trigonometric functions. In this case one can neither
perform correct health assessment of bearing condition, nor can accurately predict the
RUL, which enables pointing out the interest of cumulative features.
Therefore, consider now the proposition of cumulative transformation, which is an ef-
fective and straightforward approach to deal with this problem. In brief, following a
smoothing task (by LOESS filter), cumulative features are obtained in simple manner
by performing running total on a particular feature and simultaneous scaling operation.
For example in Fig. 2.11 or Fig. 2.12, the RMS features extracted from the vibration
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signal (from 4th level of decomposition) is transformed to its respective cumulative fea-
tures C-RMS. Similarly, for both bearing (Ber1−1 and Ber1−6) all the extracted features
(Table 2.1) are transformed to build respective cumulative features (using Eq. (2.3)).
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Figure 2.11: Extracted features and their respective cumulative features (good case)
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Figure 2.12: Extracted features and their respective cumulative features (bad case)

The results from both cases i.e., Ber1−1 and Ber1−6, clearly show that the transformed
feature have higher monotonicity and trendability than the classical ones. It is also
confirmed by analyzing fitness measures M̈ and R (Eq. (2.4) and (2.5)), which are sum-
marized in Table 2.3. The fitness plots from these results are presented in Fig. 2.13 to
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Table 2.3: Features fitness analysis

Ber1−1 Good case

Feature R M̈ Cumulative Feature R M̈

σ(asinh) 0.99 0.90 C-σ(asinh) 0.99 1
σ(atan) 0.99 0.90 C-σ(atan) 0.99 1
Entropy 0.95 0.93 C-Entropy 0.98 1
Energy 0.81 0.43 C-Energy 0.99 1
RMS 0.91 0.90 C-RMS 0.99 1
Skewness 0.92 0.50 C-Skewness 0.97 0.89
Kurtosis 0.13 0.34 C-Kurtosis 0.97 1
Upper bound 0.85 0.79 C-Upper bound 0.99 1

Ber1−6 Bad case

Feature R M̈ Cumulative Feature R M̈

σ(asinh) 0.74 0.21 C-σ(asinh) 0.98 1
σ(atan) 0.73 0.19 C-σ(atan) 0.98 1
Entropy 0.70 0.08 C-Entropy 0.98 1
Energy 0.75 0.41 C-Energy 0.99 1
RMS 0.73 0.21 C-RMS 0.98 1
Skewness -0.51 0.06 C-Skewness 0.92 0,66
Kurtosis -0.26 0.24 C-Kurtosis 0.97 1
Upper bound 0.64 0.10 C-Upper bound 0.98 1
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Figure 2.13: Fitness plots

further highlight the benefit of cumulative transformation.
Finally, fitness analysis is performed to compare classical features extraction procedure
and the proposed approach (Fig. 2.4). Both methods are thoroughly examined on all
17 bearings by assessing trendability R and monotonicity M̈ characteristics of extracted
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features. Mean performances by each approach are summarized in Table 2.4. According
to results, one can clearly notice that, cumulative features have higher fitness as com-
pared to features obtained from classical procedure. Also, cumulative features based
on trigonometric functions (C-σ(atan) and C-σ(asinh) in Table 2.4) appear to be the
more monotonic and trendable ones. Same conclusion can be drawn qualitatively by
considering Fig. 2.14 that compares the form of features, extracted from classical and
proposed approaches.

Table 2.4: Comparing features fitness (mean performances on 17 bearings)

Feature R M̈ Cumulative Feature R M̈

σ(asinh) 0.47 0.28 C-σ(asinh) 0.984 1
σ(atan) 0.47 0,31 C-σ(atan) 0.984 1
Entropy 0.47 0.31 C-Entropy 0.983 1
Energy 0.36 0.29 C-Energy 0.982 1
RMS 0.45 0.28 C-RMS 0.978 0.99
Skewness -0.06 0.11 C-Skewness -0.5 0.61
Kurtosis -0.04 0.15 C-Kurtosis 0.972 1
Upper bound 0.39 0.21 C-Upper bound 0.973 0.99

Figure 2.14: Comparison of classical and cumulative features on 17 bearings

As a synthesis, whatever the case is (and thereby, whatever load conditions), cumulative
transformation lead to highly monotonic and trendable wear patterns. On the opposite,
classical procedure result highly non-linear and complicated patterns that do not clearly
show machine condition, which can impair performance of the prognostics model to a
very low accuracy, and should result in large uncertainty of RUL estimates.
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2.5 Predictability based prognostics: underlying concepts

2.5.1 Proposition of a new data post-treatment procedure

As discussed earlier, the standard of machine learning approaches for prognostics is di-
vided into two phases, i.e., learning phase and testing phase section. In classical way
prognostics model is learned by set of features that are acquired from a sensor signal.
The model must be retrained upon these features, until significant performance level
is achieved. This approach can be time expensive because some of the features can be
very hard to be predicted. In other words, there is no use in retaining such features
that are not predictable. According to existing procedure of data-driven prognostics,
critical phase of prediction should be met in appropriate manner for further classifica-
tion and RUL estimation (see Fig. 2.1), where learning phase of prognostics modeling
should consider the important steps of “feature selection” and “prediction modeling” in
a simultaneous manner in order to retain or reject features on the basis of predictability.
From aforesaid procedure, two issues can be pointed out. Firstly, there is no unique
way to select most relevant features that are predictable and contribute for better RUL
estimation. Secondly, the predictability should be assessed according to a prediction
model as well as the horizon of prediction. The main purpose of this method is to recon-
sider the learning phase of data-driven approaches by considering both steps “feature
selection” and “prognostics modeling” as complementary and closely related.

2.5.1.1 Time series models and accuracy over horizon

In fact, predictability is not a well defined concept. Generally, predictability attributes
to the capability in making predictions of future occurrence on the basis of past infor-
mation. It should depict a goodness of predictions, so that undesirable events can be
avoided by making accurate forecasts in a timely manner. Predictions can be incorrect,
therefore, it is important to understand their quality in a framework that is dependent
on the considered time series. Also, predictability can be affected by different factors
that vary from event to event and make modeling process more complicated [201].
According to literature, predictability states for the degree of correctness in forecast-
ing or shows the usefulness of a forecasting method [7]. In this context, it must be
considered that up to what extent accurate predictions of a given time series can be
provided by an applied modeling approach. Therefore, metrics are required in order
to show significance of accurate prediction modeling. Remarkably, there are few works
that focus on the predictability aspect by considering modeling accuracy. [201] used sea-
sonally adjusted coefficient of efficiency to evaluate predictability of univariate stream
flow process. However, in this study need of a suitable forecasting approach as well
as model performance measure is highlighted for a particular domain. [113] presented
a quantitative metric to measure time series predictability using genetic programming.
[62] provided an improvement of those developments. [183] defined metrics to determine
suitable predictors for genomic sequence: quantitative metrics that depict the ability
of time series to be predicted by a particular approach. However, they were useful for
single step-ahead forecasting methods.
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Accuracy of prediction is greatly affected by horizon of prediction. A time series can
be well predicted over a short horizon, but difficult to be predicted for a long term
horizon. As error grows with increasing horizon, prediction accuracy is reduced, and
this denotes low predictability of a time series. In this context, [53] proposed a general
measure of predictability to assess relative accuracy over different horizons for macroe-
conomic application. [7] presented new metrics for predictability that were applied to
multi-step ahead predictions of surrogated time series. However, no consensual point of
view appears in existing contributions.

2.5.1.2 Defining predictability

As a synthesis, either considering correctness or horizon of prediction, literature points
out that predictability is closely related to accuracy of predictions that are evaluated
against certain error tolerance. In others words, assessing a prognostics model requires
the user to define the limit of prediction he would like to obtain, as well as the per-
formance of prediction which follows from that. Discussions enables to explicitly state
that predictability is not only closely related to the type of prognostics model one mean
to use, but also to the horizon of prediction that is evaluated as useful (short-term,
mid-term, long-term). Also it depends on a limit of accuracy one wants to achieve (see
Fig. 2.15). Finally, we define predictability as follows.

• Predictability is the ability of a given time series TS to be predicted with an ap-
propriate modeling tool M that facilitates future outcomes over a specific horizon
H and with a desired performance limit L.

Predictability 

Accuracy target 

Goodness of fit 

Model 

Horizon 

Performance limit 

Figure 2.15: Compounds of predictability concept

Formally, we propose to formulate it as:
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where, H states for the horizon of prediction, L is the limit of accuracy that is fixed, and
MFE is the mean forecast error in between the actual values of TS and the predicted
ones (thanks to M):
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Perfect value forMFE is 0. MFE > 0 indicates under forecast andMFE < 0 over fore-
cast. Predictability has an exponential form (Fig. 2.16) and is as higher (maximum=1)
as the MFE is lower. A TS can be considered as predictable if its predictability coef-
ficient is in between 0.5 and 1, i.e., if the MFE is in between 0 and the limit value L
chosen by the user.
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of predictability measure

2.5.2 Predictability based feature selection procedure

As stated before, (and illustrated in Fig. 2.1) the prognostics model uses a set of selected
features to provide RUL estimation. The learning phase of the model has to be reiter-
ated until suitable prognostics performances are obtained (“try and error approach”).
However, this can be a waste of time, because some features can be very hard (even
impossible) to be predicted, i.e., since there is no certainty that an accurate prognostics
model can be provided. In other words, there is no interest in retaining features that
cannot be forecasted in time. Therefore, learning phase of a prognostics model should
be extended to the selection of features: not only the user aims to build the model for
prognostic, but he also has to define the appropriate set of features that can be more
accurately predicted over different horizons. Following that, the “features selection”
phase should be performed while building a prognostics model. On this basis, features
set obtained from classical data-mining techniques can be further reduced to final set of
predictable features in accordance to learned prediction models. Consider Fig. 2.17 for
understanding such methodology, where the depicted procedure aims at defining which
features are predictable (according to a model and a horizon of prediction). This en-
ables either to retain or reject each potential couple of “feature-model” to be used for
prognostics.
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Figure 2.17: Selection procedure based on predictability

2.6 Second PHM case study on real data

2.6.1 Outline

2.6.1.1 Turbofan Engines datasets of IEEE PHM Challenge 2008

The proposed developments are applied to the challenge dataset of diagnostics and prog-
nostics of machine faults from first international conference of prognostics and health
management (2008). The data were collected from C-MAPSS (Commercial Modular
Aero-Propulsion System Simulation), which is a tool for simulating a large commercial
turbofan engine (see Fig. 2.18). This challenge dataset consists of multidimensional
time series signals (26 variables or features) from different degrading instances and con-
taminated with measurement noise. Each set of time series comes from a different
engine of a same fleet. Each engine starts from different initial conditions and man-
ufacturing conditions are not known to the user. Each engine begins from a normal
state but, due to some fault occurrence, starts to degrade. Thus, the fault magnitude
increases with time until failure state takes place (see [175] for details). The RUL
estimates are in units of time, i.e., hours or cycles. From the dataset among 26 avail-
able features 8 were pre-selected, as suggested in previous works by using information
theory and Choquet Integral [164]. The selected features from different sensors listed
in Table 2.5 (i.e., F1 to F8), are filtered with “moving average” filtering technique to
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remove noise content (Fig. 2.19), and are used as a starting point to show the im-
pact of proposed “predictability-based” features selection on prognostics (section 2.5.2).

Figure 2.18: Engine diagram [72]

Sensor Description Unit

2 Total temperature at LPC outlet ◦R
3 Total temperature at HPC outlet ◦R
4 Total temperature at LPT outlet ◦R
8 Physical fan speed rpm
11 Static pressure at HPC outlet psia
13 Corrected fan speed rpm
15 Bypass ratio –
17 Bleed Enthalpy –

Table 2.5: C-MPASS output features

Figure 2.19: Filtered feature from engine dataset

2.6.1.2 Simulation settings

Among different RUL estimation methods from data-driven prognostics category, the
multivariate degradation based modeling strategy is considered. As discussed in sec-
tion 1.3.3, this strategy is more realistic for prognostics modeling, which estimates the
RUL by simultaneous predictions and health state estimation. Therefore, building a
prognostics model requires a predictor to perform long-term predictions of continuous
states and an unsupervised classifier to handle unlabeled data (i.e., in the absence of
ground truth for FTs) to estimate discrete states. Note that, the aspect of FTs is
discussed in Chapter 4. For illustration, the prediction phase is met by two different
connectionist approaches, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Neuro Fuzzy System
(NFS). The unsupervised classification phase is performed by Fuzzy C-Means clustering
algorithm (FCM), for details see [29]. Finally, to validate the proposed methodology
(i.e., predictability based prognostics), for each test RUL is estimated with whole set
of pre-selected features {F1 - F8} and with predictable features. Performances for both
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cases are compared to show the impact of predictably on RUL estimates. The complete
procedure is shown in Fig. 2.20, where the details are provided in the following topics.
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Figure 2.20: Procedure to analyze the impact of predictability

2.6.2 Building a prognostics model

2.6.2.1 Prediction phase: choice of feature / model couples

In brief, among different prognostics approaches, data-driven methods have great po-
tential due to their ability to learn from examples and to model non-linear phenomena.
Also, when input-output data set are main source of information to develop better under-
standing of systems current health state [98]. Due to such properties, machine learning
methods are of great interest for prognostics. Among these techniques, adaptive net-
works like ANN and NFS are increasingly used for prediction problems [45, 52, 200].
These connectionist approaches are capable to capture complex relationship among in-
puts and outputs and have good approximation capability for non-linear modeling of
real systems. Moreover, they have shown good performances in prognostics applications
as well [64, 196, 210].
The ANN is to be tuned (learning phase) by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which
is considered to be faster and more effective learning technique as compared to other
algorithms [81]. The adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) proposed by [104]
is also considered, due to its good potential for forecasting in maintenance applications
[64]. Each approach has its own benefits as well as limitations, which are not deeply
presented here, but interested reader can refer to [80, 123] for more theoretical details.

General formalization - Connectionist systems like ANNs or NFS aim at approx-
imating an input-output function. This kind of systems must be tuned to fit to the
studied problem thanks to a learning phase of parameters. Let [X] be the input data
set, [Y ] the output data set. The approximation function can be formalized as:

[Ŷ ] = ft([X],[θ]) (2.8)

where [Ŷ ] states for the estimated output set [Y ], and [θ] for the set of parameters that
have to be tuned during the learning phase.
In a similar manner, let’s formalize the problem of connectionist-based multi-steps
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ahead prediction of a univariate time series (like a feature for prognostic). A uni-
variate time series TSt is a chronological sequence of values describing a physical ob-
servation made at equidistant intervals: TSt = {x1,x2, . . . ,xt} (where t states for the
temporal index variable). With these notations, the multi-steps ahead prediction prob-
lem consists in estimating a set of future values of the time series: [X̂t+1→t+H ] =
[x̂t+1 , x̂t+2 , x̂t+3 , . . . , x̂t+H ] where H states for the final prediction horizon. This
approximation can be expressed as:

[X̂t+1→t+H ] = msp([Xt]) (2.9)

where, “msp” states for “multi-steps ahead prediction”, and [Xt] ∈ TSt is know as the
set of regressors used (for example [Xt] = [xt , xt−1 , xt−2]).

Multi-steps ahead predictions with an iterative approach - The msp can be
obtained in different ways and by using different connectionist approaches (structure
+ learning algorithm). [76] dress an overview of those approaches and suggested that
iterative approach is a more suitable choice for prognostics.
Mainly, msp are achieved by using a single tool (an ANN or a NFS) that is tuned to
perform a one-step ahead prediction x̂t+1. This estimated value is used as one of the
regressors of the model to estimate the following ones and the operation is repeated
until the estimation of x̂t+H . The procedure is illustrated in Fig 2.21. Formally:

x̂t+h =























if h = 1, f1
(

xt, . . . ,xt+1−p,[θ
1]
)

elseif h ∈ {2, . . . ,p},
f1
(

x̂t+h−1, . . . ,x̂t+1,xt, . . . ,xt+h−p,[θ
1]
)

elseif h ∈ {p+ 1, . . . ,H},
f1
(

x̂t+h−1, . . . ,x̂t+h−p,[θ
1]
)

(2.10)

where
{

f1,[θ1]
}

states for the one-step ahead prediction model (ANN or NFS) with its
parameters set calculated during the learning phase, p the number of regressors used,
i.e., the number of past discrete values used for prediction. Note that, from the time
h > p, predictions are made only on evaluated data and not on observed data.
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Figure 2.21: Iterative model for multi-steps predictions [76]
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Application - The msp technique has been used to forecast features in time to illus-
trate the procedure of feature selection based on predictability concept. Experiments
are performed by using an ANN and a NFS as potential models for feature predic-
tions, where each model is tuned according to parameters shown in Table 2.6. The
training of each model is met by multidimensional time series data of 40 turbofan en-
gines from the challenge data record file “train− FD001.txt” (downloaded from [143]),
where 5 engines data from the same file are used to perform tests. It should be noted
that for both off-line training and on-line testing tasks, the challenge data record file
“train− FD001.txt” is considered. The msp are performed from time tc = 50 till the
defined prediction horizon (tc + 134), using an iterative approach. According to the
dimension of feature space, “M” univariate prediction models (either ANN or NFS) are
learned in the off-line phase, i.e., feature-model couple. In the on-line phase, the learned
models are tested on data from 5 different engines. Prediction results obtained from each
test are thoroughly investigated on predictability criteria to retain or reject each couple
of potential “feature-model” to be used for prognostics, where limit of predictability L
is set to 0.5 (see Fig. 2.17).

Table 2.6: Prediction models - Settings

ANN-Parameters Settings

Input / Hidden / Output layer neurons 3 / 5 / 1
Hidden / Output layer Activation function sigmoidal / linear

Training Algorithm Levenberg-Marquardt

ANFIS-Parameters Settings

Input / Output layer neurons 3 / 1
Number / type of input membership function 3 / Pi-shaped

Rules / Fuzzy Inference System 27 / First order Sugeno
Defuzzification method Weighted Average
Training Algorithm Hybrid Method

2.6.2.2 Predictability results from prediction phase

As stated before, in order to exclude unpredictable features, predictability analysis is
performed on each test. For illustration, simulation results from a single test are reported
in Table 2.7 over different indexes of prediction horizon for a better understanding. The
obtained results show that features F2 and F3 do not satisfy predictability criteria,
neither by ANN nor by ANFIS, as it is clearly indicated by their lower values of pre-
dictability (i.e., Pred < 0.5). Similar findings about F2 and F3 are obtained from other
test cases as well, by applying both connectionist tools.
This behavior is shown in Fig. 2.22, that presents a global picture of features pre-
dictability over prediction horizon (tc + 134) steps ahead. Note that, ANFIS showed
better performance with higher predictability values as compared to ANN for most of
the simulations. Also results show that predictability is highly dependent on the horizon
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of prediction and can vary from one prediction model to another.

Table 2.7: Predictability results on a single test

Features Approach H=tc+50 H=tc+120 H=tc+134

F1
ANFIS 0.934 0.606 0.504
ANN 0.770 0.762 0.6173

F2
ANFIS 0.005 0.0002 4.8e-05
ANN 0.017 9.0e-06 4.6e-07

F3
ANFIS 0.0025 0.0025 5.2e-05
ANN 0.0023 2.6e-14 3.09e-17

F4
ANFIS 0.965 0.870 0.841
ANN 0.982 0.876 0.840

F5
ANFIS 0.915 0.8925 0.925
ANN 0.904 0.592 0.507

F6
ANFIS 0.943 0.9908 0.957
ANN 0.947 0.995 0.963

F7
ANFIS 0.993 0.927 0.904
ANN 0.966 0.907 0.888

F8
ANFIS 0.187 0.540 0.888
ANN 0.970 0.637 0.360
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Figure 2.22: Predictability of features for H = tc+ 134
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As for illustration, the upper part of Fig. 2.23 depicts prediction results on feature
F5 with both models ANN and ANFIS. The lower part presents the corresponding pre-
dictability measures over the horizon of prediction. As expected, ANFIS shows better
prediction and higher predictability as compared to ANN with changing horizon. In
other words, predictability measure not only shows the significance of a tool but also
gives confidence in making predictions over the increasing horizon. In addition, higher
predictability values can provide better confidence in predictions. Therefore, the pre-
diction results from ANFIS are only used for further classification.
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Figure 2.23: Example of degrading feature prediction

2.6.2.3 Unsupervised classification phase for health assessment

The main aim of the classification phase is to determine most probable states of the
degrading equipment, and thus to provide a snapshot of time from projected degrada-
tions. In this step, the temporal predictions made by the predictor are analyzed by a
classifier to estimate discrete states. Due to the absence of ground-truth information
the unsupervised classification phase is met by well known FCM approach to handle
unlabeled data [29]. Therefore, given the number of clusters and initial centers values,
FCM can partition the data into groups of similar objects (or clusters) and can optimize
center positions.
In brief, consider a dataset ℓD = {Xi}Ni=1 containingN unlabeled samples of n-dimension.
FCM is used to obtain clusters c among multidimensional data, and centers belonging to
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each cluster V = {vj}cj=1. Formally, the FCM clustering is attained by assigning mem-
bership grade (µij) between [0, 1] to every data point that corresponds to each cluster
center (or in other words belong to various groups), based on the measured distance
between a data point and center of the cluster. If a data point is closer to a particular
cluster center, a greater membership value is assigned. The summation of membership
grades from all data points correspond to a membership equal to ’1’. FCM aims to
operate in an iterative manner, assuming the number of clusters is known it reduces
following objective function:

J =
N
∑

i=1

c
∑

j=1

(µij)
m.‖xi − vj‖2 (2.11)

where, ‖xi − vj‖2 represents the Euclidean Distance (ED) (to measure similarity be-
tween) between the ith data point and the jth cluster center v (Eq. 2.12), fuzzy partition
matrix can be represented as U = [µij ]c×N , where µij describes the membership of the

ith data point to the jth centroid, and m > 1 is a weighting exponent. The key steps of
FCM algorithm are summarize in Appendix A.3.

ED =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(xi − vj)
2 (2.12)

2.6.2.4 Health assessment

Briefly, in the learning phase, a classifier is built to identify states of degrading equip-
ment. For this purpose, different functioning modes have to be considered. In this case,
four states of degradation are assumed, namely: steady state, degrading state, transition
state and critical state. FCM is used to assign temporal predictions to different classes
based on fuzzy partitioning (to cluster) multidimensional data. The number of clusters
is preset to 4 for the FCM algorithm. Accordingly, the multidimensional training data
of 40 engines are partitioned into four groups, where each group represents a particular
state of degradation. It should be noted that, each engine has different life span or
number of cycles. For illustration purpose, 2D visualizations from clustering phase are
shown in Fig. 2.24.
In the on-line test phase, discrete states are assigned to continuous state predictions (or
msp) by measuring the ED between predictions (of multidimensional data) and clusters
centers (Eq. 2.12). Following that, class labels can be given by looking at the closest
match. For more clarity, measured distances for the case of all features and predictable
features are shown in Fig. 2.25. Finally, RUL estimate is obtained, when transition from
degrading state (d) at time tc to faulty state (f) at time tf occurs (see Eq. (2.13)).

transition d
State→ f ⇒ RUL = Sd→f − tc (2.13)
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Figure 2.24: Visualization of classes from multidimensional data of 40 engines
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Figure 2.25: ED results (test− 1): a),b) All features and c),d) Predictable features

2.6.3 Prognostics results and impact of predictability

According to features prediction results using ANN and ANFIS predictors in Table 2.7.
Prognostics should be performed by using only predictable features, that leads to better
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RUL estimation i.e., with features {F1 ; F4 - F8}. Let’s validate this assumption
by estimating the RUL for each multidimensional time series predictions from ANFIS,
using on one side, the whole set of pre-selected features {F1 - F8}, and on the other
side, the final “predictability-based” selected features for a comparison. To show that,
the temporal predictions from test − 1 are classified to estimate the RUL. The results
are organized according to two different cases (Fig. 2.26 and 2.27).
In the first case, classification is performed with “all features” {F1 - F8}, whereas in
the second case the classification is performed with “predictable features” only i.e.,
excluding {F2 and F3}. It can be clearly seen from the results that, the RUL estimated
from second case of classifications is closer to the actual RUL, thus, validating better
prognostics accuracy and improvements achieved from proposed methodology.
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The RUL percentage errors obtained from simulations are summarized in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: RUL percentage error with ANFIS

Test All features Selected Features

1 7.096 % 0.636 %
2 11.83 % 1.898 %
3 24.34 % 1.265 %
4 15.95 % 0.6211 %
5 1.324 % 0.632 %

Mean % error 12,10 % 1,01 %

Results arrangement show that for each test, percentage error of RUL by considering
all features {F1 - F8} is much higher as compared to the case of selected features, i.e.,
excluding F2 and F3. Also, results seem to be more stable among all tests when using
the selected set of predictable features. Thus, features selection procedure based on
predictability enhances significantly prognostics results.

2.6.4 Observations

According to predictability driven prognostics results with multivariate degradation
based modeling strategy, the key observations are summarized as follows.

• Performances of RUL estimates are obviously closely related to accuracy of the
msp model. As for example, ANFIS appears to be more suitable as compared
to classical ANN for long-term predictions. This aspect has to be addressed to
encounter the challenges of robustness and reliability (Chapter 3).

• Health assessment is performed by FCM algorithm, which is sensitive to parame-
ter initialization and has inconsistent performance. Also, FCM clustering results
are based on number of clusters set by the user, e.g. in this application even the
life span of each engine is different, the multidimensional data are clustered into
4 groups. Therefore, it is required to further enhance the performances (i.e., ro-
bustness, reliability) of health assessment model and also its applicability (Chap-

ter 4).

2.7 Summary

This chapter discusses the importance of data-processing to extract and select features
with essential characteristic like monotonicity, trendability and predictability. A new
approach for feature extraction and selection is proposed by performing pre-treatment
of raw CM data to obtain cumulative features that show high monotonicity and trend-
ability. The proposed developments are validated on real data of bearings from PHM
challenge 2012. Surely, such features can lead to highly accurate long term predictions
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and ease in implementation of prognostics model. This aspect is validated in Chapter 3.
Secondly, another concept of predictability driven prognostics is presented to perform
post-treatment of features subset for further reduction. Indeed, there is no use of fea-
tures that are hard to be predicted. The proposed developments are validated on real
data of turbofan engines from PHM challenge 2008. Prognostics modeling is achieved
by multivariate degradation based modeling strategy. For the sake of illustration ANN
and ANFIS are used as prediction models and FCM algorithm is used for unsuper-
vised classification phase. Besides that, some weaknesses of multivariate degradation
based modeling are also highlighted in section 2.6.4. To further enhance this strategy,
and according to the objective of this thesis (section 1.4.2.3). Chapter 3 presents a
new approach for “long-term predictions”, and Chapter 4 presents a new approach for
unsupervised classification.





Chapter 3
From features to predictions

This chapter presents a new connectionist approach to perform “long-term
predictions” for prognostics. More precisely, a Summation Wavelet-Extreme
Learning Machine algorithm is proposed to address issues related to prognos-
tics modeling challenges, i.e., robustness, reliability, applicability. Moreover,
an ensemble of SW-ELM models is proposed to quantify the uncertainty due
to data and modeling phase.
Firstly, for issues related to time-series, i.e., approximation, one step-ahead
prediction, and multi-steps ahead prediction, SW-ELM is benchmarked with
Extreme Learning Machine, Levenberg Marquardt and ELMAN algorithms
on six industrial data sets. Secondly, to validate the efficiency of SW-ELM
with respect to challenges, a real case of Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
machine is considered for tool wear monitoring task. Thorough comparisons
with ELM algorithm are given to show enhanced robustness and reliability of
SW-ELM on different data sets.
Finally, to validate the concept of cumulative features (Chapter 2), SW-
ELM is used as a potential model to perform “long-term predictions” with
cumulative features. For this case study, SW-ELM is applied to real data of
bearings from PHM challenge 2012.

3.1 Long-term predictions for prognostics

According to multivariate degradation based modeling strategy (Chapter 1), the prog-
nostics phase is composed of two complementary modules: a prediction engine that fore-
casts observations in time, and a classifier which provides the most probable states of
the machinery. The RUL is obtained from the estimated time to reach the faulty state
(see Fig. 1.12). Obviously, for prognostics part, the prediction phase is critical and must
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be dealt in an accurate manner for recommending timely maintenance actions / system
configurations (e.g. load profile changes). Therefore, while building a prediction model
it is important tackle following issues.

• How to handle complex multidimensional data?

• Is the model capable enough for “long-term” predictions?

• How to associate confidence to predictions for decision making?

Generally, the dynamic behavior of a machinery can be represented by time series mea-
surements (or features) collected over long periods of time. Usually the time series data
are inherently non-stationary, and properties of underlying system are not known. Also
such data can be high dimensional, and are source of behaviors (states) that the machine
may have undergone in the past [55]. For example, consider a dataset ℓD = {Xi}Ni=1

containing N unlabeled samples of n time series Eq. (3.1).

ℓD =







x11 . . . x1n
... · · · ...

xN1 . . . xNn






(3.1)

Given such data, machine learning methods from data-driven prognostics category can
be applied to predict the behavior of the degrading machinery. More precisely, con-
nectionist approaches like Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Neuro Fuzzy sys-
tems (NFs) benefit from a growing interest [76]. According to PHM literature, sev-
eral works confirm strong approximation capabilities of such connectionist approaches
[9, 18, 45, 64, 98, 134, 136, 164, 170, 196, 202, 217].
To recall, the aim of a connectionist approach is, to “learn” the relationship between in-
put data (i.e., training inputs) and the output data (or training targets). Suppose that,
actual relations is [Ŷ ] = ft([X],[θ]) (Eq. 2.8). The learning problem is to estimate the
unknown function ft using training data, which is know as supervised learning. Further,
for prognostics, the learned connectionist approach is used for performing multi-steps
ahead prediction (msp) over a long prediction horizon.
In literature, different methods can be applied to achieve msp with connectionist ap-
proaches (iterative approach, direct approach, DirRec approach, MISMO approach, par-
allel approach, see [76] for details). However, for prognostics the future is unknow, except
“iterative approach” all other msp approaches require prior knowledge of final horizon
step, which is preset by the practitioner. As for illustration, consider Fig. 3.1, where the
iterative approach is presented as the only one to achieve RUL estimates, for whatever
the actual horizon [76]. This advantage can also be seen especially, while performing
simultaneous discrete state estimation (or health assessment by a classifier).
Besides that, while building a prediction model, it is also important to consider ro-
bustness, reliability and applicability challenges, which affect prognostics performances.
Therefore, following topics aim at introducing a new connectionist approach for per-
forming long-term predictions namely, Extreme Learning Machine (ELM).
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Figure 3.1: Discrete state estmation and RUL estimation [76]

3.2 ELM as a potential prediction tool

3.2.1 From ANN to ELM

ANN is a mathematical model which replicates the functionality of biological neurons in
the human brain [103]. In simple words, an ANN can be addressed as a parallel structure
of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) data processing nodes, that appears to the user
as a black box. ANNs are extensively applied to different domains such as engineering,
physics, medicine to solve problems like pattern classification, clustering, optimization,
function approximation or prediction [103, 162, 179]. In PHM domain, ANNs are a
special case of adaptive networks that are most commonly used among machine learning
methods [84, 217]. Indeed, they have the ability to learn from examples and can capture
complex relationships among CM data (even if noisy). They do not require a priori
assumptions on the properties of given data set, neither they assume any a priori model
[184].
In brief, ANN can have two types of architectures: feed-forward networks (FFNNs)
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). FFNN has connected strengths in forward
direction, and RNN has cyclic connections Fig. 3.2. Such models must be tuned to learn
parameters like weights and bias, in order to fit the studied problem. In other words, all
the parameters of FFNNs and RNNs need to be adjusted, and there exist dependence
among parameters of different layers [69]. According to Jaeger’s estimation, around 95%
of literature is on FFNNs [102].
Constructing a good neural network model is non-trivial task and practitioners still have
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Figure 3.2: Structure of FFNN and RNN [102]

to encounter several issues that may affect the performance of ANNs and limit their
applicability (ease of application) for real industrial case [179]. As for examples, such
problems involve: parameter initialization, complexity of hidden layer, type of activation
functions, slow iterative tuning, presence of local minima, over-fitting, generalization
ability [111]. To overcome such drawbacks, comparatively two new learning schemes
recently proposed for FFNN and RNN, namely, Extreme Learning Machine [94], and
Echo State Network (ESN) [101]. Both learning schemes are based on random projection,
because input-hidden layer parameters are randomly initialized, and learning is only
achieved by solving the inverse of a least square problem. A comparative study between
ELM and ESN on non-linear prediction benchmark problems shows that, ESN requires
more training time as compared to ELM for acquiring the dynamic performance [31].
Both are sensitive to the number of hidden neurons. Moreover, for small data ESN
was robust and show good generalization, however, with sufficient training samples, in
most cases ELM show better generalization performances [31]. Most importantly, to the
best of our knowledge, ELM has been proved for its universal approximation capability
[90, 91, 92, 95], whereas for ESN its not the case. In addition, recent survey show
the advantages of ELM over conventional methods to train ANNs [93]. Such findings
highlight the importance of ELM as a suitable candidate for prognostics case, to achieve
“long-term predictions”.

3.2.2 ELM for SLFN: learning principle and mathematical perspective

Unlike conventional learning algorithms for FFNNs, ELM is a new learning scheme for
SLFN that has been recently proposed by Huang et al. [94]. Almost all learning algo-
rithms for SLFNs require adjustment of parameters that results dependence between
different layers of parameters like, weights and biases. Therefore, many iterative tuning
steps are required by traditional learning algorithms [95]. In opposite to that, ELM al-
gorithm avoids slow iterative learning procedure and only requires a one-pass operation
to learn SLFN. This is mainly due to the fact that there is no bias for the output layer
neuron (see Fig. 3.3).
In brief, to initiate one-pass learning operation, the hidden node network parameters
(weights and biases) are randomly generated without any prior knowledge or training
procedure [39]. Consequently, the ELM turns into a system of linear equations and the
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Figure 3.3: Single layer feed forward neural network

unknown weights between the hidden and output layer nodes can be obtained analyti-
cally by only applying Moore-Penrose generalized inverse procedure [124, 167].
Let note n and m the numbers of inputs and outputs (i.e., targets), N the number
of learning data samples (xi,ti), where i ∈ [1 . . . N ], xi = [xi1,xi2,...,xin]

T ∈ ℜn and
ti = [ti1,ti2,...,tim]T ∈ ℜm, and Ñ the number of hidden nodes, each one with an ac-
tivation function f(x). For each sample j, the output oj is mathematically expressed
as:

Ñ
∑

k=1

βk.f(wk.xj + bk) = oj , j = 1,2,...., N (3.2)

where wk = [wk1,wk2,...,wkn]
T ∈ ℜn, is an input weight vector connecting the kth hidden

neuron to the input layer neurons, (wk ·xj) is the inner product of weights and inputs,
and bk ∈ ℜ is the bias of kth neuron of hidden layer. Also, βk = [βk1,βk2,...,βkm]T ∈ ℜm,
is the weight vector to connect the kth neuron of hidden layer and output neurons.
Therefore, in order to minimize the difference between network output oj and given

target tj ,
∑Ñ

j=1 ‖oj − tj‖ = 0, there exist βk, wk and bk such that:

Ñ
∑

k=1

βk.f(wk.xj + bk) = tj , j = 1,2,...., N (3.3)

which can be expressed in matrix form as,

Hβ = T (3.4)
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where,

H
(

w1, . . . ,wÑ ,x1, . . . ,xÑ ,b1, . . . ,bÑ
)

=







f(w1.x1 + b1) . . . f(wÑ .x1 + bÑ )
... · · · ...

f(w1.xN + b1) . . . f(wÑ .xN + bÑ )







N×Ñ

(3.5)

β =







βT1
...
βT
Ñ







Ñ×m

T =







tT1
...
tTN







N×m

(3.6)

The least square solution of the linear system defined in Eq. (3.4), with minimum norm
(magnitude) of output weights β is:

β̂ = H†T =
(

HTH
)−1

HTT (3.7)

where H† represents the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse solution for the hidden layer
output matrix H [167]. Finally, learning of ELM can be summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Learning scheme of an ELM

Assume

- n inputs, m outputs, Ñ hidden nodes (k = 1 . . . Ñ)
Require

- N learning data samples
- An activation function f(x) (e.g sigmoid)

1: Randomly assign parameters of hidden nodes i.e., weights and bias (wk,bk).
2: Obtain the hidden layer output matrix H.
3: Find the output weight matrix β: β = H†T , where H† represents the Moore-Penrose

generalized inverse solution for the hidden layer output matrix H [167].

3.2.3 Discussions: ELM for prognostics

3.2.3.1 Better applicability of ELM

ELM approach shows rapid learning and good generalization ability for SLFNs [95]. It
requires less human intervention, because, it doesn’t have any control parameters to be
manually tuned, except the number of hidden layer neurons, which makes it appropriate
for real applications [30]. In addition, an ELM can also show good performance in situ-
ations where it is hard to obtain enough data to train SLFN and recent study confirms
the advantages of ELM over earlier approaches for ANN [93]. This shows fitness and
improved applicability of an ELM for real applications like prognostics, that encounter
difficulties like data scarcity, time complexity, human involvement etc. However, as far
as authors know, there is no explicit application of ELM for machine failure prognostics.
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3.2.3.2 Issues and requirements

ELM method has two parameters that are set by the user, number of hidden layer neu-
rons and variance of the hidden layer weights [151]. The interaction between improper
initialization of weights and neurons of the hidden layer may impair performance of the
ELM model [30]. In view of expected performances of a prognostics model highlighted
in section 1.4, practical considerations related to model accuracy and implementation
issues should be addressed for real applications.

• Due to random initialization of parameters (weights and biases), ELM model
may require high complexity of hidden layer [162]. This may cause ill-condition,
and reduce robustness of ELM to encounter variations in the input data, and the
expected output of the model may not be close to the real output [77]. Also the
randomly initialized weights can affect model generalization ability which should
also be considered.

• It is required to carefully choose hidden neuron activation functions that can
participate in better convergence of the algorithm, show good ability to transform
non-linear inputs, and also result in a compact structure of network (i.e, hidden
neurons) for a suitable level of accuracy [91, 103, 111].

• Finally, ELM can perform estimates after learning phase, however, it does not
quantify uncertainty of modeling phase like any ANN. Therefore, it is necessary to
bracket unknown future with confidence intervals to show reliability of estimates
and also to facilitate decision making step for prognostics applications.

Therefore, to address these issues and requirements, the next section presents a new
learning scheme for SLFN, which is an improved variant of ELM, namely, the Summation
Wavelet- Extreme Learning Machine (SW-ELM).

3.3 SW-ELM and Ensemble models for prognostics

Combining neural networks and wavelet theory as an approximation or prediction models
appears to be an effective solution in many applicative areas. However, when building
such systems, one has to face parsimony problem, i.e., to look for a compromise between
the complexity of the learning phase and accuracy performances. Following topics focus
on building a new structure of connectionist network, the SW-ELM that enables good
accuracy and generalization performances, while limiting the learning time and reducing
the impact of random initialization procedure.

3.3.1 Wavelet neural network

3.3.1.1 Concept and structure

Wavelet theory is an outcome of multidisciplinary struggles, that brought together en-
gineers, mathematicians and physicists [159]. The term wavelet means a “little wave”.
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Mainly, a Wavelet Transform (WT) of continuous form behaves as a flexible time-
frequency window, that shrinks when analyzing high frequency and spreads when low
frequency behavior is observed [15]. The WT can be divided into two types, Continu-
ous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). CWT can be
considered as the inner product of a signal x(t) with a basis function Ψ∗

s,d, which can be
formulated as follows (Eq.3.8).

CWT (d,s) =
1√
d

∫ +∞

−∞
x (t)Ψ∗

(

t− s

d

)

dt (3.8)

where Ψ is a mother wavelet function, ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and d and s
are scale (or dilate) and translate (or shift) factors for the mother wavelet. It should
be noted that CWT has the drawback of impracticality with digital computers, where,
DWT is used in practice. Thus, the scale and translation factors are evaluated on a
discrete grid of time scale to generate scaled and shifted daughter wavelets from a given
mother wavelet Ψ, for e.g. see Fig. 3.4. Therefore, discretized wavelet (DW) for the
sequence of samples xi from x(t) can be formulated as follows (Eq. 3.9). Further details
can be found in [15].

DW =
∑

i

xi d
−1/2
i Ψ

(

t− si
di

)

(3.9)

Figure 3.4: Mother and daughter wavelet from Morlet function

An analogy can be found between the expression of the DWT and ANN output. Indeed,
Eq. (3.9) can be seen as the output expression of a SLFN that would have an activation
function Ψ for a hidden node, with a linear neuron in the output layer. This lead to a
combination of WT theory with basics from FFNNs, to produce a new category of neural
networks known as WNN. Generally, such combination can be classified into two types.
In the first case, the wavelet part is decoupled from network learning. In this manner,
a signal is decomposed on some wavelets and its wavelet coefficients are furnished to a
FFNN. In the second category, wavelet theory and FFNN are combined into a hybrid
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structure. The scope of following topics cover the latter category.
Let note n the number of inputs of a WNN, and Ñ the number of hidden nodes with
wavelet functions (eg. Morlet, see Fig. 3.3). According to this, the output of a WNN
can be formulated as:

y =
Ñ
∑

k=1

vkΨk





n
∑

j=1

wkjxj



 (3.10)

Ψk (x) = |dk|−1/2Ψ

(

x− sk
dk

)

(3.11)

where x = x1,x2,...,xn depicts the input values, Ψk represents the family of daughter
wavelets that are scaled and translated from a single mother wavelet function Ψ, dk and
sk are the corresponding scale (dilate) and translation factors. Lastly, wk = [wk1,wk2,...,
wkn]

T ∈ ℜn is an input weight vector connecting the kth hidden neuron to the input
layer neurons, and vk is the weight to connect the kth neuron of hidden layer and the
output.

3.3.1.2 Issues and requirements

According to literature, the initialization of dilation and translation factors (dk and sk in
Eq. (3.11)) is considered as a critical phase. Indeed, it is necessary to properly initialize
these parameters for fast convergence of algorithm [39, 150]. As wavelets functions
vanish rapidly, improper initialization may lead to the following issues:

• a wavelet can be too local for a very small dilation;

• improper translation may be out of interest domain.

Therefore, the random tuning of dilation and translation factors of wavelets is inadvis-
able, and parameters initialization should be based on the input domain. This aspect is
taken into account in the proposed model (section 3.3.2).

3.3.2 Summation Wavelet-Extreme Learning Machine for SLFN

3.3.2.1 Structure and mathematical perspective

As mentioned in previous section, ELM is quiet efficient as compared to traditional
methods to learn SLFNs. However, issues like parameters initialization, model com-
plexity and choice of activation functions have to be carefully addressed for improved
performance. Since structure and proper choice of activation functions enhances the
capability of the SLFN network to encounter low and high frequency signals simulta-
neously. The number of neurons required for hidden layer decreases and a compact
structure is achieved [15, 103, 124]. Therefore, we propose the Summation Wavelet-
Extreme Learning (SW-ELM) algorithm. The proposed structure of SW-ELM takes
advantages of WT and SLFN (see Fig. 3.5), for which two significant modifications are
performed in the hidden layer.
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• Structure - Non-linear transformations are dealt in a better manner by using a
conjunction of two distinct activation functions (f1 and f2) in each hidden node
rather than a single activation function. The output from a hidden node is the aver-
age value after performing transformation from dual activations (f̄ = (f1 + f2) /2).

• Activation functions - To improve convergence of algorithm, an inverse hyper-
bolic sine ([124], Eq. (3.12)) and a Morlet wavelet ([39, 159], Eq. (3.13)) are used
as dual activation functions.

f1 = θ (X) = log
[

x+ (x2 + 1)1/2
]

(3.12)

f2 = ψ (X) = cos (5x) e(−0.5x2) (3.13)

Such a combination of activation functions makes the network more adequate to deal
with dynamic systems.
According to modifications mentioned above, for each sample j Eq. 3.2 can be adapted
and the output oj is mathematically expressed as:

Ñ
∑

k=1

βk.f̄ [(θ,ψ) (wk.xj + bk)] = oj ,j = 1,2,...,N (3.14)

where wk = [wk1,wk2,...,wkn]
T ∈ ℜn, is an input weight vector connecting the kth hidden

neuron to the input layer neurons, (wk.xj) is the inner product of weights and inputs,
and bk ∈ ℜ is the bias of kth neuron of hidden layer. Also, βk = [βk1,βk2,...,βkm]T ∈ ℜm,
is the weight vector to connect the kth neuron of hidden layer and output neurons.
Finally, f̄ shows the average output from two different activation functions i.e., an
inverse hyperbolic sine activation function θ and a Morlet wavelet activation function
ψ. In order to minimize the difference between network output oj and given target tj ,
∑Ñ

j=1 ‖oj − tj‖ = 0, there exist βk, wk and bk such that:

Ñ
∑

k=1

βk.f̄ [(θ,ψ) (wk.xj + bk)] = tj , j = 1,2,...,N (3.15)

which can be expressed in matrix form as,

Havgβ = T (3.16)

where Havg is a
[

N × Ñ
]

matrix expressed as,

Havg

(

w1, . . . ,wÑ ,x1, . . . ,xÑ ,b1, . . . ,bÑ
)

=

f̄ (θ,ψ)







(w1.x1 + b1) . . .
(

wÑ .x1 + bÑ
)

... · · · ...
(w1.xN + b1) . . .

(

wÑ .xN + bÑ
)






(3.17)
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and,

β =







βT1
...
βT
Ñ







Ñ×m

T =







tT1
...
tTN







N×m

(3.18)

Finally, the least square solution of the linear system defined in Eq. (3.16), with minimum
norm (magnitude) of output weights β is:

β̂ = H†
avgT =

(

HT
avgHavg

)−1
HT

avgT (3.19)

where H†
avg represents the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse solution for the hidden

layer output matrix Havg [167].
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Figure 3.5: Structure and learning view of proposed SW-ELM

3.3.2.2 Learning scheme of SW-ELM

Main learning phase derives from Eq. (3.17) and (3.19). However, according to issues
and requirements related to ELM and WNN (sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.2.3.2), it is required
to take care of parameters initialization task and to provide a better starting point
to algorithm. We address those aspects by considering to types of parameters: those
from the wavelets (dilation and translation factors) and those from the SLFN (weights
and bias for input to hidden layer nodes). Details of the learning scheme are given in
Algorithm 2, and an outline of the main steps is synthesized hereafter.

• Initializing wavelet parameters - To initialize wavelet dilation and translation
parameters (dk and sk in Eq. (3.11)) before the learning phase, a heuristic approach
is applied to generate daughter wavelets from a mother wavelet function (in our
case, a Morlet wavelet). Dilation and translation values are adapted by considering
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the domain of the input space where wavelet functions are not equal to zero [150].
This procedure is detailed in Algorithm 2. Besides that, wavelet function with
a small dilation value are low frequency filters, whereas with increasing dilation
factors the wavelet behave as high frequency filter [15]. Finally, the effects of
random initialization of wavelet parameters are avoided, and the initialization
guarantees that wavelet function stretches over the whole input domain [150].

• Initializing weights and bias - The hard random parameters initialization step
is substituted by well known Nguyen Widrow (NW) procedure to initialize weights
and bias [145]. The intent is to provide a better starting point for learning. NW
method is a simple alteration of hard random initialization that aims at adjusting
input weights intervals and hidden bias according to the input-hidden layer topol-
ogy. It has been argued that NW method has shown improved performances over
others methods for random parameters initialization of ANNs [152].

Algorithm 2 Learning scheme of the SW-ELM

Require - N learning data samples (xi,ti), n inputs (j = 1 . . . n)

- Ñ hidden nodes (k = 1 . . . Ñ)
- An inverse hyperbolic sine and a Morlet wavelet activation functions

Ensure - Initialize weights and bias from SLFN, initialize Morlet parameters
- Find hidden to output weights matrix β

SW-ELM learning procedure

1: Initialization of wavelet parameters [150]
2: - Define the input space domain intervals
3: - Compute [xjmin ; xjmax]: {domain containing the input xj in all observed samp.}
4: - Define dilation and translation parameters per domain
5: -Compute Dkj = 0,2× [xjmax −xjmin]: {temporal dilatation parameter for input xj}
6: - Compute Mkj = [xjmin + xjmax]/2: {temporal translation parameter for input xj}
7: - Initialize Morlet parameters (dk and sk)
8: - Compute dk = mean(Dkj)j=1...n: {dilatation factor}
9: - Compute sk = mean(Mkj)j=1...n: {translation factor}

10: Initialization of weights and bias parameters by Nguyen Widrow approach [145]
11: - Initialize small (random) input weights wk(old) in [−0.5 ; +0.5]: {weights from input

nodes to hidden nodes}
12: - Adjust weights parameters by applying NW approach
13: - Compute βfactor = C × Ñ

1
n : {C is a constant ≤ 0.7}

14: - Compute wk(new) = βfactor × wk(old)

‖wk(old)‖ : {normalized weights}
15: - Initialize bias values bk
16: - bk = random number between −βfactor and +βfactor
17: Adjust linear parameters: those from the hidden to the output layers
18: - Obtain hidden layer output matrix Havg using Eq. (3.17)

19: - Find the output weight matrix β̂ in Eq. (3.19) by applying Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse procedure
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3.3.3 SW-ELM Ensemble for uncertainty estimation

Despite the fact that ELM based algorithms have several advantages over traditional
methods to learn SLFN, one of the main shortcoming can be, that their solution vary
for each run due to random initialization of learning parameters (weights and biases).
Thus unsatisfactory or low performances can occur. This is also a common existing issue
of classical ANNs, that parameters are randomly initialized without prior information
of final parameters (from hidden to output layer) [139, 181]. Also, such models do not
furnish any indication about the quality of outcomes in order to facilitate practitioner
with decision making. That is, considering the uncertainties which arise either due to
model misspecification or either due to variations of input data by probabilistic events
[114]. Although there is no single algorithm or model for prognostics that works for
all sorts of situations, the integration (ensemble) of multiple models appears to be less
likely to be in error than an individual model [89, 114]. Due to such issues, in literature
it is preferred to apply an ensemble strategy of multiple models to improve robustness
and to show reliability of estimates [89].
Mainly, the ensemble strategy is achieved by integrating several SW-ELM models, where
each individual model is initialized with different parameters (Fig. 3.6). This strategy
enables building confidence intervals (CI) that indicate the presence of uncertainty and
can facilitate in decision making (e.g. to perform further maintenance actions). Fol-
lowing that, the desired output O can be obtained by averaging outputs from multiple
SW-ELM models.

Oj =
1

M

M
∑

m=1

ômj (3.20)

where ômj is the predicted output of mth model against the jth input sample.

Assuming that SW-ELM models are unbiased, variance σ2oj due to random initialization
of parameters and input variations can be estimated via variance ofM models outcomes
[114].

V ar(Oj) = σ2oj =
1

M − 1

M
∑

m=1

(

ômj −Oj

)2
(3.21)

Thanks to variance σ2oj , the final estimated output can be constructed according to a

confidence limit interval (CI):

CI =
[

Oj ± z∗ ×
√

σ2oj

]

(3.22)

where z∗ is the critical value for CI up to desired level, i.e. the 100(1− α)% quantile of
a normal distribution. In our case, confidence level is 95%, where z∗ = 1.96 according
to standard Gaussian distribution table.
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Figure 3.6: SW-ELME and confidence limit interval (CI)

3.4 Benchmarking SW-ELM on time series issues

3.4.1 Outline: aim of tests and performance evaluation

The aim of this part is to demonstrate enhanced performances of the proposed SW-
ELM, that is benchmarked with the ELM, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for SLFN
and ELMAN network. For simulation purpose, a sigmoid function is used as hidden
node activation function for ELM, LM-SLFN and ELMAN network, whereas for SW-
ELM, dual activations are used: an inverse hyperbolic sine function and a Morlet wavelet
(Eq. (3.12) and (3.13)). Note that, number of hidden neurons for each model are assigned
using trial and error approach, which obviously could not guarantee optimal structure.
Simulations are carried on six real datasets from industry as shown in Table 3.1, where
information about model inputs / outputs and training / testing samples are also men-
tioned (see section 2.4, 3.5.1 and Appendix A.5 for further details on the datasets). Three
kind of issues related to time series application are considered: two “input-output” ap-
proximation problems, two one-step ahead prediction problems, and two msp problems.
To compare performances, three criteria are selected.

1. Computation time to learn the dataset for a single trial (T ime).
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2. Model fitting accuracy is evaluated by the coefficient of determination (R2) that
should be close to 1 and coefficient of variation of the Root Mean Squared Error
(CV RMSE) that should be as low as possible (close to 0 - it is often expressed
in percentage) (see Appendix A.4).

3. Network complexity is reflected by the number of hidden neurons (Hid− nodes).

With each approach (i.e., ELM, SWELM, LM-SLFN, ELMAN), 50 simulations are
performed on a particular dataset and the best results are summarized.

Table 3.1: Datasets to benchmark performances for time series application

Approximation problems
Data Description Input Output Train Test

Pump [170] Condition Root mean square, Fault code 73 (samp.) 19 (samp.)
Appendix A.5 monitoring Variance
CNC [222] Condition Max force, Cutting amp. Tool wear C33, C09, C18 C18
section 3.5.1 monitoring Amp. Ratio, Avg. force (450 samp.) (165 samp.)

One step-ahead prediction problems

Ind. Dryer [1] Predict Fuel flow, Fan speed Bulb temp. 500 (samp.) 367 (samp.)
Appendix A.5 temperature Flow raw material yt+1

Bulb temp. yt
Hair dryer [2] Predict Voltage of device xt Air temp. 500 (samp.) 500 (samp.)
Appendix A.5 temperature Air temp. yt yt+1

Multi-step ahead prediction problems

NN3 [6] Time series Time series (4 reg.) Same series 51, 54, 56, 58, All series
Appendix A.5 forecast (xt, xt−1, xt−2, xt−3) xt+1→t+18 60, 61, 92, 106 (18 samp.)
Turbofan [175] Predict Degradation series Same series 90 engines 5 engines
section 2.6.1.1 degradation 3 reg. (xt, xt−1, xt−2) xt+1→t+H H ∈ [103, 283]

3.4.2 First issue: approximation problems

In case of approximation or estimation problems, real datasets from two different de-
grading machineries are used for condition monitoring task. The first dataset is from a
Carnallite surge tank pump, which is used to approximate fault codes, where the second
dataset is from a CNC milling machine to estimate wear of degrading cutting tools (Ta-
ble 3.1). Results in Table 3.2 show that SW-ELM for both test datasets performs best
approximations, with a compact structure, and it requires less learning time.

1. ELM has clear superiority of fast learning times (5.8e−004 and 5.0e−004 sec) for both
datasets. In addition, SW-ELM and ELM can learn much rapidly as compared to
LM-SLFN or ELMAN network. This is mainly due to the advantages of single-step
learning phase of ELM based models, whereas LM-SLFN and ELMAN network
required additional 50 epochs for the Pump dataset and 10 epochs for CNC
dataset to achieve better accuracy performances.
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2. The accuracy of SW-ELM show a best fitting among all methods for both datasets
as measured by R2 i.e., (R2=0.96 and R2=0.92). Comparative plots representing
approximation of fault codes and tool wear estimation are shown in Fig. 3.7 and
Fig. 3.8, where model fitting errors are also depicted for a better understanding
of results. Note that, for more clarity, plots of only two methods with higher
accuracies are compared.

3. Lastly, when considering model complexity factor, the number of hidden neurons
required by LM-SLFN and ELMAN network appears to be twice (i.e., 30 hidden
nodes) as compared to ELM based models when applied to Pump dataset. How-
ever, same network complexity of 4 hidden nodes is sufficient for all methods with
CNC dataset.

Table 3.2: Approximation problems: results comparison

Pump CNC
Method Hid-node Time (s) Epoch R2 Hid-node Time (s) Epoch R2

SW-ELM 15 6.5e-004 – 0.96 4 7.7e-004 – 0.92
ELM 15 5.8e-004 – 0.94 4 5.0e-004 – 0.77
LM-SLFN 30 1.02 50 0.79 4 0.22 10 0.80
ELMAN 30 8.88 50 0.81 4 0.21 10 0.77
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Figure 3.8: Tool wear estimation and corresponding errors

3.4.3 Second issue: one-step ahead prediction problems

In case of one-step ahead prediction issue, the datasets used are from an industrial
dryer and a mechanical hair dryer. In both cases, the aim of tests is to predict tem-
perature variations (Table 3.1). In order to evaluate model performances, same criteria
as for approximation problems are used. Comparative performances from all models
are summarized in Table 3.3. Again, results indicate that SW-ELM shows improved
performances over ELM, LM-SLFN and ELMAN networks.

1. ELM can still perform faster learning (0.0012 and 3.4e−004 sec) with both datasets,
even if the learning data size is increased (500 samples). Like in previous issue,
the learning times of SW-ELM is still close to ELM.

2. The accuracy indicator of SW-ELM shows a higher prediction performance i.e.,
R2 = 0.85 with dataset of an industrial dryer. However the accuracy of SW-
ELM and ELM are same (R2 = 0.944) in case of second data of a mechanical hair
dryer. It should be noted that, in the second test all methods show good prediction
performances. As for illustration, comparative plots of predictions with only two
methods are shown in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 by considering model accuracy, where
predictions errors are also depicted. In Fig. 3.9, one can note that SW-ELM
catches better non-linearity from the signal since the error is quite constant among
all predictions.

3. ELM based models show a more compact structure (20 hidden nodes) as compared
to LM-SLFN and ELMAN network (30 hidden nodes) when applied to industrial
dryer data. However, again small network complexity of 4 hidden nodes is suffi-
cient for all methods with the second data of mechanical hair dryer.
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Table 3.3: One step-ahead prediction problems: results comparison

Industrial Dryer Mechanical hair dryer
Method Hid-node Time (s) Epoch R2 Hid-node Time (s) Epoch R2

SW-ELM 20 0.0024 – 0.85 4 6.1e-004 – 0.944
ELM 20 0.0012 – 0.66 4 3.4e-004 – 0.944
LM-SLFN 30 1.03 50 0.81 4 0.21 10 0.9434
ELMAN 30 8.9 50 0.80 4 0.20 10 0.9434
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Figure 3.9: One-step ahead prediction of bulb temperature and corresponding errors
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3.4.4 Third issue: multi-steps ahead prediction (msp) problems

In case of msp problems, again two data sets are used to test models performances
using iterative approach (section 2.6.2.1). The first test data, are from NN3 competition,
where horizon of prediction is defined as last 18 values of each time series for test. The
second dataset are from NASA data repository, and is composed of run to failure sensor
measurements from degrading Turbofan engines, where the horizon of prediction is from
a current time tc up to end of degradation (see Table 3.1 data record train−FD001.txt
is used to train and test the models). Similarly, like in previous issues, 50 trials are
performed and best results are presented. Themsp accuracy of each model is assessed by
computing CV RMSE, that enables evaluating relative closeness of predictions, which
should be as low as possible. Whereas, computational time (for a single trial) and
network complexity are evaluated similarly as in previous cases. Models performances
are summarized in Table 3.4.
A comparative plot is shown in Fig. 3.11 with two models having higher accuracies of
msp with NN3 competition data for time series 61. Averaged performances of prediction
models for all randomly selected time series (51, 54, 56, 58, 60, 61, 92, 106) are given in
Table 3.4.
In case of Turbofan engines dataset, the comparative plot of two models on test-engine
5 is shown in Fig. 3.12, where SW-ELM explicitly shows good prediction capability
over long horizon. Averaged performances of prediction models for all tests are given in
Table 3.4.

1. Among all methods, ELM requires less computation time for learning with both
datasets (i.e., 5.5e−004 and 0.004 sec), where SW-ELM also shows rapid learning
behavior closer to ELM. As explained before, this is mainly due to the one-pass
learning phase.

2. Most importantly, accuracy indicator (CV RMSE) of SW-ELM is highest in com-
parison to others models for both datasets (i.e., NN3 competition and Turbofan
engines). A synthetic but explicit view of that is given in Fig. 3.13. Note that such
performances of SW-ELM are obtained with a same structure like other methods
(see point 3).

3. The network complexity of all models is same with both datasets (i.e., 30 hidden
nodes and 3 hidden nodes). Note that for all test on 5 Turbofan engines even with
more complex models of ELM, LM-SLFN and ELMAN network poor prediction
performances where obtained, therefore the only complexity of 3 hidden nodes is
compatible with the data.

Finally, again SW-ELM enables a good compromise among model accuracy, learning
time and network complexity.
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Table 3.4: Multi-setp ahead prediction problems: results comparison

NN3 (avg.) Turbofan (avg.)
Method Hid-node Time (s) Epoch CVRMSE Hid-node Time (s) Epoch CVRMSE

SW-ELM 30 0,0014 – 10.83% 3 0.006 – 0.042%
ELM 30 5.5e-004 – 11.06% 3 0.004 – 0.0578%
LM-SLFN 30 0.20 10 11.51% 3 0.72 10 0.0570%
ELMAN 30 0.45 10 10.83% 3 0.75 10 0.0570%
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3.5 PHM case studies on real data

3.5.1 First case study: cutters datasets & simulation settings

3.5.1.1 Industrial significance

To investigate suitability of the proposed approach (i.e., SW-ELM and Ensemble), a
case study is carried on a high speed CNC machine for tool wear monitoring task. The
high speed machining process has become the most important and cost-effective means
in manufacturing industry to produce products with high surface quality [218]. This
process is performed in a dynamic environment and under diverse conditions, where
a cutting tool acts as a backbone of machining process. Failure of cutting tool can
affect the product quality and cause machine down-time [224]. Mainly, during cutting
treatment of the metal work-piece, the cutter wear can increase due to irregular varying
loads on its flutes that are always engaged and disengaged with the surface of work-
piece [51]. This may result in increased imperfections in the work-piece surface i.e.,
dimensional accuracy of finished parts. Due to complex nature of cutting tool (flute)
wear phenomena, the uncertainties of machining conditions and the variability in cutting
tool geometry make the modeling of tool wear a complicated task [188]. Most CNC
machines are unable to detect tool wear on-line. Therefore, the estimate of cutting
performance is usually performed through indirect method of tool condition monitoring
(without shutting down the operating machine) by acquiring monitoring data that can
be related to suitable wear models [224]. As for some examples, [127] used acoustic
emission signal, [121, 218] used force signals, [79] used vibration signals. Among all those
approaches, cutting force signals are preferred for modeling: force measurements are easy
to manipulate, have been found as suitable indicators in association with tool wear (due
to high sensitivity), and are considered as the most useful to predict cutting performance
(due to good measurement accuracy) [218, 223]. As for an example, consider the cutting
force signals in three axes (Fx, Fy, Fz) are depicted in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Cutting force signals in three axes (Fx, Fy, Fz) [223]

3.5.1.2 Experimental arrangements

The real data were provided by SIMTECH Institute in Singapore, where a high-speed
CNC milling machine (Roders Tech RFM 760) was used as a test-bed. In the machining
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treatment, the spindle speed was set to 10360 rpm. The material of work-piece used
was Inconel 718. Also, 3 tungsten carbide cutters with 6 mm ball-nose / 3-flutes were
used in the experiments. To achieve high quality surface finish, the metal work-piece
was made via face milling to remove its original skin layer of hard particles. During
milling, the feed rate was 1.555 mm / min, the Y depth of generated cuts was 0.125 mm
and the Z depth of cuts was 0.2 mm [136]. Authors of experiments recorded CM data
in terms of tool wear represented by force, acoustic and vibration properties of cutting
operation. In our case, the cutting force signal has been used instead, because of its
high sensitivity to tool wear and good measurement accuracy [222]. A dynamometer was
positioned between the metal work-piece and the machining table in order to acquire
cutting forces in the form of charges, that are converted to voltage (voltage signal was
sampled by PCI 1200 board at 50 kHz). The acquired data were composed of 315 cuts
made by 3 different cutters that are utilized in experiments, namely C18, C33 and C09.
During experiments, the cutting operation was stopped after each cut and tool wear
was measured via Olympic microscope. The cutting force is mainly affected by cutting
conditions, cutter geometry, coating and properties of work-piece. Also, considering
complications of tool wear modeling, it is important to highlight the characteristics of
all cutters that are used. That is, cutting tools C33 and C18 had the same geometry
but different coatings, while cutting tool C09 has its own geometry and coating.

Table 3.5: Type of cutting tools used during experiments

Cutters Geometry Coating

C18
Geom1

Coat1
C33 Coat2
C09 Geom2 Coat3

3.5.1.3 Tool wear estimation - methodology

The methodology described below is depicted in Fig. 3.15.

Data acquisition and pre-processing - As explained before, force signals are uti-
lized to build the behavior models of degrading cutters. Mainly, 16 features were derived
from force signals and a subset of 4 features are selected to learn behavior models (see
Fig. 3.16) [136]. The detail of feature extraction / selection can be found in [126, 222].

Tool wear modeling - All the collected data were stored so that the complete
database represents records from 3 cutters, whereas each record contained collected
feature subset and its measured wear for 315 cuts. The database is used to establish
the model which enables to generate a relation between input features and measured
wear output. For that purpose, the SW-ELM is used to predict the tool wear, and it is
benchmarked with ELM model. Note that, due to inherit complexity of tool degradation
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Figure 3.15: Cutting tool wear estimation - methodology
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phenomena, it is hard to deduce complex relationships between features and measured
wear.

Simulations - The simulations presented in next sections aim at estimating the life
span of degrading cutters (cuts that can be made safely). Learning and testing datasets
have been defined accordingly: for each model (SW-ELM, ELM) same datasets from
the database are used to learn the association between input features and machinery
behavior. Besides that, to improve the generalization performance of ELM as well, and
considering the discussion in section 3.2.3.2, small random weights of input-hidden nodes
are initialized for ELM model i.e., [−0.1,+ 0.1], rather than default values [−1,+ 1].
Provided a learning data set for a model (ELM or SW-ELM), 100 trials are performed
and model performances are averaged for a specific network complexity (for 4 to 20
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hidden nodes). It should be noted that model performance for a single trial is equal to
an accumulated performance from 10 different simulations: for which data subsets (of
cutting tools) are learned after random permutation (to introduce variation in data),
while test are performed on remaining data in chronological order (see Fig. 3.15). For
clarity, detailed results are furnished with different model complexity (hidden neuron),
data variability / model steadiness and related tool wear estimation.

Performance criteria - To discuss the robustness, reliability, and applicability of the
models (and according to the analysis scheme proposed in Fig. 1.15), performances of
the models are assessed in terms of accuracy and network complexity. More precisely,
3 criteria are computed: the Mean Average Percent Error of prediction (MAPE) that
should be as low as possible, the coefficient of determination (R2) that should be closer
to 1 (see Appendix A.4), and the learning time (T ime). The obtained results are divided
into two different cases for better understanding (section 3.5.1.4 and 3.5.1.5).

3.5.1.4 Results discussion: robustness and applicability

This case aims at evaluating the prediction accuracy of each model by assessing its
robust performance with a single cutting tool (with data of same attributes) to establish
a model i.e., C18, C33 and C09. For learning, data set from a particular cutting tool
is created by randomly selecting 150 data samples, while rest of the data (165 data
samples) are presented in chronological order to test the accuracy of the learned model
(Fig. 3.17). This procedure is repeated 10 times for each model-cutting tool couple and
is considered as a “single trial”. Comparative analysis on robust tool wear prediction
performances from all model-cutting tool couples are shown in Table 3.6. Among all
model-cutting tool couples with varying learning data, SW-ELM model has more robust
performance on tests as compared to ELM, even when small learning data are presented
to both models. However, the average learning time of ELM is slightly faster than SW-
ELM. The detailed simulations from the obtained results are presented in Fig. 3.18. In
brief, Fig. 3.18a, shows an average accuracy (R2) performance for 5 different network
complexities, where best results are achieved by SW-ELM for tests on cutter C09 and
C18 (with no. hidden nodes 16 and 12). Considering these results, Fig. 3.18b compares
the steadiness of both models (SW-ELM and ELM) for 100 trials. One can see that
SW-ELM is more robust to input variations as its test accuracy (R2) is steady for 100
trials with tests on both cutters i.e., C09 and C18. In addition, Fig. 3.18c depicts a
comparison on average results of tool wear estimation on cutter C09.

Figure 3.17: Robustness: learning and testing with one cutter
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Table 3.6: Robustness and applicability for a single cutter model

Cutter 09 SW-ELM ELM

Hidden nodes 16 16
Activation function asinh & Morlet sig
Training time (s) 0.0009 0.0005
R2 0.824 0.796

Cutter 18 SW-ELM ELM

Hidden nodes 12 12
Activation function asinh & Morlet sig
Training time (s) 0.0007 0.0004
R2 0.955 0.946
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3.5.1.5 Results discussion: reliability and applicability

Reliability / partially known data - This case aims at evaluating the reliability
performances of each model (ELM and SW-ELM) when data from multiple cutters with
different attributes (geometrical scale and coating - see Table 3.5) are utilized to estab-
lish a model. In order to build a “multi-cutters” model, a partial data set of 450 samples
from all cutters are presented in random order for learning and 165 data samples from
any of these cutters are presented for test (Fig. 3.19). This procedure is repeated 10
times for each multi-cutters model and is considered as “single trial” like in the previous
case. A comparative analysis on reliable tool wear prediction performances (on data of
different attributes) from all model-cutting tool couples is shown in Table 3.7.

Figure 3.19: Reliability: learning and testing with three cutters

Table 3.7: Reliability and applicability for 3 cutters models

Train: C33, C18, C09
SW-ELM ELM

Test: C18

Hidden nodes 20 20
Activation function asinh & Morlet sig
Training time (s) 0.002 0.001
R2 0.837 0.836

Train: C33, C18, C09
SW-ELM ELM

Test: C33

Hidden nodes 16 16
Activation function asinh & Morlet sig
Training time (s) 0.002 0.0009
R2 0.847 0.80

It can be observed from results that, even if the learning data are increased, both meth-
ods are still fast. However, in this case, when looking at average learning times for both
tests, again ELM requires slightly less time for learning for same complexity of models.
As far as accuracy (R2) performance is concerned, SW-ELM shows superiority and con-
sistency on data of different attributes as compared to ELM, thanks to improvements
made in Algorithm 2. Like the previous case, detailed simulations from the results are
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presented in Fig. 3.20. In brief, Fig. 3.20a, shows an average accuracy (R2) performance
for 5 different network complexities, where best results are achieved by SW-EM for tests
on cutter C18 and C33 (with no. hidden nodes 20 and 16). Considering these results,
Fig. 3.20b compares the steadiness of both models (SW-ELM and ELM) for 100 trials.
One can see that SW-ELM is more stable to input variations, as its accuracy (R2) is
consistent for 100 trials with tests on both cutters i.e., C18 and C33. Finally, Fig. 3.20c
shows a comparison on the average results of tool wear estimation on cutter C33.
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Figure 3.20: Reliability analysis: partially unknown data for “multi-cutter” model

Reliability / totally unknown data - This case aim at evaluating the reliability
performances of a model (ELM or SW-ELM) when unknown data are presented for
tests. For this purpose, test performances of each model are assessed by establishing a
reference model from learning complete life span of two different cutting tools and testing
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its wear prediction capability on data from another cutter that is totally unknown to
the model (and with different geometric and coating characteristics). Therefore learning
data of 630 samples from two different cutters are presented randomly to train the model,
whereas 315 data samples from a third cutter are presented in a chronological order for
testing purpose Fig. 3.21, (i.e., performed only once for a trial, which is different from
previous cases). The procedure is repeated for 100 trails for a given model complexity
(no. of hidden neuron 4 to 20). Averaged performances from multi-tools model learned
with cutting tool C33 and C09 and tested on cutter C18 are shown in Table 3.8.

Figure 3.21: Reliability: learning and testing with unknown data

Table 3.8: Reliability and applicability for unknown data

Train: C33 & C09
SW-ELM ELM

Test: C18

Hidden nodes 4 4
Activation function asinh & Morlet sig
Training time (s) 0.0009 0.0004
R2 0.701 0.44

It can be observed from the results that SW-ELM shows better reliability performance
as compared to ELM, but requires slightly more time to train on data. However, it
should be noted that, when cutters C33 and C09 are presented as unknown data to
the prediction models, the prediction accuracy of each approach decreased to a poor
level. Indeed, results of SW-ELM for cutter C18 are better because the scale of its wear
pattern exists between cutters C33 and C09 as wear increases with respect to number of
cuts (Fig. 3.24). In addition, as stated before, cutters C33 and C18 have same geometry
while cutter C09 has its own geometry. Finally, detailed simulations for performance
comparison on model stability (on 100 trials) and tool wear estimation are shown in
Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.23, which indicates that the reliability still needs to be improved
when unknown data of different attributes (context) are presented to the model.
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3.5.1.6 SW-ELME and its reliability performance

Simulation settings - Considering the superiority of SW-ELM over ELM, the en-
semble strategy is only performed with SW-ELM approach. In this strategy, the initial
step is to determine structure of a single SW-ELM model. That is, a structure of model
which results satisfactory performances with minimum possible complexity. Following
that, multiple SW-ELM models of same complexity are integrated to produce averaged
output and to improve accuracy of estimates (Table 3.9). However, to be more explicit
on that, each individual model is learned with same dataset, but initialized with differ-
ent parameters, i.e., weights and biases.
Tests are performed on three different cutters i.e., C18, C33 and C09, where each indi-
vidual SW-ELM model is learned with 680 samples and tested on unknown data of 265
samples. For example, learning set includes cutter data C18, C33 and C09 (up to 50
samples) and testing set is composed of remaining 265 samples from C09 (starting from
current time tc=50 till the last cut 315) that are totally unknown to the model.

Table 3.9: Tool wear estimation with SW-ELME - Settings

SW-ELME Settings

No. of models in ensemble 100
Hidden neuron per model 10
Actv. functions asinh & Morlet
Current time tc 50

Wear limit - Setting a precise wear limit is vital to any prognostics approach. Any
assumptions should be avoided for practical reasons. Therefore, it should be precisely as-
signed for a particular application. For CNC application, tool wear evolution is classified
in 5 wear states, “initial wear, slight wear, moderate wear, severe wear and worn-out”
[68]. As for all cutters tool life span are same, we use a simple partition based clus-
tering approach, namely, K-means algorithm to cluster their wear patterns (see [208]
for clustering details). The benefit of this step is to identify worn-out state for all cut-
ters. Therefore, threshold can be set when tool degrades from severe wear to worn-out
state (see Fig. 3.24 where max wear is common limit for tests i.e., wear limit is set to
130 10−3mm). However, the aspect of wear limits or thresholds is addressed in Chapter
4 with details.

Results and discussion - Results from all cases i.e., C18, C33 and C09 with SW-
ELME model are summarized in Table 3.10. The cutting tool life span or remaining life
is estimated by setting a common wear limit among all cutters. That is, the number of
cuts that can be successfully made until defined wear limit. Finally, 95% CI intervals
indicating lower and upper confidence bounds of estimates with an SW-ELME model
are furnished for each test case (see Fig. 3.25).
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a)  Clustering wear patterns by K-means algorithm b) Precise wear limit for all cutters 
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Figure 3.24: Tool wear evolution and precise wear limit

Table 3.10: Reliability and applicability for unknown data with SW-ELME

Cutter C18 C33 C09

Time (s) 0.154 0.187 0.187
MAPE 9.475% 9.77% 14.20%
R2 0.768 0.525 -6.99
Actual cuts 265 278 257
Estimated cuts 287 261 280
Lower 95% CI 257 238 219
Upper 95% CI 291 286 292

It can be observed from the results in Table 3.10, that, due to ensemble strategy and
increased data size, the total learning time SW-ELME model is M times greater than
an individual SW-ELM, but still remains very short. As far as other performances are
concerned, the accuracy of SW-ELME model is surely superior than a single SW-ELM
model as indicated in Table 3.10. For example, if a comparison is made between results
on cutter C18 in Tables 3.8 and 3.10, the R2 is improved from 0.701 to 0.768, where
the complexity of each SW-ELM in an ensemble is set to 10 hidden neurons (Table 3.9).
Moreover, the overall performances of SW-ELME are still satisfactory on C18 and C33
(with R2 = 0.768 and R2 = 0.525). However, poor results are obtained for test C09.
Obviously, performance of model decreases when the unknown test data has large de-
viation from learned data or when data are not within the bounds of data used during
learning. For clarity, see Fig. 3.24b which enables to see that wear pattern of cutter
C18 is between C33 and C09. Besides that, when looking at the CIs, true target value
is within the confidence level as indicated by lower and upper bounds in Table 3.10.
However, in case of cutter C09 unsatisfactory results are achieved with a wide CI.
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Figure 3.25: Cutting tools wear estimation and CI construction

3.5.2 Second case study: bearings datasets of PHM Challenge 2012

Predicting continuous state of a degrading machinery acts as prerequisite of a prognostics
model to achieve RUL estimates. In other words, accuracy of prognostics is related to
its ability to predict future behavior of equipment. However, for a real application,
performances of a prognostics model are closely related to critical issues that limit
its applicability, like the horizon of prediction, the expected accuracy, the acceptable
uncertainty level, human intervention, or convergence of algorithm. Such aspects should
be considered while building a prediction model. Therefore, a case study is performed on
IEEE PHM 2012 challenge bearing datasets (section 2.4). The aim of these experiments
is not only to show long-term prediction capability SW-ELM, but also to highlight the
significance of the cumulative features extraction procedure proposed in section 2.3.1.
The performances of SW-ELM are compared for msp with cumulative features and
classical features (section 2.1.2) using iterative approach as described in section 2.6.2.1.
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3.5.2.1 Learning and testing schemes

To perform msp, a compact structure SW-ELM with topology 3 inputs, 4 hidden and
1 output nodes is used. Note that, 3 inputs represent regressors from a particular
feature (xt, xt−1, xt−2), where output represents msp (xt+1→t+H), H∈ msp horizon. To
minimize the impact of random parameters on learning and testing tasks, small norms
of input-hidden weights and bias are initialized by setting C = 0.001 (i.e., for beta value
in NW procedure see Algorithm 2). Learning of SW-ELM model is performed on run-to
failure data sets from bearings Ber1−1 and Ber1−2 under operating conditions 1800 rpm
and 4000 N [5, 144]. In test phase, incomplete data sets from 5 bearings under same
operating conditions (i.e., Ber1−3 to Ber1−7) are used to predict the RUL (see details
about data in section 2.4). In other words, predictions are performed from a current
time (of test data) to the end of the bearings life. Assuming that a single model cannot
guarantee accuracy of predictions for all tests, 100 SW-ELM models (with different
parameters) are learned, and the best model with minimum learning error is selected for
testing phase. Note that, the learning of a single model is achieved in a rapid manner
in just 0.0063 sec, due to one-step learning phase (section 3.3.2).

3.5.2.2 Results and discussion

For illustration, predictions results with classical and proposed feature extraction ap-
proaches are compared for test bearings Ber1−3 and Ber1−7 in Fig. 3.26. One can
qualitatively note the accuracy of predictions with proposed methodology: the figure
depicts very minor difference between the actual and predicted trends, where predic-
tions with classical feature show poor results. This conclusion can be extended for all
tested bearings (see Table 3.11 for all results): predictions with cumulative features are
achieved with high accuracy and generalization even for long prediction horizons like
Ber1− 7 (“757 steps”) with MAPE = 0.46%. Such results are of good omen for prog-
nostics: since predictions follow trending behavior of features in an accurate manner (as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2). The complete approach (cumulative features with SW-ELM)
should lead to low uncertainty of RUL estimates.

Table 3.11: Long term prediction results for 5 test bearings

Bearing Predicted steps MAPE (classical) MAPE (proposed)

1− 3 573 2.09 % 1.32 %
1− 4 289 32.14 % 1.89 %
1− 5 161 0.38 % 0.186 %
1− 6 146 0.68 % 0.184 %
1− 7 757 16.92 % 0.46 %

MAPE: Mean Absolute Percent Error - [0,∞[, Perfect score = 0
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Figure 3.26: Examples of multi-step ahead predictions (Classical vs. Proposed)

3.6 Summary

This chapter addresses issues related to time series application and challenges of prog-
nostics modeling, to develop a new prediction model. Therefore, SW-ELM algorithm
is proposed as a potential approach for performing “long-term predictions” for a prog-
nostics model (i.e., multivariate degradation based modeling strategy). In addition, to
account for uncertainty from data and modeling phase, an ensemble of SW-ELM models
is proposed (SW-ELME) to associate confidence to estimates. These, developments are
thoroughly investigated on several data sets, and benchmarked with other methods to
show improvements. Moreover, two PHM case studies are also considered: firstly, real
data of a CNC machine are used to analyze robustness and reliability of SW-ELM as
compared to existing ELM. Secondly, bearings datasets of IEEE PHM Challenge 2012
are used to perform long-term prediction with SW-ELM (using cumulative and classical
features). Chapter 4 focuses on development of an unsupervised classification model,
which is integrated with SW-ELM to enhance “multivariate degradation based modeling
strategy”.



Chapter 4
From predictions to RUL estimates

This chapter presents an enhanced multivariate degradation based modeling
strategy for data-driven prognostics. To estimate the RUL of a machinery,
prognostics modeling phase requires precise knowledge about failure thresh-
olds (FTs). However, prognostics can have large uncertainty, when there is
absence of prior knowledge about actual states of degrading machinery (i.e.,
unlabeled data).
To address this issue, and also to further improve prognostics performances
(i.e., robustness, reliability, applicability), firstly, a new clustering algorithm
is proposed to handle unlabeled data and to represent the uncertainty of degra-
dation process namely, Subtractive-Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (S-
MEFC). Following that, a novel approach for prognostics is presented to en-
hance “multivariate degradation based modeling strategy” to avoid uncertain
FTs. In brief, the proposed prognostics model integrates two new algorithms,
namely, the SW-ELM (introduced in Chapter 3) and the S-MEFC, in or-
der to predict the behavior of degrading machinery, to dynamically assign the
FTs, and to automatically determine different states of degradation. Indeed,
for practical reasons there is no interest in assuming FT for RUL estimation.
The effectiveness of the approach is evaluated by applying it to real dataset
of turbofan engines from PHM challenge 2008.

4.1 Problem addressed: dynamic threshold assignment

4.1.1 Failure threshold: univariate approach and limits

Forecasting future of complex machinery is a complicated task, which is encountered in
many PHM applications for industry [166]. Mainly, for PHM applications, prognostics
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models are applied to perform “long-term predictions” of continuous observations fol-
lowed by a failure thresholds (FT) to detect faulty state, and to estimate the RUL of the
degrading machinery. The FT does not necessarily indicate complete failure of the ma-
chinery, but beyond which risk of functionality loss [171]. As discussed in section 1.1.2,
in a classical manner the RUL estimate is based on the study of one-dimensional sig-
nal: RUL is computed between a current time to initiate prediction and the time at
which degrading signal passes the FT or a limit on damage level. The assessment of
system’s health requires the threshold to be tuned precisely which can be a practical
limitation especially in situations when the signal does not represent any physical mean-
ing [166]. Therefore, uncertainty of RUL estimates is not only due to prediction, but
to FTs as well. The uncertainty of FT can lead to large RUL errors. According to
[166], to ensure reliability of RUL estimates, the use of multidimensional degradation
signals is preferred rather than one-dimension signal. Practically, this restricts the use of
classical thresholding techniques, where specification of FT is a critical issue and there
is lack of standard approaches for this purpose [116, 155]. In other words, the use of
multidimensional degrading signals makes thresholding techniques more complicated.

4.1.2 Failure threshold: multivariate approach and limits

With multivariate degradation based modeling strategy for RUL estimates, machine
degradation can be represented by continuous and discrete states (section 1.3.3.3), where
continuous state shows value of degrading signal, while discrete states depict fault mode.
Therefore, to perform prognostics with multivariate degradation based modeling, it is
required to build an efficient tool to predict continuous states of signals (that repre-
sent features) and a classifier to estimate discrete states reflecting the probable states
of degradation. Most importantly with this approach, it is not only the question of
performing good predictions, but also to stop prediction process at right time, which is
the task of a classifier that sets FTs. Describing the problem of prognostics by means
of continuous states and discrete states, is new in PHM community and it’s only ad-
dressed in few publications [108, 164, 166]. The use of discrete states not only avoids
classical way of assuming thresholds, but can also benefit in reducing uncertainty of
RUL estimates. However, works presented in [108, 164, 166] have a common drawback
that the number of discrete states are pre-assumed for continuous observations and the
RUL estimates are achieved accordingly. This assumptions is not realistic in case of
degrading machinery, because, the behavior of each machine can differ according to op-
erational environment. Even if two identical machines are exposed to similar operating
conditions, most probably, their degrading behavior would be different, and each could
represent different level of degradation. In such situations, it can be quite challenging or
even impossible for previous approaches (that pre-assume fault modes or discrete states)
to assign FTs, which limits their applicability.
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4.1.3 Toward dynamic failure threshold

During operation each machine can have different states or degradation levels toward
failure or faulty condition [147, 44]. In other words, different failure mechanisms have
different trending parameter which requires FT to be assigned dynamically according to
a particular case. However, prognostics can be quite challenging when few knowledge or
previous experiences on degradation process are available [65], or when there is absence
of ground truth. In other words, prognostics with data-driven models can be difficult,
as one has to handle unlabeled data with no prior knowledge about actual states or
transitions between these states (see Fig. 4.1). According to above discussions, two key
issues can be pointed out.

• How to manage unlabeled multidimensional data to determine states of degrading
machinery?

• How to dynamically assign FTs without any prior knowledge?

state 1 

X 1  

X2 state 2 

state 3 

?? 

Figure 4.1: Transition from healthy to degrading state [75]

To enhance multivariate degradation based modeling strategy and to handle unlabeled
data, an unsupervised classification procedure is necessary to assess the health of a
degrading machinery. Therefore, in order to dynamically set the FTs, the classifier
should have the capability to find hidden structure in an unlabeled data that represent
degradation from healthy to faulty state, and secondly, the data classification should
clearly show the transition between states. The important aspects of unsupervised
classification are discussed in detail as follows.

4.2 Clustering for health assessment: outline & problems

4.2.1 Categories of classification methods

Basically for PHM, the main aim of classification phase is to assess the health state
of the machinery. This task requires multidimensional data (variables or features) in
order to determine the health of monitored machinery. Briefly, classification methods
are of four types: supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised and partially supervised
(Fig. 4.2). In context to PHM, the case of supervised classification is considered when
the data are accompanied with a ground truth (or labels), which indicates the actual
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structure of data classes. Therefore, data are already labeled and the health states
are known. An unsupervised classification is applied when there is absence of ground
truth (or labels): unsupervised classification (or data clustering) to identify hidden data
structure is only based on data from sensors. The third category, of semi-supervised
classification is applied when only few data points have their identity represented by
labels for a specific data class [75]. Lastly, the fourth category of partially supervised
classification is applied, when the class memberships of learning data are partially known
and are expressed as imprecise and or / uncertain soft labels (or belief mass) [50], (for
example see recently published article [163]).
Among these categories, supervised approaches appear to be irrelevant for real PHM
applications in the absence of ground truth. Even the semi-supervised and partially
supervised approaches can have limited applicability as they assume that ground truth
can be known with limited uncertainty. Therefore, an underlying “data clustering” (or
an unsupervised classification) step is often required to assess the health for a PHM ap-
plication. However, unsupervised techniques still have some limits, that are highlighted
in the following topic.

Problem: 

- Managing incompleteness and uncertainty of labels 

Unlabeled 

data 

Labeled data 

Unsupervised 

techniques 

Supervised 

techniques 

Realistic / PHM? Limits of "classical approaches" 

- Accuracy of results depends on assumptions  

- Impact of initialization process 

- Transients lead to uncertainty 

Partially supervised 

techniques 

Semi-supervised 

techniques 

Figure 4.2: Usefulness and limits of classification methods in PHM (adapted from [75])

4.2.2 Clustering and discrete state estimation

Mainly, the goal of clustering is to organize data into homogeneous groups such that,
intra group similarity is minimized to have compact clusters and inter group dissimilar-
ity is maximized to increase separation among clusters. However, time series data for
clustering can be static or dynamic. In case of static data, the time series features do
not vary with time or the change is negligible. In case of dynamic data, the time series
features vary with time. CM data for prognostics falls in the later category. In addi-
tion, the time series data can be discrete-valued or real valued, non-uniformly sampled
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or uniformly sampled, univariate or multivariate and finally can have equal or unequal
length [204]. Given unlabeled multidimensional data, it is required to determine groups
of time series with similar properties to assess the health of monitored machinery.
For prognostics modeling, the discrete state estimation phase can be performed in two
steps. Firstly, an off-line step is required, where data are clustered to determine the
hidden structure representing states of degradation, i.e., good state to faulty state. This
step can also be called as learning phase to build an unsupervised classifier. The second
step corresponds to labeling new data in test phase. Therefore, in the on-line phase,
discrete states (or labels) are assigned to new data by looking at distance similarity
between multidimensional time series and clusters obtained in the off-line phase. To
illustrate this procedure with respect to multivariate degradation based modeling strat-
egy, consider 2D visualization in Fig. 4.3. The continuous state time series data are
firstly assessed by the unsupervised classifier to determine clusters and transition from
good state to faulty state, where in test phase new data from prediction are matched
with obtained clusters. On the basis of distance similarity, data closer to particular clus-
ter centers are assigned labels that represent discrete states (S), and the RUL can be
estimated when the transition from degrading (d) state to faulty (f) occurs, indicating
a FT to stop prediction process (see Eq. (2.13)).
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Figure 4.3: Discrete state estimation from multidimensional data

4.2.3 Issues and requirement

According to literature, clustering approaches can be classified into five categories: den-
sity based methods, graph based methods, hierarchical methods, partition methods
and model based methods [204]. As clustering methods are totally data-driven, each
approach can have its own limitations, however some key issues can be pointed out
according to prognostics modeling challenges defined in section 1.4.
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• Clustering algorithms can be sensitive to noise and outliers, which can influence
cluster centers and distort clusters. As a result, the robustness of a prognostics
model is affected.

• Clustering algorithms can have inconsistent performance, such that each run gives
different results, which can affect robustness and reliability of a prognostics model.

• Clustering algorithms can be time consuming, dependent on human involvement
to initialize parameters (i.e., number of clusters and initial centers values), limited
to specific data types (e.g. time series with equal lengths). Such issues reduce the
applicability of the clustering approach for a prognostics model.

As for real prognostics application where machinery operates in a dynamic environment
and data are affected by inherent non-linearities, with the absence of prior knowledge of
ground truth, clustering of an unlabeled data could be quite hard. In this case, it is also
important to represent uncertainty of unlabeled multidimensional data like, transitions
among different states, which can be performed by theories like fuzzy sets, probability,
etc. Therefore, to achieve the goal of dynamic FTs, it is required to propose a new
algorithm that accounts for issues mentioned above and can improve the efficiency of
the prognostics model.

4.3 Discrete state estimation: the S-MEFC Algorithm

4.3.1 Background

4.3.1.1 Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (MEFC)

The clustering algorithms attempt to find an inherent structure for a given set of unla-
beled data points by partitioning data into subgroups or clusters (representing similar
objects). Typically, the partition based clustering algorithm (either hard or fuzzy) run
as follows: assuming the initial positions of cluster center (or centroids) a membership
function generates partition, which is measured by a cost function for fitness analysis.
An iterative approach is implemented until the membership function create a partition
that reduces the cost function [27]. Most importantly, whatever the clustering algorithm,
it should provide compact clusters by minimizing the distance between similar objects
(or data points) and separate dissimilar objects objects by maximizing their distances.
In other words, intra-cluster distances should be minimized and inter-cluster distances
should be maximized to obtain boundaries of clusters.
According to literature, to handle the issue of vague (imprecise) boundaries of clusters,
fuzzy logic is considered as an effective tool [23]. Also, there are several approaches
for fuzzy clustering, but, such techniques may induce biases in the choice of member-
ship function [27]. Thereby, [125] proposed an algorithm namely, the maximum entropy
based fuzzy clustering algorithm (MEFC), that ensures a maximum fairness to handle
imprecise data and minimize such choice of bias of membership function via maximum
entropy principle. In addition, MEFC algorithm is considered to be robust as compared
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to FCM which is recognized to be sensitive to noise and outliers [215]. As compared
to other fuzzy clustering approaches, the maximum entropy function also give a clear
physical meaning for clustering data. This means, that data points closer to cluster
centers will have higher memberships (representing higher entropy values), as compared
to data points that are far from cluster centers [215] (see Fig. 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Entropy contour plot

Cluster estimation - Consider a dataset ℓD = {Xi}Ni=1 as already given by Eq. (3.1).
MEFC is used to estimate clusters c among multidimensional data, and their centers V =
{vj}cj=1. To represent uncertainty of unlabeled multidimensional data, the maximum
entropy inference (MEI) problem aims at assigning membership grade (µij) between [0,
1] to every data point which avoids bias [125]. Formally, the entropy of cluster centers
(H) with respect to data, i.e., the clustering entropy is given as:

H = −
N
∑

i=1

c
∑

j=1

µijlog (µij) (4.1)

the entropy of data points with respect to the cluster centers to improve partitioning
(i.e., clustered entropy), the loss function is given as:

L =
N
∑

i=1

c
∑

j=1

µijD
2
ij (4.2)

where Dij is the euclidean distance (ED) (Eq. 2.12) between the ith data point and
the jth cluster. Fuzzy partition matrix can be represented as U = [µij ]c×N , where µij
describes the membership of the ith data point to the jth cluster and satisfies following
conditions.

0 ≤ µij ≤ 1 ∀ i,j (4.3)

0 ≤
N
∑

j=1

µij < N ∀ i (4.4)

c
∑

i=1

µij = 1 ∀ j (4.5)
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A fuzzy clustering based on MEI aims at obtaining data points that minimize Eq. (4.2)
and the membership assignments that meet Eq. (4.3-4.5). Further, to maximize Eq. (4.1)
subject to Eq. (4.2) and constraints by Eq. (4.3-4.5), a Langrangian multiplier approach
is used which gives following solutions [125]:

µij =
e−D2

ij/2σ2
∑c

k=1 e
−D2

ik/2σ2
∀ i,j (4.6)

where σ represents the fuzziness parameter, and 2σ2 is “temperature” in statistical
physics. When σ = 0, the clustering becomes hard, when σ → ∞ each pattern is equally
assigned to all clusters [125]. Therefore, σ has similar properties like fuzziness parameter
“m” in FCM clustering, however it has more clear physical meaning. In should be noted
that the resulting Eq. (4.6) satisfies (4.2) only when centers vj are fixed. Similarly, when
µij are fixed, the centers are updated with a following solution achieved from a proof
similar to [29] for FCM:

vj =

∑N
i=1 µij ·xi
∑N

i=1 µij
∀ j (4.7)

which means that vj is the center of jth cluster.

Issues and requirements - According to [215], the performance of MEFC algorithm
is dependent on the choice of the number of clusters and their initial centers. Therefore,
it is required to properly initialize such parameters, to achieve an optimized solutions
and avoid issues like inconsistency due to parameter initialization, which gives different
results for different parameter inputs.

4.3.1.2 Subtractive Clustering

According to literature, to overcome issues of parameter initialization and to achieve
the global optimum solution, methods like genetic algorithm and particle swarm op-
timization were applied [225]. However, such methods are computationally expensive
which limits their applicability, for real prognostics applications. A simple and effective
algorithm has been proposed by Yager and Filev [209], to estimate number of clusters
and their initial centers, namely mountain clustering. But again, the algorithm was
computationally expensive, because the computations grow exponentially according to
the dimensions of the problem [46]. Finally, an extension of Mountain Clustering was
proposed by Chiu [46], called as Subtractive Clustering (SC) which has an additional
advantage to handle high dimensional data.
Briefly, SC is a one pass approach to estimate cluster centers among numeric data (based
on the density function), that does not require any iterative optimization. Therefore,
this method can be used to provide number of clusters and initial centers for algorithms
like FCM or its other variants [125]. According to [54], SC is robust clustering algo-
rithm could (a) remove outliers (robust to outliers that can impact clusters centers), (b)
resolve conflicting data and (c) discard unnecessary patterns. In addition, it does not
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have inconsistency issue like FCM that gives different results for different simulations
[23], which shows reliability of the method.

Cluster estimation - Consider a dataset ℓD = {Xi}Ni=1 as already given by Eq. (3.1).
SC is used to estimate clusters c among multidimensional data and their centers V =
{vj}cj=1. Without loss of generality, data are normalized in each dimension such that all
are bounded by a hypercube [46]. Each data point is considered as a potential cluster
center. A density measure at each data point is computed, such that a data point
having more neighboring data (or density of surrounding points) has higher chance to
be selected as a cluster center, as compared to data point with fewer surrounding data
points. Obviously, this approach can surely remove the effects of noisy data and outliers.
The density or potential of a data point xi, is given as:

Di =

N
∑

j=1

exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

(ra/2)
2

)

(4.8)

where ra is a positive constant that defines radius of neighborhood. A data point outside
the range have less influence on the potential. Thus, the density measure for a data point
is a function of its distances to neighboring data points (see Fig. 4.5).

d1 
distance 

d2 

ra 

Scan for radius 

Radius ra 

d1 

d2 

From some point i calculate Di 

Figure 4.5: Density measurement for each data point [4]

Following the computation of density of each data point, the first cluster center xc1 is
selected representing highest density value Dc1. Then again, the density measure of each
data point is calculated as follows:

Di = Di −Dc1 exp

(

−‖xi − xc1‖2

(rb/2)
2

)

(4.9)

where rb is a positive constant (i.e., rb = 1.5 ra to avoid closely spaced clusters).
According to Eq. (4.9), after subtraction data points closer to the first cluster center
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Figure 4.6: Revised density measuring procedure [4]

will have lower density as compared to data points that are far (Fig. 4.6). Therefore,
the next cluster center xc2 is selected representing the highest density Dc2. This pro-
cedure is revised until sufficient number of clusters are achieved (see [46] for details).
Lastly, according to cluster estimation procedure, SC appears to be a computationally
efficient algorithm, that only requires one parameter to be set by the user i.e., radius of
neighborhood, which shows its better applicability.

Issues and requirements - Although SC algorithm is a consistent algorithm with
improved computational efficiency, robustness and applicability advantages. However,
the main problem with this algorithms is the absence of uncertainty representation for
the clustered data. Besides that, the centers are not optimized and require further
adjustment [23]. Therefore, SC can be combined with iterative optimization (e.g. fuzzy
clustering) methods to fine tune the centroids. This idea is presented in the following
topic.

4.3.2 S-MEFC for discrete state estimation

We propose a new unsupervised classification algorithm namely, the Subtractive-Maximu
m Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (S-MEFC), that enables estimating the health state of the
system. Mainly, S-MEFC algorithm takes benefits of density based SC algorithm [46]
and of a MEFC approach by means of MEI [125]. S-MEFC algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 3. In brief, consider a training dataset ℓD = {Xi}Ni=1 as already given
by Eq. (3.1) containing N unlabeled samples of n time series. SC approach is used
to automatically determine clusters c in multidimensional data, and their centers V =
{vj}cj=1 (see [46]). SC is a one-pass approach that requires only one parameter to be
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set by the user, i.e., the radius of neighborhood ra, but, the centers positions are not
optimized and need to be adjusted. For this task we propose to use fuzzy clustering
approach by means of MEI. The obtained centers, V from SC serve the need of MEFC
clustering algorithm, that avoids any random initialization of centers. To optimize
centers positions and to assign membership to each data point in a particular cluster,
given σ a fuzziness parameter (set by user), the algorithm runs in an iterative manner
until termination criteria (ǫ) is met. The MEI based fuzzy partition matrix can be
represented as U = [µij ]c×N , where µij represents the membership degree of ith object

in jth cluster.
It should be noted that, the key component in clustering is to measure similarity between
two data being compared [204]. This can strongly influence shape of clustering, because
different distance similarity measures can lead to different partition of data. In our case
we use Standardized Euclidean Distance DSE distance metric, while updating cluster
partitions matrix U and centers matrix V with MEFC algorithm. It is very similar
to ED except that every dimension is divided by its standard deviation. This leads to
better clustering than would be achieved with ED, when each dimension has different
scales. As for illustration, consider Fig. 4.7, where clustering is performed with DSE

(left part) for data with actual scales, in comparison to clustering with ED metric (right
part). Better clustering is achieved by DSE due to equalization of variances on each
axis. Note that, it is also recommended in literature [195, 206], to use DSE rather than
ED.

Figure 4.7: Example of clustering with DSE (left) and ED (right) metrics [3]

Let x, v each be a n-dimensional vector and SD the standard deviation. The DSE

distance between data points and the centers is computed as follows:

DSE(x,v) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

k=1

(

1/SDk
2
)

(xk − vk)
2 (4.10)
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Algorithm 3 S-MEFC

Require - Learning dataset Eq. (3.1)
- Fix ra, ǫ, σ > 0

Ensure - Cluster centers V and fuzzy partitioning U

learning procedure

1: Obtain initial cluster centers vold using SC (section 4.3.1.2)
2: Compute fuzzy partition matrix U using MEI (section 4.3.1.1)

µij =
e−D2

ij/2σ2
∑c

k=1 e
−D2

ik/2σ2
∀ i,j (4.11)

3: Adjust cluster centers vnew

vnewj =

∑N
i=1 µij .xi
∑N

i=1 µij
∀ j (4.12)

4: Repeat step 2 and 3 untill termination criteria is met

∥

∥

∥
vnew − vold

∥

∥

∥
< ǫ (4.13)

4.4 Enhanced multivariate degradation based modeling

4.4.1 Outline: dynamic FTs assignment procedure

According to discussions in Chapter 1 (section 1.3.3.3), we propose to perform RUL
estimates by enhancing classical multivariate degradation based modeling strategy. The
classical approach is mainly based on assumption, that all the machines can have same
states of degradation e.g. 3 or 4 states. According to that, FTs are assigned by parti-
tioning unlabeled multidimensional data into specific number of groups set by the user
[164, 166]. However, in reality this is not true, because each machine can have different
levels of degradation, even when similar operating conditions are applied. For practical
reasons such assumptions are avoided to enhance multivariate degradation based mod-
eling, by proposing S-MEFC algorithm that enables to improve health assessment phase
of prognostics model.
The proposed prognostics model integrates two algorithms namely, the SW-ELM (sec-
tion 3.3.2) and the S-MEFC (section 4.3.2) to estimate RUL in a realistic manner. In
other words, the main task of SW-ELM is to perform long-term multi-step ahead predic-
tions (msp), where the task of S-MEFC is to stop the prediction process by estimating
discrete states, which also enables to set FTs when transition from degrading state to
faulty state occurs (see Eq. (2.13)). In comparison, the classical approach does not ac-
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count for these important issues.
The flow diagram of prognostics using “enhanced multivariate degradation based mod-
eling strategy ” with dynamic threshold assignment procedure is shown in Fig. 4.8. Here
two main phases are highlighted: 1) off-line phase to learn the predictor and the classi-
fier, and 2) the on-line phase to simultaneously perform continuous state predictions and
discrete state estimation, which also enables to dynamically assign FTs. The detailed
descriptions of each phase are given in the following sections.
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Figure 4.8: Enhanced multivariate degradation based modeling strategy

4.4.2 Off-line phase: learn predictors and classifiers

Consider training dataset containing multidimensional signal (sensor measurement or
feature) FLi, which can be from multiple learning instances L. According to dimension
of feature space in the data, n univariate predictors Pi are build using SW-ELM and
trained with data from L instances (Fig. 4.9, left part). The features set is further
reduced by post-treatment (section 2.5.1) to final set of predictable features according
to learned prediction models. This enables either to retain or reject each potential couple
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of “feature-model” to be used for prognostics. Following that, an unsupervised classifier
is build using S-MEFC for each learning instance considering multidimensional signals
Fi that are predictable (Fig. 4.9, right part). Each classifier CL can represent different
cluster or states depending on particular learning instance, that enables to dynamically
set FTs in the on-line phase.

(a)  Learning univariate predictors   (b) Building multi-variate classifiers 
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Figure 4.9: off-line phase

4.4.3 On-line phase: simultaneous predictions & discrete estimation

In the off-line phase, n univariate predictors and CL classifiers are build with predictable
features. In the on-line phase (Fig. 4.10), consider a new test instance TFi containing
partial data from multidimensional signals (i.e., predictable ones) up to some current
time tc (or piece of trajectories up to tc, from where prognostics should be initiated).
Prior to RUL estimation task, threshold is dynamically assigned by looking at distance
similarity (ED) among learned classifiers and indexes of test data from instance TFi

(e.g. multidimensional data from index= 1:tc). Note that each index of TF can have
similarity to a particular CL. This step can be simply met by applying “mode operation”
to identify most frequently matched classifier with indexes of test data. Suppose that,
most of the indexes TF match classifier Cm that is build in the learning phase. Now
consider that the total states (cluster) in Cm are 4, which means 4th state is faulty, and
threshold for the test instance TFi is set according to that. When the matched Cm is
identified, the severity of degradation at the current state tc is also determined by dis-
tance similarity between tc and states of Cm. After assigning threshold and assessment
of severity of degradation at current state, RUL estimation task is initiated. Finally,
n predictors are used to perform msp in an iterative manner [76], and simultaneously
discrete states are estimated by distance similarity (ED), due to best match Cm (see
Fig. 4.3). The msp continues until discrete state reaches threshold point i.e., transition
from degrading state to faulty (see Eq. (2.13)).
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Figure 4.10: Simultaneous predictions and state estimation

4.5 PHM case study on real data

4.5.1 Turbofan Engines datasets of IEEE PHM Challenge 2008

The aim of this case study is to validate the performances of the proposed “enhanced
multivariate degradation based modeling strategy”. For this purpose, the real data of
turbofan engines are considered, which are available at NASA data repository [143]. In
this case study, complete data of text files “train− FD001.txt” and “test− FD001.txt”
are used, (whereas, in our earlier experiments in section 2.6.1.1, data of only 40 engines
from file “train− FD001.txt” were considered).
To recall, it should be noted that, each file record is composed of 100 instances (i.e.,
turbofan engines), and each instance either from the train or test file has 26 multidi-
mensional time series signals contaminated with measurement noise. However, only 8
features were used from each instance for the experiments presented in Chapter 2 (see
Table 2.5). As an example, consider the left part of Fig. 4.11, where run-to-failures data
of “sensor measurement 2” are shown from 100 engines in the training data set. One can
clearly notice that, the data are highly noisy and should be filtered before feeding the
prognostics model. On the other hand, the right part of Fig. 4.11 shows the life spans
distribution of 100 engines in the training data. The variability in learning histories can
affect the training and testing performances.
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The tests file “test− FD001.txt” is composed of pieces of trajectories up to current
time tc (for all of 100 instances), and the remaining life span or RUL is unknown. Note
that, RUL estimates are in units of time, i.e., number of cycles.

4.5.2 Performance evaluation and simulation setting

For results evaluation, estimated RULs are compared with actual RULs provided in the
file “rul − FD001.txt”. Most importantly, for a given test instance TF (up to current
time tc), an interval I = [−10,13] is considered to assess RUL estimates as on-time, early
or late (Fig. 4.12). This interval is further used to compute final score for comparison
(see [175]), which should be as low as possible. In PHM context, it is generally desirable
to have early RUL estimates rather than late RULs, since the main aspect is to avoid
failures. Therefore, for engines degradation scenario, an early RUL estimate is preferred
over late RUL.
In brief, the scoring function for the challenge data is asymmetric around the true failure
time to heavily penalize late RUL estimates as compared to early RULs [175]. However,
with the increase in error the scoring penalty grows exponentially. The scoring function
(s) is given by Eq. (4.14) as follows:

s =











∑n
i=1 e

−( d
a1

) − 1 for d < 0

∑n
i=1 e

( d
a2

) − 1 for d ≥ 0

(4.14)

where, a1 and a2 are parameters to control the asymmetric preference, with values
a1 = 10 and a2 = 13 (i.e., I = [−10,13]). The RUL error is denoted by d (i.e., estimated
RUL - Actual RUL), and n represents the number of units under test (or instances).
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Figure 4.12: Prediction interval [166]

Moreover, prognostics performances are further assessed by following criteria.

1. Total computation time to learn and test entire dataset (i.e., fleet of 200 engines).

2. Accuracy of prognostics model evaluated by the coefficient of determination (R2),
that should be close to 1.

According to the proposed scheme in this chapter, SW-ELM is used to build univariate
predictors. The network topology of each SW-ELM predictor is set as follows: 3 regres-
sors input node, 5 hidden nodes, 1 output node and constant C = 0.1 (i.e., for beta value
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in NW procedure, see Algorithm 2). As for state estimation, the S-MEFC classifier is
used with a neighborhood radius ra = 0.4, and the fuzziness parameter σ = 0.38.

4.5.3 Prognostics results on complete test data

4.5.3.1 Results comparison: with all features & with predictable features

According to previous discussions in section 2.6.2.2 prognostics should be performed
by using only predictable features, that leads to better RUL estimates. To avoid any
confusion, the RUL estimates for turbofan data are expressed in units time i.e., number
of cycles. From the experiments on training data, it was found that, among multidi-
mensional data 8 features, only 5 are predictable, i.e., features {F1 ; F4 - F7} or sensor
(2, 8, 11, 13, 15) as shown in Table 2.5. Let us again validate this assumption by esti-
mating the RUL for each multidimensional time series test data set, by using, on one
side, the whole set of pre-selected features {F1 - F8}, and on the other side, these final
“predictability-based” selected features.
To estimate the RULs for both cases, SWELM and S-MEFC model are learned with 100
instances and tests are performed on 100 as well. It should be noted that for the learning
and testing tasks, datasets are used with actual scales, without any normalization. As
for example, the RUL estimation result with simultaneous prediction (by SWELM) and
state estimation (by S-MEFC) involving multidimensional signals {F1 - F8} from the
first test instance is shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: RUL estimation - Test 1

As mentioned in section 4.1, the RUL estimate is achieved by predicting multidimen-
sional features and simultaneously estimating discrete state to stop the prediction task
by dynamic FT. The dynamic FTs assignment is possible due to S-MEFC algorithm,
that can automatically determine different clusters (or states) among multidimensional
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data. Obviously, this is a realistic approach, because each machine can have different
level of degradation from good state to faulty state, and any assumption abouts states
should be avoided. For e.g. consider Fig. 4.14, where clustering results on run-to-failure
data on two engines from file “train− FD001.txt” are provided for different sensor mea-
surements.
The right part of the figure represents a color code sequence which corresponds to the
membership of data points in the clusters shown in the left part of Fig. 4.14 with the same
color. In case of turbofan engine 1, data are automatically partitioned into 4 groups,
whereas for turbofan engine 100 data are automatically partitioned into 6 groups using
S-MEFC algorithm. Similarly, each classifier CL (for a particular engine in the training
data) can represent different states of degradation.
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Figure 4.14: Visualization of classes and data point membership functions

The dynamic thresholds are assigned by looking at distance similarity in multidimen-
sional data of test instance and learned classifiers CL. Fig. 4.15, shows variations of FTs
with all features {F1 - F8} and with predictable features {F1 ; F4 - F7} for complete
test data of 100 engines. Mainly, the difference of the results is due to the number of
features used to build a classifier CL (because unpredictable features can lead to poor
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prognostics results).
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Figure 4.15: Dynamic threshold assignment results (for discrete states)

Now, lets validate our proposed methodology to get correct RUL estimates falling in an
interval I = [−10,13], i.e., enhanced multivariate degradation based modeling strategy
with predictable features. Table 4.1 summarizes performances for all tests initiated at
current time tc, and compares prognostics results with all features {F1 - F8} and with
predictable features {F1 ; F4 - F7}.

Table 4.1: Prognostics model results comparison for 100 test engines

Criteria With all features With predictable features By [166]

RUL error distribution span I = [−85,74] I=[-39,60] I = [−85,120]
On time estimates 32 48 53
Early estimates 34 40 36
Late estimates 34 12 11
R2 0.55 0.614 N/A
T ime 5m 33sec 3m 54sec N/A
Score 4463 1046 N/A

Among 100 tests instances, when using predictable features RUL estimates of 48 cases
fall in interval I = [−10,13], i.e., on-time estimates. The amount of early estimates is
40, and amount of late estimates is only 12. It should be noted that early estimates are
preferable than late estimates that can cause catastrophic situations [175].
The estimated RULs with the proposed approach are also compared with actual RULs
provided in the file “rul − FD001.txt”, where the overall accuracy achieved isR2=0.614
with a global score of 1046 (whereas score is 4463 when using all features). Most im-
portantly, the RUL error distribution with the proposed approach (using predictable
features) has lowest span I=[-39,60] as compared to other methods (Fig. 4.17 ). This
shows robust performance of the prognostics model when exposed to test data without
any knowledge about the RULs and their variability. As shown in Fig. 4.16, the esti-
mated RULs are closely mapped to actual RULs.
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Besides that, it is also important for a prognostics model to meet real time constraints.
In this context, the total computation time with the proposed approach to learn and
test the data from fleet of 200 turbofan engines is just 3m 54sec.
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Figure 4.16: Actual RUL vs. estimated RUL (100 Tests)

4.5.3.2 Results comparison: to validate performances with other approaches

As expected, predictability based prognostics model has much better results as compared
to prognostics with all features (including unpredictable ones). Obviously, features that
are hard to be predicted can lead to poor prognostics results. But still, it is required to
further compare the performances of the “enhanced multivariate degradation based mod-
eling strategy”, to other approaches in the literature. Unfortunately the authors who
use data “train− FD001.txt” and “test− FD001.txt” do not clearly mention errors of
RUL estimates and scoring (for each test) which prevents benchmarking approaches. In
literature only one publication was made with same data of 200 turbofan engines (and
also the same Features {F1 ; F4 - F7}) by applying “classical multivariate degradation
based modeling” strategy [166], but again limited information on results were given.
Nevertheless, it will help to make a final comparison with RUL estimates achieved with
our method.
The RUL error distribution obtained with proposed approach is compared with the re-
cent results published by [166], (see Fig. 4.17). According to these results, the proposed
approach has better precision of RUL estimates as indicated by the compact distribution
of RUL errors (i.e. from I=[-39, 60]). In comparison, the results provided by [166] are
less precise with a wider distribution of RUL errors (i.e., approximately from I=[-85,
120]). However, [166] achieved higher number of on-time estimates as compared to our
method, i.e., 53 vs. 48. But, the RUL error distribution has a wide spread on interval
I=[-85, 120], which shows very early/ late estimates and will result large score according
to criteria of data challenge Eq. (4.14). Therefore, when the proposed method is eval-
uated on the basis of scoring criteria, the achieved total score is 1046, (see Table 4.1).
The score curve for all 100 tests is given in Fig. 4.18, where only 5% RUL estimates
are very early, which affects the scoring. However, the score plot clearly reflects that,
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the proposed method has preference for early RUL estimates rather than late RULs.
Further, it is not possible to compare our score with other approaches in the literature,
due to the absence of scoring results with this data (i.e., train− FD001.txt).
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Figure 4.18: Scores for 100 tests (enhanced multivariate degradation based modeling)

Lastly, in case of the total computation time comparison, the proposed approach is much
faster (i.e., 3m 54sec) than “trajectory similarity based prediction approach” by [197],
which could take few hours even with only data of 100 test instances (i.e., engines).
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4.5.4 Benefits of the proposed approach

As stated before, it is not possible to further benchmark our approach with previous
works. Nevertheless, leaving aside performances criteria, one can point out the following
aspects that highlight the benefits of our approach from application point of view.

• Does not require any normalization of data and work on actual scales;

• Manages unlabeled data of different temporal lengths;

• Requires no assumption about the data and can dynamically estimates states;

• Failure thresholds are dynamically assigned without any prior knowledge;

• Fast approach and requires only four parameters to be set by the user.

4.6 Summary

This chapter addresses the challenges of prognostics modeling while building a classifi-
cation model, and also discusses the key importance of FTs for the reliability of RUL
estimates. Firstly, the S-MEFC algorithm is proposed as a potential approach to handle
unlabeled multidimensional data, and to dynamically assess the health of degrading ma-
chinery. Secondly, an enhanced strategy for RUL estimates is proposed, that integrates
SW-ELM and S-MEFC for performing simultaneously predictions and discrete state
estimation and to dynamically assign FTs. Further, to investigate the efficiency of pro-
posed prognostics model, a complete prognostics application is considered for real data
of turbofan engines from PHM challenge 2008. RUL estimation results of the proposed
approach are also compared with recently published articles to show its significance.
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Conclusion and future works

This chapter concludes the research work by summarizing issues addressed
in the thesis, developments and contributions. A discussion on limits of the
approach is also laid out to address future perspectives.

Conclusion

To optimize machinery service delivery potential during its lifetime, the main goal of
prognostics is to intelligently use condition monitoring data from an in-service machin-
ery, and estimate the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) before a failure. Therefore, it is a core
process of Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) discipline that links the studies
of failure mechanism and life cycle management of critical engineering assets. However,
in a dynamic operational environment, the deterioration process of a machinery can be
affected by different factors like engineering variances, failure modes, environmental and
operating conditions. The data acquired from such machinery are usually noisy and
subject to high level of uncertainty / unpredictability, and estimation of RUL is usually
a hard task. To perform an accurate prognostics, one has to address the challenges of
modeling phase i.e., robustness to encounter uncertain inputs, reliability to encounter
unknown data operating conditions, engineering variations, etc., and applicability to
meet industrial constraints and requirements. According to this, data-driven prognos-
tics approaches appear to be a valuable alternative to deal with uncertainty of available
data, in applications where a deep understanding of system physics is not available.
In this thesis, a novel prognostics approach is developed that aims at enhancing data-
driven prognostics in a realistic manner, with an acceptable level of accuracy under
modeling challenges of robustness, reliability and applicability. For this purpose, mainly
two aspects are considered: data processing and prognostics modeling.
In Chapter 1, the literature on PHM and classification of prognostics approaches is
extensively reviewed. Prognostics approaches, (i.e., physics based, data-driven, and hy-
brid) are assessed upon different criteria that are related to two important factors: 1)
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applicability and 2) performances. The assessment shows that data-driven methods have
higher applicability as compared to physics based and hybrid approaches, but their per-
formances require further improvement that can be linked with robustness and reliability
of the approach. Different strategies for data-driven prognostics are further reviewed
which enables us to point out that the “multivariate degradation based modeling strat-
egy” for RUL estimation has a strong potential, and is more realistic as compared to
direct RUL prediction and to univariate degradation based modeling. Therefore, it is
considered as a building block for prognostics modeling step. Besides that, for open
challenges of prognostics modeling, i.e., robustness, reliability and applicability, new
definitions are also proposed, which are not clearly defined in the literature.
Whatever the prognostics approach is, it requires suitable time series features or variables
that are sensitive to machine degradation, reflect failure progression, and can be pre-
dicted easily. In Chapter 2 we propose the data pre-treatment and data post-treatment
methods for feature extraction and selection. In brief, for data pre-treatment firstly, raw
data are analyzed by applying discrete wavelet transform. Secondly feature extraction
is performed in a new manner by using trigonometric functions and cumulative trans-
formation. Finally, feature selection is performed by assessing their fitness in terms of
monotonicity and trendability characteristics. Experiments on real data bearings from
PHM challenge 2012 show significant improvements by the proposed data pre-treatment
procedure, as compared to classical way of feature extraction and selection. The data
post-treatment phase emphasize to further reduce multidimensional features data by
assessing their predictability, as there is no interest in retaining features that are hard
to be predicted. To show the impact of data post-treatment procedure, the multivariate
degradation based modeling strategy is applied to estimate the RUL by simultaneous
predictions and discrete state estimation. Experiments on real data of turbofan engines
from PHM data challenge 2008 show that, the use of multidimensional data with pre-
dictable features is beneficial in improving accuracy of RUL estimates. In addition, some
weaknesses of multivariate degradation based modeling strategy are also identified, to
be addressed in succeeding chapters.
To account for issues related to time series prediction and the challenges of prognos-
tics modeling (i.e., robustness, reliability and applicability), a new prediction algorithm
is proposed in Chapter 3: the Summation Wavelet-Extreme Learning Machine (SW-
ELM). SW-ELM is a supervised approach that does not require any iterative learning
like classical neural network and has only two parameters to be set by user. For time
series prediction issues, the performances of SW-ELM are benchmarked with existing
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for SLFN and EL-
MAN network on six different data sets. Results show improved performances achieved
by SW-ELM in terms of computation time, model complexity and prediction accuracy.
To validate the efficiency of SW-ELM with respect to robustness and reliability chal-
lenges, a real case of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine is considered for
tool wear monitoring task. Moreover, it is observed that, lower magnitude (or norm)
of weights and bias of SW-ELM during learning phase can play a significant role in
improving testing accuracy. Although, performances of SW-ELM are of great interest
but, such rapid learning methods should be used as ensemble of multiple models to
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achieve more robust and accurate performances rather than a single model. Therefore,
an ensemble of SW-ELM is also proposed to quantify uncertainty and improve accuracy
of estimates. Note that, during experiments the reliability of SW-ELM is assessed on
unknown data of cutting tools with engineering variations like geometry and coating.
Moreover, SW-ELM is further used to perform “long-term predictions” with real data of
degraded bearings from PHM challenge 2012, with constant operating conditions. The
multi-step ahead prediction (msp) results with cumulative features are also compared
by msp using classical features.
In Chapter 4 prognostics performances are further enhanced by a new health assessment
algorithm: the Subtractive-Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (S-MEFC). S-MEFC is
an unsupervised classification approach that can automatically determine the number
of states (clusters) from multidimensional data, i.e., without human assumption and
has consistent performance for each run. S-MEFC uses Maximum Entropy Inference
to represent uncertainty of data rather than traditional fuzzy memberships. Moreover,
a novel strategy for RUL estimation is also presented by integrating SW-ELM and S-
MEFC as prognostics model. Both models are run simultaneously in order to perform
“long-term predictions” and discrete state estimation, and to dynamically set failure
thresholds (FTs). Lastly, the efficiency of the proposed “enhanced multivariate degra-
dation based modeling strategy”, is investigated on a case study of turbofan engines
from PHM challenge 2008, and the results are thoroughly compared with recent pub-
lications. From results analysis we find that, the proposed RUL estimation strategy
is more realistic as compared to existing methods in terms of applicability criteria like
computational time, model complexity and parameters, human assumptions and do-
main knowledge. In addition, the accuracy of RUL estimates show better robustness of
the proposed approach over fleet of test engines with different life spans. Besides that,
the reliability of the prognostics approach is also improved by avoiding uncertain FTs
based on assumptions and are assigned dynamically in precise manner for each test case.

Obviously no model is perfect, however, the proposed developments on data-processing
and prognostics modeling show good potential and improved performances as compared
to traditional methods. In addition, they also fulfill four main conditions of data-driven
prognostics, as mentioned in [24], 1) ability to extract features related to damage, 2)
to set FTs, 3) fault propagation model to project fault growth up to the FT and 4)
associate confidence. The main limits of proposed data-driven approach are as follows.

1. How to automate the initialization of two important parameters of the prognostics
model, which are to be set by the user, i.e., number of neurons in the hidden layer
of SW-ELM, and the radius of neighborhood of a cluster in S-MEFC?

2. How to further manage the uncertainty related to data and prognostics modeling?

3. How to integrate variable operating conditions to enhance learning / testing per-
formances of the prognostics model?

Nevertheless, this research work is a step ahead in PHM domain toward maturity of
prognostics.
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Future works

In general, inherent uncertainty in the machinery is a major hurdle while developing
prognostics models, and indeed one of the factors that add to uncertainty is variable
operating conditions. Such issue can greatly affect reliability of the prognostics model.
Indeed, the variations of operating conditions can affect the behavior of degrading ma-
chinery, for e.g. increase in load can speedup the deterioration process and reduce
RUL of machinery, while decrease in load results opposite behavior. Thus, operating
conditions should be used as inputs of the prognostics model, and this topic needs to
be further explored. Also, another problem could be the absence of future operating
conditions, which demands to intelligently manage the learning phase of data-driven
prognostics model, to avoid large uncertainty of predictions phase.
Among different limits highlighted above, the key areas for future focus are uncertainty
management and integration of variable operating conditions. Therefore, current devel-
opments of this thesis will be further extended as follows.

1. To manage and quantify uncertainty related to data and prognostics modeling;

2. To investigate the effects of variable operating conditions on the proposition of
cumulative features;

3. To integrate variable operating conditions as inputs of the prognostics model;

4. To extend the development to higher level rather than a component level.
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Appendix A

A.1 Taxonomy of maintenance policies

According to literature, maintenance policies can be broadly classified into two categories
namely: Corrective maintenance and Preventive maintenance, (see Fig. A.1), [78, 84,
146, 158, 189, 190, 220].
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Figure A.1: Classification of maintenance policies in industry
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A.1.1 Corrective maintenance

Corrective maintenance is an earliest form of maintenance that is unplanned (or reactive)
and is undertaken after machinery breakdown. A failed item is repaired or replaced
with a new one to store functional capabilities. This type of maintenance can be further
categorized as immediate corrective maintenance or deferred corrective maintenance [78].
However, such maintenance is suitable for non-critical engineering assets, where failure
consequences are slight and no immediate safety risks are involved. In other words, it
should be used when there are no serious consequences of unscheduled downtime.

A.1.2 Preventive maintenance

Preventive maintenance is a planned (or proactive) strategy for maintaining machinery,
that was introduced in 1950s [189]. The main objective was to increase availability of ma-
chinery as compared to corrective maintenance. Preventive maintenance can be further
classified as predetermined maintenance and Condition Based Maintenance (CBM).

A.1.2.1 Predetermined maintenance

With predetermined maintenance repairs are performed on the basis of pre-defined
schedule (or fixed intervals). Maintenance tasks are carried periodically (like lubri-
cation, calibration, refurbishing, checking and inspecting machinery) after fixed time
intervals to decrease the deterioration phenomena [190]. However, the maintenance pro-
cedures do not involve evaluation of current state in particular. Although predetermined
maintenance can be a simple approach to maintain equipment, it can be costly due to
unnecessary stoppages or replacements of operating machinery. Another problem of this
approach is that failures are assumed to occur in well defined intervals [115].

A.1.2.2 Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM)

CBM strategy is a step forward from predetermined maintenance, as it utilizes real-time
condition monitoring data to maintain machinery, and repair only when need arises
[63, 158]. Therefore, unnecessary maintenance procedures are avoided and maintenance
costs are reduced significantly. A CBM program has three main stages that are discussed
in [105]: 1) data-acquisition, 2) data pre-processing and 3) decision making. The first
stage is a building block for CBM procedure, where monitored information is gathered
and stored. In the second stage feature extraction and selection tasks are performed.
Lastly, the third stage of decision making recommends maintenance actions through
diagnostics (for fault detection, isolation and identification) and prognostics of degrading
equipment. Having knowledge of the current state of the equipment, and predicting its
future behavior are the basis of CBM [106]. Therefore, in industrial context CBM
approach can be of two types.

Current state CBM: in this case CBM is based only on the current-state of the
equipment and do not include prediction / forecasting of future states of the degrading
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equipment. Therefore, maintenance decisions are based on the estimation of current-
state only and equipment is run as long as it is healthy [78, 158].

Predictive maintenance: it is an innovative maintenance approach that is founded
on assessment of current health state of equipment and on the prediction of future evo-
lution (i.e., prognostics) using specific future conditions. It means, the same item could
have different service life, when different future conditions are applied [18, 78, 105]. Iden-
tification of problems at early stages and estimation of remaining operating life enables
the machinery to run till healthy state, and provide time to opportunely plan / sched-
uled necessary maintenance actions prior to break down.

A.2 Relation between diagnostics and prognostics

Like prognostics, diagnostic is also an important element of PHM cycle (section 1.1.1).
In literature, there is a little disagreement, that prognostics is related to and highly
dependent upon diagnostics. Mainly, diagnostics involves fault / failure detection, isola-
tion and identification of damage that has occurred, while prognostics is concerned with
RUL estimation and associated confidence interval (see Fig. A.2).
Therefore, in terms of relation between diagnostics and prognostics, diagnostics process
detects and identifies a fault / failure that has caused degradation, where prognostics
process generates a rational estimation of RUL until complete failure [178]. However,
in general, diagnostics is a reactive process that is performed after the occurrence of
fault / failure and cannot stop machine downtime in, where a prognostics is a predict-
to-prevent behavior [120]. It should be noted that there is a difference between “fault
diagnostics” and “failure diagnosis”. The terminology of fault diagnostics implies that,
the machinery under observation is still operational, however, cannot continue oper-
ating indefinitely without any maintenance intervention. Where, failure diagnostics is
performed on machinery that has ceased to perform its functionality [35].
As compared to prognostic, diagnostics domain is well developed and has several ap-
plications in industry. The main approaches for diagnostics can be model based or
data-driven, however these topics are not covered in the thesis (see [212]).
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Figure A.2: Steps to obtain prognostics results & relationship to diagnostics [178]
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A.3 FCM algorithm

According to [29], the main steps of FCM algorithms are summarized as follows.

Algorithm 4 Key steps of FCM algorithm

Require - Learning dataset Eq. (3.1)
- No. of clusters c, initial Cluster centers V , Fuzziness parameter m

Ensure - Cluster centers V and fuzzy partitioning U

learning procedure

1: Compute fuzzy partition matrix U

µij =
1

∑c
k=1

(

‖xi−vj‖
‖xi−vk‖

) 2

m−1

∀ i,j (A.1)

2: Adjust cluster centers vnew

vnewj =

∑N
i=1 µ

m
ij .xi

∑N
i=1 µ

m
ij

∀ j (A.2)

3: Repeat step 1 and 2 untill termination criteria is met

∥

∥

∥vnew − vold
∥

∥

∥ < ǫ (A.3)

A.4 Metrics for model accuracy

• MAPE: the mean absolute percentage error, or known as mean absolute percentage
deviation (MAPD). MAPE usually expresses accuracy as a percentage and can be
formulated as follows,

MAPE =
100

n

n
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

yi − ŷi
yi

∣

∣

∣

∣

(A.4)

where yi indicates the actual value and ŷi indicates the predicted value.

• R2: evaluates the variability in the actual values explained by the model and can
be computed by dividing explained variation by total variation:

R2 = 1− SSE

SSyy
(A.5)
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where SSE is the measure of deviation of observations from the predicted values,
i.e., SSE =

∑

i (yi − ŷi)
2, and SSyy is the measure of observation from the mean

value, i.e., SSyy =
∑

i (yi − ȳ)2.

• CVRMSE: Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Squared Error evaluates the
relative closeness of the predictions to the actual values and can be formulated as,

CV RMSE = 100× RMSE

ȳ
(A.6)

where RMSE is the root mean square error i.e.,

RMSE =

√

∑n
i=1 (yi − ŷi)

2

n
(A.7)

It should be noted that, all metrics are unit less.

A.5 Benchmark datasets

A.5.1 Carnallite surge tank dataset

The dataset was provided by Arab Potash company [170]. Mainly, the data were ac-
quired from a critical component called as Carnallite surge tank pump to perform condi-
tion monitoring task in an intelligent manner. The main objective was to replace visual
inspection (human) for condition monitoring with an automated system to detect faults
and avoid breakdowns.
Data were collected from component item 13, and were further divided into three bins,
each containing two different time signal features, namely the root mean square (RMS)
and the variance (σ2) Fig. A.3, and their corresponding fault code Fig. A.4. The tests
aim at approximating the output “fault codes” by feeding neural networks with two
inputs (RMS and σ2). The whole dataset consists of 92 samples, from which 73 samples
were used to learn the models, whereas the remaining 19 were used for testing purpose.
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Figure A.3: Input data: RMS and variance
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A.5.2 Industrial dryer dataset

The industrial dryer dataset used for one-step ahead prediction were contributed by Jan
Maciejowski from Cambridge University [1]. Data consists of three exogenous variables,
namely the fuel flow rate (x1), the hot gas exhaust fan speed (x2), and the rate of flow
of raw material (x3) Fig. A.5, and a corresponding endogenous variable, the dry bulb
temperature (y). The tests aim at predicting the temperature of the dry bulb at next
step ŷ(t+1) by using current input values x1(t), x2(t), x3(t). An additional input of one
regressors from the dry bulb temperature is also utilized (y(t)) Fig. A.6. The complete
dataset consists of 867 samples, from which 500 samples were used to learn the models,
whereas the remaining 367 were used for testing purpose.
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Figure A.5: Input data
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Figure A.6: Output: dry bulb temperature
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A.5.3 Mechanical hair dryer dataset

The hair dryer dataset used for one-step ahead prediction were contributed by W. Fa-
voreel from the Kuleuven Unversity [2]. The air temperature of the mechanical hair
dryer is linked to voltage of the heating device. The data have one exogenous vari-
able x1 for the voltage of the heating device, and one endogenous variable y for the air
temperature Fig. A.7.
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Figure A.7: Voltage of heading device and air temperature

A.5.4 NN3 forecasting data

To evaluate multi-steps ahead prediction performances, simulations were made on data
sets from the NN3 competition, that were originally provided to test the accuracy of
computational intelligence methods (notably neural networks) in time series forecast-
ing [6]. Mainly, the advantage of the data resides in diversity and quantity of time series:
the complete data are composed of 111 monthly time series derived from homogeneous
population of empirical business time.
Among all data, tests were carried out on time series numbers 51, 54, 56, 58, 60, 61, 92,
106 (randomly chosen), without data processing. A plot of those time series is given in
Fig. A.8 which reflects the diversity of behaviors to be predicted. As for the horizon of
prediction (and according to NN3 competition), the last 18 values of each time series
were used for test, whereas the remaining data (the previous ones) were used to learn
the models.
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Figure A.8: Time series from NN3 datasets for multi-steps predictions
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Résumé :

Le pronostic industriel vise à étendre le cycle de vie d’un dispositif physique, tout en réduisant les coûts d’ex-

ploitation et de maintenance. Pour cette raison, le pronostic est considéré comme un processus clé avec

des capacités de prédiction. En effet, des estimations précises de la durée de vie avant défaillance d’un

équipement, Remaining Useful Life (RUL), permettent de mieux définir un plan d’action visant à accroı̂tre

la sécurité, réduire les temps d’arrêt, assurer l’achèvement de la mission et l’efficacité de la production.

Des études récentes montrent que les approches guidées par les données sont de plus en plus appliquées

pour le pronostic de défaillance. Elles peuvent être considérées comme des modèles de type boite noire pour

l’étude du comportement du système directement à partir des données de surveillance d’état, pour définir l’état

actuel du systèm et prédire la progression future de défauts. Cependant, l’approximation du comportement des

machines critiques est une tâche difficile qui peut entraı̂ner des mauvais pronostic. Pour la compréhension

de la modélisation du pronostic guidé par les données, on considère les points suivants. 1) Comment trai-

ter les données brutes de surveillance pour obtenir des caractéristiques appropriées reflétant l’évolution de la

dégradation? 2) Comment distinguer les états de dégradation et définir des critères de défaillance (qui peuvent

varier d’un cas à un autre)? 3) Comment être sûr que les modèles définis seront assez robustes pour montrer

une performance stable avec des entrées incertaines s’écartant des expériences acquises, et seront suffisam-

ment fiables pour intégrer des données inconnues (c’est à dire les conditions de fonctionnement, les variations

de l’ingénierie, etc.)? 4) Comment réaliser facilement une intégration sous des contraintes et des exigences

industrielles? Ces questions sont des problèmes abordés dans cette thèse. Elles ont conduit à développer une

nouvelle approche allant au-delà des limites des méthodes classiques de pronostic guidé par les données. Les

principales contributions sont les suivantes.

– L’étape de traitement des données est améliorée par l’introduction d’une nouvelle approche d’extraction

des caractéristiques à l’aide de fonctions trigonométriques et cumulatives qui sont basées sur trois ca-

ractéristiques : la monotonie, la “trendability” et la prévisibilité. L’idée principale de ce développement est de

transformer les données brutes en indicateurs qui améliorent la précision des prévisions à long terme.

– Pour tenir compte de la robustesse, de la fiabilité et de l’applicabilité, un nouvel algorithme de prédiction

est proposé: Summation Wavelet-Extreme Learning Machine (SW-ELM). Le SW-ELM assure de bonnes

performances de prédiction, tout en réduisant le temps d’apprentissage. Un ensemble de SW-ELM est

également proposé pour quantifier l’incertitude et améliorer la précision des estimations.

– Les performances du pronostic sont également renforcées grâce à la proposition d’un nouvel algorithme

d’évaluation de la santé du systèm: Subtractive-Maximum Entropy Fuzzy Clustering (S-MEFC). S-MEFC est

une approche de classification non supervisée qui utilise l’inférence de l’entropie maximale pour représenter

l’incertitude de données multidimensionnelles. Elle peut automatiquement déterminer le nombre d’états,

sans intervention humaine.

– Le modèle de pronostic final est obtenu en intégrant le SW-ELM et le S-MEFC pour montrer l’évolution de la

dégradation de la machine avec des prédictions simultanées et l’estimation d’états discrets. Ce programme

permet également de définir dynamiquement les seuils de défaillance et d’estimer le RUL des machines

surveillées.

Les développements sont validés sur des données réelles à partir de trois plates-formes expérimentales: PRO-

NOSTIA FEMTO-ST (banc d’essai des roulements), CNC SIMTech (fraises d’usinage), C-MAPSS NASA (tur-

boréacteurs) et d’autres données de référence. Toutefois, la perspective principale de ce travail est d’améliorer

la fiabilité du modèle de pronostic.

Mots-clés : Prognostics, Data-driven, Extreme learning Machine, Fuzzy Clustering, RUL
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